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306-1119-80

CS for CS for SB 299

Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as amended, ss.

320.27-320.31 and ss. 320.60-320.70, Florida

Statutes, as amended; providing a retroactive

effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

101

11

12

13

Subsection (1) of section 320.131, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
320.131
(1)

Temporary tags.--

The department is hereby authorized and empowered

to design, issue, and regulate the use of temporary tags to be

designated "temporary tags," for use in cases in which dealer

141 tags may not be lawfully used and in cases in which the sale

151 of a motor vehicle constitutes a casual or private sale.

A

16 casual or private sale� SAa±!-ee-eeAS�ftied-�e-ffleaA any
1
17 sale other than that by a licensed dealer. No such temporary
18
19

20
21

22

23
24

tag shall be valid for more than 20 days after it is affixed
to a motor vehicle.
Section 2.

Subsections

(1),

(3),

(4),

(6), (9), and

(10) of section 320.27, Florida Statutes, are amended and

subsection (12) is added to said section to read:
320.27
(1)

Motor vehicle dealers.--

DEFINITIONS.--The following words, terms and

25

phrases when used in this section shall have the meanings

27

the context clearly indicates a different meaning:

29

Safety and Motor Vehicles.

26
n

30

respectively ascribed to them in this subsection, except where
(a)

"Department" means the Department of Highway

(b)

"Motor vehicle" means any motor vehicle of the

-. 31 I type and kind required to be registered and titled under
2
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(10), Florida Statutes, and adding subsection
(12) to said section; providing definitions;
specifying required application information;
providing for license certificate and record

12

keeping procedures; providing for denial,

13

suspension, or revocation of licenses;

14

providing for surety bonds and civil fines for

15

motor vehicle dealers; amending ss. 320.61(1),

16

320.62, Florida Statutes; deleting provisions

17

relating to licensure of factory

18

representatives; providing renewal procedures

19

and fees; requiring delinquent licensees to

20

cease engaging in business; creating s.

121
22

12324

320.312, l,'lorida Statutes; providing for
maintenance of records by the Department of
Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles; amending s.
320.8255(1), Florida Statutes; creating s.

25

320.8256, Florida Statutes; providing for

26

inspection of recreational vehicles by persons

27

approved by the department; providing for

28

legislative review; repealing s. 320.60(4),

29

Florida Statutes, as amended, relating to

30

definition of "factory representative";

31

reviving and readopting, notwithstanding the
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use or for use in their businesses when the same were acquired

and used in good faith and not for the purpose of avoiding the

provisions of this law; public officers while performing their

official duties; receivers; trustees, administrators,

executors, guardians, or other persons appointed by, or acting

61 under the judgment or order of, any court; banks, finance

companies, or other loan agencies that acquire motor vehicles
as an incident to their regular business; new motor vehicle

91 brokers; and motor vehicle rental and leasing companies that

10

sell motor vehicles to motor vehicle dealers licensed under

11 I this section.
12

(d)

"New motor vehicle broker• means anz....e.erson

131 engaged in the business of offering to procure or procuring

14 1 new motor vehicles for the gene�al public or who holds himself
151 out through solicitation, advertisement, or otherwise as one
16

17

who offers to procure or procures new motor vehicles for the

general public, and who does not store or display any new or

18

used vehicles for the purpose of selling said vehicles.

W

partnership, association, or corporation.

22

license shall be in such form as may be prescribed by the

19

21

23

24

(e)

"Person" means any natural person, firm,

(3)

APPLICATION AND FEE.--The application for the seie

department and subject to such rules and regulations with
respect thereto as may be so prescribed by it.

Such

25

application shall be verified by oath or affirmation and shall

27

person or persons applying therefor; the name of the firm or

26
�

29
30
31

contain a full statement of the name and birth date of the

copartnership, with the names and places of residence of all

members thereof, if such applicant is a firm or copartnership;

the names and places of residence of the principal officers,

if the applicant is a body corporate or other artificial body;
4
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chapters 319 and 320, except recreational vehicles and mobile
homes.
(c)

"Motor vehicle dealer" means any person engaged in

the business of buying, selling, or dealing in motor vehicles
or offering or displaying motor vehicles for sale�
61 franchised motor vehicle dealer, an independent motor vehicle
dealer or a wholesale motor vehicle dealer as defined in
subparagraphs 1., 2., and 3. of this paragraph.

AAy-�efSOA

who-ettys7 -se¼¼s7 -ef-dea¼s-iA-ehfee-of-mofe-meeof-vehie¼es-iA
101 aAy-¼�-meAeh-pefied-ef-whe-oi£efS-ef-disp¼ays-£er-sa¼e-�hree
11

er-mere-me�ef-Yehie¼es-iA-aAy-¼�-meA�h-pefiod-sha¼¼-ee-pfima

12

£aeie-pfesttmed-�e-ee-eAgaged-iA-stteh-ettsiAeSsT

13

"selling" and "sale" include lease-purchase transactions.

14

�lassifications of motor vehicle dealers are defined as

15

follows:

16

1.

The terms
The

"Franchised motor vehicle dealer" means any person

17

who engages in the business of buying, selling or dealing in

18

motor vehicles pursuant to an agreement as defined in s.

19

320.60 (13).

M

2.

"Independent motor vehicle dealer" means any person

21

other than a franchised or wholesale motor vehicle dealer who

22

engages in the business of buying, selling, or dealing in

n

motor vehicles.

24

3.

"Wholesale motor vehicle dealer" means an.Y__2_erson

25

who engages exclusively in the business of buying, selling or

26

dealing in motor vehicles at wholesale or with automobile

V

auctions.

29

The term "motor vehicle dealer" does not include: Eersons not

30

engaged in the purchase or sale of motor vehicles as a

n

311 business, who are disposing of vehicles acquired for their own
3
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a manufacturer of motor vehicles, in which case the name of

each motor vehicle that the applicant is franchised to sell
shall be included, or an independent (nonfranchised) motor

41 vehicle dealer.

Such application shall contain such other

51 relevant information as may be required by the department.

The application shall be accompanied by an official credit

report and a sworn statement of two reputable persons of the
community in which the principal place of business is to be

8

9

located certifying to the good moral character of the
applicant and

10

true.

11
12

that the facts set forth in the application are

Upon making such initial application, the person

applying therefor shall pay to the department a fee of $100 in

13

addition to any other fees now required by law; upon making

141 subsequent renewal applications, the person applying therefor
15

shall pay to the department a fee of $25 in addition to any

17

for a change of location, the person shall pay a fee of $25 in

other fees now required by law.

16

Upon making an application

18

addition to any other fees now required by law.

20

licensure, verify whether certain facts set forth in the

19

The

department shall, in the case of every application for initial

21

application are true.

23

applicant's past criminal record and his financial references

25

aseeEeaiA-i€-ehe-€aees-see-£oEeh-¼A-s�eh-a��¼ieaeioA-aEe-eE�e

22

24
26

27
�

29

At a minimum, the department shall

verify those items in the application relating to the

i€-¼e-eeems-ie-AeeessaEy7-ea�se-aA-iAveseigaeioA-eo-ee-maee-eo

and shall not issue a license to the applicant until it is

1

satisfied that the facts set forth in the saie application are
true.

(4)

LICENS E CERTIFICATE.--A license certificate shall

JOI be issued by the department in accordance with such

311 application when the same shall be regular in form and in
6
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the name of the state under whose laws the corporation is

organized; the present and former place or places of residence

of the saia applicant; and prior business ef-BHS¼Aesses in
which the saia applicant has been engaged and the location
thereof.

Such application shall describe the exact location

of the place of business and shall state whether the place of
business is owned iri fee simple by the applicant and when

acquired or, if leased, a true copy of the lease shall be

attached to the application.

The applicant shall certify that

101 the location provides an adequately equipped office and ts-a
11

�efmaAeA�-eAe7 is not the residence of the applicant, ts-Ae�-a

�eA�-ef-a-�em�efafy-s�aAa-ef-e�Aef-�em�efafy-�Haf�efs7 that

12

the location affocds sufficient unoccupied space upon and

13

14

within which adequntely to store all motor vehicles offered

16

place where the applicant can in good faith carry on such

and displayed for sale, and that the location is a suitable

15

17

18

19

w

business and keep and maintain books, records, and files
1

21

22

23

24

25
�

27

n

necessary to conduct such business, which will be available at

all reasonable hours to inspection by the department or any of

its inspectors or other employees.

The department shall adopt

rules establishing minimum standards for the business

location, including specific criteria for use in determining

the sufficiency of unoccupied storage space, the suitability
of the office for conducting the motor vehicle dealer

business, and the adequacy of other aspects of the business
location.

The applicant shall certify that the business of a

motor vehicle dealer is the principal business which shall be

conducted at the said location.

Such certification shall not

29

apply to any applicant who held a current license as a motor

31

contain a statement that the applicant is either franchised by

30

vehicle dealer on January 1, 1964.
5

Such application shall
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(9)

DENIAL, SUSPENSION, OR REVOCATION.--The department

may deny, suspend, or.revoke any license issued hereunder for

the violation by the licensee of any of the provisions of this

41 section or on any of the following grounds:
6

(a)

1

Willful violation of any other law of this state

having to do with dealing in motor vehicles or willful failure
to comply with any administrative rules promulgated by the
department.
(b)

Perpetration of a fraud upon any person as a

(c)

Representation that a "demonstrator" is a new

101 result of dealing in motor vehicles.
11
12

13

motor vehicle or the attempt to sell or the sale of a

demonstrator as a new motor vehicle without written notice to

14

the purchaser that the vehicle is a demonstrator.

15

purposes of this section, a "demonstrator," a "new motor

16
17

18

For the

vehicle,• and a "used motor vehicle" shall be defined as under
s. 320. 60.
(d)

Unjustifiable refusal to comply with a licensee's

19

responsibility under the terms of the new motor vehicle

21

or importer.

22

the ea¼e manufacturer, distributor, or importer, such refusal

23

shall not be a ground under this section.

WI warranty issued by its respective manufacturer, distributor,

24

(e)

However, if such refusal is at the direction of

Misrepresentation or false, deceptLve, or

25

misleading statements with regard to the sale or financing of

27

to have, advertised, printed, displayed, published,

�I motor vehicles which any motor vehicle dealer has, or causes
�

29

distributed, broadcast, televised, or made in any manner with

regard to the sale or financing of motor vehicles.

30

-,1
8
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compliance with the provisions of this section.

Such license,

when so issued, shall entitle the licensee to carry on and
conduct the business of a motor vehicle dealer.

The license

4[ expires annually on December 31 unless revoked or suspended
5[ prior to that date.

Not less than 60 days prior to the

license expiration date, the department shall deliver to each
licensee the necessary renewal forms.

Any licensee who does

8

not file his application, fees, and any other requisite

9

documents, as required by law, with the department by the

10

license expiration date shall cease to engage in business as a

ll

motor vehicle dealer until such documents and fees are filed.

12

Renewals made subsequent to the expiration date shall be

13

accompanied by a delinquent fee of $25. £ep-a-�eE¼ed-e£-±-yeap

14[ fEem-JaRHaEy-±-e£-ehe-eHEEeR�-yeaE-eR±y-ae-ehe-±eea�¼eR-see
151 £eEeh-¼R-sa¼a-±¼eeRseT
16

(6)

RECORDS TO BE KEPT BY LICENSEE.--Every licensee

17

shall keep a book or record in such form as shall may be

18

prescribed or approved by the department, in which the

19

licensee ¼e shall kee� a record of the purchase, sale� or

20

exchange, or receipt for the purpose of sale, of any motor

21

vehicle, the date upon which any temporary tag was issued, the

22

date of title transfer, and a description of such motor

23

vehicle7 together with the name and address of the seller, the

24

purchaser� and the alleged owner or other person from whom

25

such motor vehicle was purchased or received or to whom it was

�

sold or delivered, as the case may be.

27

include the identification or engine number, maker's number,

Such description shall

n

if any, chassis number, if any, and such other numbers or

29

identification marks as may be thereon and shall also include

�

a statement �hat a number has been obliterated, defaced or

31

changed, if such is the fact.
7
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such dealer in connection with the sale or exchange of any

motor vehicle and shall not violate any of the provisions of

chapters 319 and 320 in the conduct of the business for which

he is licensed.

Such bond shall be to the department and in

favor of any retail customer who shall suffer any loss as a

61 result of any violation of the conditions hereinabove
contained.

When the department determines that a retail

customer has incurred a loss as a result of a violation of

chapter 319 or chapter 320, it shall notify the customer in

101 writing of the existence of the bond.

Such bond shall be for

the license period, and a new bond or a proper continuation

11

certificate shall be delivered to the department at the

12

beginning of each license period.

13
14

However, the aggregate

liability of the surety in any one year shall, in no event,

151 exceed the sum of the s�eh bond.
(12)

16

CIVIL FINES; PROCEDURE.--In addition to the

171 exercise of other powers provided in this ssction, the

181 department may levy and collect a civil fine in an amount not
19

to exceed $1,000 for each violation, against any licensee if

21

section, or has violated any other law of this state related

20

1

it finds that a licensee has violated any provisions of this

22

to dealing in motor vehicles.

24

the fine levied, or about to be levied, upon him.

23

25

to a hearing pursuant to chapter 120 if the licensee contests
Section 3.

�I created to read:
27

Any licensee shall be entitled

320.312

Section 320.312, Florida Statutes, is

Maintenance of records by department.--The

�

department shall maintain uniform records of all complaints

30

enforcement actions taken against licensees and against

29

-. 31

filed against licensees.

The department shall record all

unlicensed persons acting as motor vehicle dealers.
10

The
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(f)

Requ.irement by any motor vehicle dealer that a

customer or purchaser accept equipment on his motor vehicle
which was not ordered by the customer or purchaser.
(g)

Requirement by any motor vehicle dealer that any

customer or purchaser finance a motor vehicle with a specific

61 financial institution or company.
(h)

Failure by any motor vehicle dealer to provide a

8

customer or pu�chaser with an odometer disclosure statement

10

or agreement of purchase connected with the purchase of the

9 and a copy of any bona fide written, executed sales contract

12

motor vehicle purchased by the said customer or purchaser.
( i)

Failure of any motor vehicle dealer to comply with

131 the terms of any bona fide written, executed agreement,
141 pursuant to the sale of a motor vehicle.
(j)

Requirement by the motor vehicle dealer that the

18

(k)

Violation of any of the provisions of s. 319. 35 by

20

(1)

Either a history of bad credit or an unfavorable

16 purchaser of a motor vehicle contract with the dealer for
1
17 physical damage insurance.
191 any motor vehicle dealer.

�

n
n

credit ratin9 as revealed bl the aEElicant's official credit
reeort or bl investi9ation bl the department.
(10)

BOND.--Annually, before any license shall be

� issued to a motor vehicle dealer, the applicant-dealer of
251 or used motor vehicles shall

new

deliver to the department a good

UI and sufficient surety bond, executed by the applicant-dealer
n

�

30
31

as principal and by a surety company qualified to do business
in the state as surety, in the sum of $10,000 �5T888.

Such

bond shall be in a form to be approved by the department and

shall be conditioned that the motor vehicle dealer shall

comply with the conditions of any written contract made by
9
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Section 6.

Subsection (1) of section 320.8255, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
320.8255

inspection.-(1)

Mobile home aAd-feefeae¼eAa¼-veh¼e¼e

In order to insure the highest degree of quality

control in the construction of mobile homes aAd-feefeae¼eAa±

veh¼e¼es, each new or used mobile home ef-feefeaeieAa¼-veh¼e¼e

sold in the state shall be inspected by the department

91 pursuant to procedures developed by the department which

101 assure compliance with code provisions.

11

12
13

14

adopt �ake reasonable rules and regulations pursuant to

chapter 120 for the implementation and enforcement of this

inspection.

Section 7.

151 created to read:
16

17
18

The department may

320.8256
(1)

Section 320.8256, Florida Statutes, is
Recreational vehicle inspection.--

In order to in6ure the highest degree of quality

control in the construction of recreational vehicles, each new

19 or used recreational vehicle sold in the state shall be
1
20 inspected by the department or inspected by a private firm,

21 I person, or agency approved by the department to conduct such
22

23

24

inspections.

Such approval and all inspections shall be

pursuant to procedures developed by the department which
assure compliance with code provisions.

The department may

251 adopt reasonable rules pursuant to chapter 120 for the
al implementation and enforcement of this inspection.

27

n

(2)

Department inspectors shall make unannounced

visits to manufacturing plants or take any other appropriate

29

action which assures compliance with the code.

31

authorized under s. 320.827 which is sufficient to cover the

�

(3)

The department shall determine a fee for the seal
12
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p-manent file of each licensee shall contain a record of any
complaints frled against him and a record of any enforcement
actions taken against him.
Section 4.

Subsection (1) of section 320.61, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
320.61

Licenses required of motor vehicle

manufacturers, factory branches, Eeeeory-Eeprese"eae¼ves7
dist.ributors, importers, etc.-(1)

No manufacturer, factory branch, Eaeeory

101 represe"eaeive7 distributor, or importer ( all sometimes
referred to hereinafter as "licensee") shall engage in

12 business as such in this state without a license therefor as
1
13 provided in ss. 320.60-320.70. No such licensee's vehicles

14j shall be sold in this state unless either the manufacturer or
factory branch, on direct dealerships of domestic vehicles,

16

the importer of foreign manufactured vehicles, on direct

18

either domestic or foreign vehicles, is licensed under ss.

17
19

20

dealerships, or the distributor, o� indirect dealerships of

320.60-320.70.

Section 5.

�I amended to read:

22

320.62

Section 320.62, Florida Statutes, is

Licenses; amount; disposition of proceeds.--The

23 annual license for each manufacturer, factory branch, Eaeeory
1
24 EepEeseReae¼ve7 distributor, or importer shall be $10 and

�1

26

shall be in addition to all other licenses or taxes now or
hereafter levied, assessed, or required of the applicant.

The

proceeds from all licenses under ss. 320.60-320.70 shall be

�

paid into the State Treasury to the credit of the General

30

October l of each year and shall expire, unless sooner revoked

�

Revenue Fund.

All licenses shall be payable on or before

311 or suspended, on the following September 30.
11
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Section 12.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1980,

but if it becomes a law after that date, it shall operate
retroactively to July 1, 1980.
4

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL CS/CS /299
April 8, 1980
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Defines the terms "franchised motor vehicle dealer,. "independent
motor vehicle dealer," "wholesale motor vehicle dealer," and
"t,>erson. 11

Reinstates the requirement that the applicant shall certify
that the motor vehicle dealer business is the principal business
to be conducted at the location.
Deletes the requirement that the department verify the character
references contained in an application for a motor vehicle
dealer license.
Requires the department to inform a retail customer of the
existence of a surety bond in writing when it determines that
the customer has incurred a loss, rather than upon receipt
of a customer complaint concerning Chapter 319 or 320.
Deletes the requirement that the department conduct a workload
study.
Exempts factory representatives from the licensing and fee
requirements.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
'•
31

14
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cost of inspection and administration under this section.

Fees collected for the seals shall be deposited in the General

Revenue Fund.

Section 8.

Subsection (4) of section 320.60, Florida

Statutes, as amended by chapter 79-400, Laws of Florida, is

61 hereby repealed.

Section 9.

Notwithstanding the Regulatory Reform Act

of 1976, as amended, sections 320.27, 320.271, 320.273,

9

320.274, 320.28, 320.30, an.cl 320.31, Florida Statutes, shall
1
10 not stand repealed on July 1, 1980, as scheduled by said act,
but sections 320.27, 320.271, 320.273, 320.274, 320.28,

12 320.30, and 320.31, Florida Statutes, as amended, are hereby
1
13 revived and readopted.
1

41

16

Section 10.

Notwithstanding the Regulatory Reform Act

of 1976, as amended, sections 320.60, 320.61, 320.615, 320.62,

320.63, 320.64, 320.641, 320.642, 320.664, 320.665, 320.67,

17

320.68, 320.69, 3::10.694, 320.695, 320.696, 320.697, 320.698,

19

1, 1980, as scheduled by said act, but sections 320.60,

1�

and 320.70, Florida Statutes, shall not stand repealed on July

320.61, 320.615, 320.62, 3.20.63, 320.64, 320.641, 320.642,

20
21

320-664, 320.665, 320. 67, 320.68, 320.69, 320.694, 320.695,

n

hereby revived and readopted.

22

24

25

26

320. 696, 320.697, 320.698, and 320. 70, Florida Statutes, are

1

Section 11.

Legislative review.--Sections 320.27,

320.271, 320.273, 320.274, 320.28, 320.30, 320.31, 320. 60,
320.61, 320.615, 320.62, 320.63, 320.64, 320.641, 320.642,

320.664, 320.665, 320. 67, 320.68, 320. 69, 320. 694, 320.695,

28

320.696, 320.697, 320.698, and 320.70, Florida Statutes, are

30

Legislature pursuant to the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as

�
31

repealed October 1, 1988, and shall be reviewed by the

amended.

13
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January 29, 1980
'IO:
RE:

John calvin
Division of :t-btor Vehicles, DHSMV
Sunset, MV Dealers
MV Manufacturers

Please call me if :you have any questions, after
you receive the attached surnnaries.
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:uggested Changes

/I)�...)
SetlM..J,,L
__ _______
_ Ol!lrton

�e 1
� DMV/FADA Input

. FIDA Input

Approve of tl1is
1. DMV Legal: Delegation of police p::wer to dept.
Page 3, Line 17, ii1s2rt after the ·v,0rd "e-;iployees."
is too broad. Need clearer direction fran Legis change;have sugges
'I11e dep:rrtm2nt: shall promulgate rules establishillg mininum standards
tions to offer ill
lature or illSertion of sane moderatii1g language
for the busilless location to illclude specific criteria for use ill
tl1is area.
effort).
faitl1
gcxxl
a
rrake
department
(e.g.,
determinillg the sufficiency of unoccupied storage space, the suitability
OMV: Developnent of specific criteria could
of the office for conducting the motor vehicle dealer business or tl1e
affect persons operating out of "mini-warehouses."
new notor vehicle broker business, and the adequacy of other aspects of
FADA: "Walking around sense" is adequate; authority
the business location.
should be discretionary vs. mandatory.
Page 3, strike lilles 8 through 10, and insert:
the location provides an enclosed and adequately equipped office
is-a-t,el'fflilllent-efle, is not tl1e residence of tl1e applicant, is-net
a-te.ftt--et'-a-teffij:let'aey-swflcl--0z-BEher-tein]9<:lra..J"-t'jtifilte�s, that the
location affords sufficient

2. DMV: No objection; basically agreed with staff
that permanency requirement offers little pro
tection to public.
FADA: Language stricken was obso::.2te anyway.

.
.
.
3.
Page_J, strike
l1nes 17 tJ-irough 20, and 1ns
t:
.
its. 1nspec tors or other employees. 'flle-afcJrtlei::-eMt-shaH eet'hfy
�
.
.
-:--that-the
-:btis�ss-ef-a-mewr-vel'l±ele-eea.le�-±s-tlle-J:)l":l:fle±f,Jo±-btis:l:fl
ess-wh±eh-shal±
be-eeootletecl-at-the--saicl-leeat±en� Such certification shall not
apply
to any ap2licant

OMV: Acknowledged existence of double stan:1ard in_
tl1at Sears, Penny's etc. are licensed d�spite their
not meetillg tl1e prillcipal �usilles� r�irement.
Did not object to gas stations be1ng licensed as
dealers. Objects to mini-warehouses beillg licen�ed.
FADA: Little public harm would result fran deleting
require:nent but if a person wants to be a dealer
then should BE A DEALER.

Page 4, strike lilles 10 through 12, and insert:
4. OMV: Would require rrore employees and not do
no,: required by law. The department shall, in tl1e case of ev�li
much gcxxl.
cation for initial licensure, verify whether certain facts set fortl1
in the application are true. At a minimum, tl1e departJnent shall verify
Di-lV Legal: This would make department a
tl1ose items ill the application relatillg to tl1e applicant's P3St criminal
guarantor of licensee qualifications and
record, and his fillancial and ch=acter references if-it-deeR1S-it-fteees::1ary,
would open department to potential liability
eatlse-M-:i:ftve::iti�atiefl-te-be-ff'acle-te-aseet'taifl-if-the-fae!:9-set-fet'th
Sillce sovereign irrmunity =ncept on wane.
±n-stieh-a1.3f,)±±eaicie!'l-are-tttie and shall not
Page 7, line 12, insert:
(1)" Either a history of bad credit or an unfavorable credit ratillg
as revealed by the applicant's offici2l credit report or by investigation
by the department.

No

5. IMV: Felt credit report requirement -was
dealer motivated to reduce =npetition. Re
quirement has caused delays, administrative
problems witl1 out of staters and towns with
out credit bureaus. No positive results;
never have received a bad report.
FADA: Should require applicant to swear to
his fillancial status - creates a sobering
effect.

problem witl1 this.

Oppose deletion of
tl1is requirement.
Would confuse public
and hamper enforce
ment.

Approve of tl1is
change;require
fillgerprillts of
owner, manager,
salesman.

No problem here.

DIOR VEHICLE DEALERS
;uq_g_ested Changes:

Pa.9.e 2
DMIJ/FADA Iri_put

6. r::MV: If renewal application not to department by
,. Page 4, strike lines 20 through 22, and insert:
Dec. 31, then require an initial application be
conduct the business of a ITDtor vehicle dealer fel'.'-a-r,er:i:oo-ef-ene-y=
filed with $100 fee.
from January 1 of the current year only at the location set forth in said
r::MV
Legal: Need end on ·renewal period.
license. The license e.:::pires annually on December 31 unless revoked or
FADA: Put end on renewal period - not rrore than
suspended prior to that date.
30 days.
(6) Lia:NSE RENEWAL.-- Not less than 60 days prior to the license
expiration date, the department shall deliver to each licensee the
necessary renewal fonns. Any licensee who does not file his application,
fees and any other requisite documents, as required by law, with the
department by the license ei,,.-piration date shall cease to engage in
business as a rrotor vehicle dealer or new rrotor vehicle broker until
such documents and fees are filed. Renewals made subsequent to the
expiration date shall be aCCGllJ:.,anied by a delinquent fee of $25.
7.
Page 2, line 15, insert:
(d) "New rrotor vehicle broker" means any person engaged in the
business of offering to procure or procuring new motor vehicles for the
general public or who holds himself out through solicitation, advertisement
or otherwise as one who offers to procure or procures new rrotor vehicles
for the general public, and who does not store or display any ne1-,r or
used vehicles for the purpose of selling said vehicles.

OMV: From consurrer standpcint should license
brokers.
FADA: Philosophically oppcsed to brokers but
Irthat hurdle crossed, staff definition is
acceptable.
Staff: Brokers would not exist if franchised
aealers refused to deal with them.

Page 4, line 15, insert:
(4) NEW MOIOR VEHICLE BROKERS; EXCEPTICNS.-- A new ITDtor vehicle
broker, as defined in this section, is not required to provide sufficient
unoccupied space for the storage and display of vehicles and may utilize
his residence in canplying with the requirernent to provide an enclosed
office
. Page 7, line 17, strike t11e =rd "$5,000" and insert "$10,000"

8. r::MJ: Favors bond increase - pcinted out that
atond which is high enough to adequately
protect consumers =Y be anticcrnpetitive.
Propcsed that current pclicy of bond canpany
infonning r::t1V when a bond is cancelled should
be ITl3de law and include reason for cancella
tion. Conversely, r::t1V v.Duld also infonn bond
canpany when a license is cancelled.
FADA: Neutral.

FIDA In_eut
No problem with
this change.

l>bst independents
not concerned about
brokers but will OJ'.r
pcse licensing them
nevertheless. If
decision is to
license brokers,
then need rrore
stringent require
ments on them than
on dealers, e.g.,
higher bond.
No problem here;
could even ITl3ke it
a little higher.

M:JIOR VEHICLE DEALERS
Su.93.ested Cl1anges
9. Page 7, line 26 after the word "contained." insert:
Where the depart:rrent's re=rds indicate the receipt of a =mplaint
fran a retail custaner concerning a violation of Chapter 319 or 320
by a licensee, the departn'ent shall notify the =nplainant in writing
of the existence of the bond.
Page 11, line 11, insert:
320.312 Mciintenance of records by departrnent.-The departrrent shall maintain uniform re=rds of all =mplaints
filed against licensees. The department shall re=rd all enforcement
actions taken against licensees and against unlicensed persons acting
as motor vehicle dealers or new motor vehicle brol:ers. The permanent
file of each licensee shall =ntain a re=rd of any =mplaints filed
aga.inst him and a re=rd of any enforcement actions taken against him.

IMV/FADA Input

9. OMV: RE: Pg. 7 insert: There is really no problem '!his change =uld
invite claims and
in this area. This is an over-reaction.
might make getting
a bond rrore diffi
cult. CO need a
standard canplaint
form.
RE: Maintenance of records: OMV proposed to
attempt to canply.

0. Page 13, line 11, following the word "vehicle." insert:
A licensed rrotor vehicle dealer is aut11orized to issue one tenporary
tag per vehicle. Should nnre than one temporary tag be required for
a vehicle, the dealer shall obtain prior approval for the issuance
of each subsequent tag from_t11e _c:l_epartment field office.

10. DMV: Dealers were ones who re.quested two terrg::or
ary tags. Deparbrent appeared neutral.
FADA: Changing law '1-.Duldn't make any difference.

1. Page 5, line 2, strike the word "may" and insert ":::;hall"

11. DMV: Opposed to department rrandating form in
which records to be kept as =uld re.quire rrore
records than dealer's now keeping. Enforcanent
\\Ould re.quire increase in field personnel.

Page 5, line 3, strike the words "or approved"
Page 5, line 5, after the v.Drd "vehicle," insert:
the date upon which any temporary tag was issued, the date of title
transfer,

Page 3
FIDA In_Eut

2. Page 8, line 17, insert:
12. DMV: No problem with suggested change. Favor
(14) CIVIL FINES; PR'.X:CDURE.--In addition to the e..,ercise of other
adding authority to utilize probation and
powers provided in this section, the department is authorized to assess,
formal reprimands (Note: this would be done
im!,X)se, levy and =llect by legal process civil fines in an arrount not
on Page 5, Line 27).
to exceed $1,000 for each violation, against any licensee if it finds
that a licensee has violated any provisions of t11is section, or has
violated any other law of this state having to do with dealing in
rrotor vehicles. Any licensee shall be entitled to a hearing pursuant
to Chapter 120 should the licensee wish to =ntest
· the fine levied,
or about to be levied, upon him.

Oppose this change be-
cause too rrany ca.rs
sold in "military"
towns where out-of
state title problens
occur;don't feel abuse
has beern problem in
past.
No problan here.

No objections to
this change.

JIDR VEHICLE DEALERS
1ggested Changes

E11V/FADA Input

l. Page 1, line 31, strike the v.Drds "Any person"
Page 2, strike lines 1 through 4, and insert "The terms"
Afly-]3e1'.'Sefl-Wfte-bl:lys7-se±±s,-ef-eea±s-ifl-Bffee-ef-ll'ffi'.'e-�-vehie±es-ifl
ill'ly-±�-ltl9flW-J3efiee-ef-whe-eff�s-=-eis!f!:ays-fef-sale-Bffee-ef-ll'efe
ltl9Wf-�ehle±es-iR-aflY-±�-ffieflt�-]3el'.'iee-shal±-be-J3:l::tl!'a-faeie-J3feS\:lffied
te-�-:--�
- ��ee-iR-st1eh-et1sifless-: 'I'he tenns

-------------------

13. DMV Legal: Opinion was that burden of proof
in oourts 'WOuld be rrore stringent if the
presumption of three sales were deleted.
Acknowledge problems with current law, but
better alternative not clear.
FADA: Need "three or rrore sales" to draw line
between dealers and non-dealers.

Page 4
FIDA In_eut
Essentially
neutral on this
change.

Page 2, line 6, after the 'WOrd "include:" insert:
Persons not engaged in the purchase or sale of motor vehicles as a
business, who are disP?sing of vehicles acquired for their own use or
for use in their business ,vhen the same shall have been acquired and
used in good faith and not for the purpose of avoiding the provisions
of this law;

14. J:MV: This change 'WOuld allow rrore abuse than
l. Page 14, s. 320.06(1)(d), after the word, "June." insert:
existing law.
-:;provided,however,that vehicles o,med by licensed rrotor vehicle dealers
Staff: In suggested change, insert February
shall be r�istered and reregistered during the month of I:ecember.
instead of Decerrber.

No problem here.

From' the desk of
John F.

Ch/f..,{_f>.te.nf>e.n,

JJt.

February 14, 1980
TO:

Rep. George Sheldon

RE:

M::ltor Vehicle Manufacturers and Dealers
(Sunset)

Attached for your information, pursuant to your
conversation with Senator Holloway February 13,
is information relating to the a.l:ove.

JFC/mb
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A bill to be entitled

1
2

An Act relating to motor vehicle licenses;

3

reenacting sections 320.27-320.31, 320.60-320.70,

4

Florida Statutes; providing for the licensing

5

of motor vehicle manufacturers, factory branches,

6

factory representatives, distributors, importers,

7

and 1ealers; providing for the creation of a

8

Motor �ehicle Manufacture� and Dealer Licensing

9

Study Commission; providing a retroactive effective
date.

10

11 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
12

Section 1.

Notwithst�nding the provisions of

13 the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as amended, sections
11 320.27-320.31 and 320.60-320.70, Florida Statutes, shall
15 not stand repealed on July 1, 1980, as scheduled by such
16 act, but sections 320.27-320.31 and 320.60-320.70,
17 Florida Statutes, are hereby revived and readopted.
18

Section 2.

There is created the Motor Vehicle

19 Manufacturer and Dealer Licensing Study Commission.
20 The Commission shall consist of thirteen members.

The

21 President of the Senate shall appoint two members, one
22 of whom is a member of the Senate Committee on Transpor23 tation and one of whom is a member of the Senate Commerce

=�

24 Committee.

Two members shall be appointed by the Speaker

of the House, one of whom is a member of the House

,.t, Transportation Committee and one of whom is a member
"27 of the House Committee on Regulatory Reform.

The

23 remaining nine members shall be appointed by the Governor,
29 one member bei n g appointed from each of the following
3□ groups:

motor vehicle manufacturers; franchised motor

31 vehicle dealers; independent motor vehicle dealers;
- 1co=L1:�-:;:

',•ic:. .-·2s ...:�1dc!-.i:.:�cc c:11-c ..:C:t!ittc:1s;
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1 motorcycle dealers; new motor vehicle brokers; motor
2 vehicle rental and leasing companies; motor home dealers;
3 Department of Agriculture, Division of Consumer Services;
4 and the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles,
5 Div1sion of Motor Vehicles.

The Commission is created

6 for the purpose of reviewing the current requirements
7

for the lice.nsing
of motor vehicle manufacturers and
;
,, '
8 dealers. On O'i:' before January 1,, 1981, the_ Commission
9 shall submit its recommendations to the President of

10 the Senate and �he Speaker of the House.
11

Section 3.

This act shall take effect upon

12 becoming a law, but if it becomes a law after July 1,
13

1980, it shall operate retroactively to July 1, 1980.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

28
29
JO
31

CODI\'G:

i•.icr r:s undcrl:..:1cd. arc ,ld(!iticns; v.·ords in

i0'1OR VEHICLE DEALERS
,"\rea of concern

Staff Fin::lings

Suggeste::1 Changes

1. Business location;
W1ifonn minimun
standards

l'b UJ"'.ifonn specific criteria have
been develope::1 by department for
deterrnining adequacy of the busi
ness location.

Page 3, Line 17, insert after the word "employees."
The department shall promulgate rules establlshing rninim.Jrn standards
for the business location to include specific criteria for use in
determining the sufficiency of unoccupied storage space, the suitability
of the office for conducting the ITDtor vehicle dealer business or the
new rrotor vehicle broker business, and the adequacy of other aspects of
the business location.

2. Permanency of
business location

Current requirement that busi
ness location be pennanent pro
vides little public protection.
There is valid basis for requir
ing an enclose::1 office, hotJever.

Page 3, strike lines 8 through 10, and insert:
the location provides an enclose::1 and adequately equipped office
±s-a-�eftt:-ene, is not the residence of the applicant, :is-net
a-teftt-er-a-teffij'leraey-s�-er-etheic-temJ9eraey-qtifil:'tysf, that the
.
location affords sufficient
..

3. Principal business
requirement

Requirerrent that the ITDtor
vehicle dealer business be the
principal business to be =n
ducte::1 at the business location
does not provide significant
protection to the public.

Page 3, strike lines 17 through 20, and insert:
its inspectors or other enployees. 'Phe-ar�±eent-sl'lfl.l:l:-e=Hfy-that-the
btls±tiess-ef-a-met.er-velttele-dea:l:er-is-'4:fle-�±ne±J:36:l:-btls±ness-wh±eh-sha:l::l:
be-eeootietecl-at-the-sa±e.-:l:eeat±en� Such certification shall not apply
to any applicant

4. Verification of
itEmS in license
application

Currently no items in the
application are routinely
verifie::1 by the departrrent.

Page 4, strike lines 10 through 12, and insert:
naw require::1 by law. The department shall, in the case of ev�li
cation for initial licensure, verify whether certain- facts set forth
in the application are true. At a rninimt.nn, the department shall verify
those items in the application relating to the applicant's P3st criminal
re=rd, and his financial and character references ±f-±t-eeems-±t-neeessary,
eatise-an-±nvest±�at±en-te-be-waee-te-eseerta±n-±f-the-feet3-set-ferth
±n-stleh-arr:l:±eatien-are-trtie and shall not

5. Official cre::lit
report

Current law requires only
sul:mittal of an official
credit report. Departrrent has
no authority to deny a license
where credit rep::irt is
unfavorable.

Page 7, line 12, insert:
(1) Either a history of bad c1;e::lit or ai;i unfavorable credit r':tin�
as revealed by the applicant's official cre::lit re�:r:t or by investigation
by the deparbnent.

[,J

Page 2 (MV Dealers)
l\rea of Concern

Staif Findin_g_s

Suggested Changes

6. License renewal
procedure

In the past, departrrent has not
enforced renew-al date of Jan. l;
up to 40% of licensees have been
allowed a "grace pericxl."

Page 4, strike lines 20 through 22, and insert:
conduct the business of a not.or vehicle dealer fur-a.-�±ed-ef-ene-yea.r
£ran January 1 of the current year only at the location set forth in said
license. 'Ihe license expires annually on December 31 unless revoked or
ded prior to that date.
sus
�
6) LICENSE RENEWAL.-- Not less than 60 days prior to the license
expiration date, the deparbnent shall deliver to each licensee the
necessary renewal forms. Any licensee who does not file his application,
fees and any other requisite documents, as required by law, with the
deparbnent by the license expiration date shall cease to engage in
business as a rrotor vehicle dealer or new- rrotor vehicle-broker until
such documents and fees are filed. Renewals, made sul5seguent to the
expiration date shall be accanpanied by a delinquent fee of $25.

7. New ITDtor vehicle
brokers

New- ITDtor vehicle brokers are
=rently licensed under all
laws applicable to rrotor vehicle
dealers, including requirement
to provide sufficient vehicle
storage space.

Page 2, line 15, insert:
(cl) "New rrotor vehicle broker" means any person engaged in the
business of offerll1g to procure or procuring ne,.r rrotor vehicles for the
general public or who holds hD'11.Self out through solicitation, advertiserrent
or otherwise as one who offers to procure or procures ne,.r rrotor vehicles
for the general public, and who does.not store or display any ne,.r or
used vehjc_!_es__!or__t:he_ pmi=,ose of selling said vehicles.

Adequate public protection
oould be provided if brokers
were exempted fran storage
space requir=t and were
all=ed to provide an office
in their residences.
8. Surety Pond
Requir611ent

Based on increased cost of motor
vehicles and multiple claims
against dealer bonds, current
$5,000 bond no longer adequate.

Page 4, line 15, insert:
( 4) NEW MO'IOR VEHICLE BOOKERS; EXCEPTICNS. -- A ne,.r ITOtor vehicle
broker, as defined in this section, is not required to provide sufficient
unoccupied space for the storage artd display of vehicles and may utilize
his residence in c011plying with the requirerrent to provide an enclosed
office.
Page 7, line 17, strike the w:ird "$5,000" and insert "$10,000"

'

[ 1_]

Page 3 (MV Dealers)
l\rea of Concern

Sta:f Find�s

Suggested Changes

Departr.-ent's formal complaint
procec.ure not generally adhered
to by district offices where
canplaints handled. No written
record kept for up to 50% of
complaints received. sane can
plainants may not be receiving
information on borrl.

Page 7, line 26 after the word "contained." insert:
Where the departnent's records indicate the receipt of a oorrplaint
fran a retail custaner concerning a violation of Chapter 319 or 320
by a licensee, the departrnent shall notify the cx:rnplainan� in writing
of the existence of the bond.

10. Transfer of
titles by
licensees

Law allo.vs dealers 20 days to
transfer title. Department rule
pennits issuance of bt.D terrp:>
rary tags--giving dealers total
of 40 days (beyond 20 days $10
late fee is assessed). Willi
rare exceptions dealers
should be able to transfer
title within 20 days. Rule is
overly broad and has contribu
ted to excessive delays.

Page 13, line 11, follo.,ing the word "vehicle." insert:
A licensed rrotor vehicle dealer is authorized to issue one terrporary
tag per vehicle. Shculd rrore than one terrporary tag be required for
a vehicle, the dealer shall obtain prior approval for the issuance
of each subsequent tag fran the department field office�

11. Records kept by
licensees

Law requiring licensees to
keep records of all vehicle
transactions is not =rently
enforced by the department.
Records kept should include
date of tempcrary tag issuance
and date of title transfer.

Page 5, line 2, strike the word "may" and insert "::;hall"

9. Canplaint Procedures

Page 11, line 11, insert:
320.312 M3.intenance of records by department.-The dep3.rtnent shall maintain uniform records of all a:mplaints
filed against licensees. The department shall record all enforcerrent
actions taken against licensees and against unlicensed persons acting
as motor vehicle dealers or new motor vehicle brol:er!;;f. The pennanent
file of each licensee shall contain a record'of any oorrplaints filed
aga_inst him and a re�rd�o!_ any enforce;ment actions taken against him.

Page 5, line 3, strike the words "or approved"
Page 5, line 5, after the word "vehicle," insert: (
the date up:m which any tempcrary tag was issued, the date of title
transfer,

[3.J

Piige 4 (MV Dealers)
.'\rca of Concern
12. Fines, suspensions
and revocations

Sug3ested 01an�e�

Sta::£ Fi:_11C1_ir1gs
Depar:::;nent records indicated no
enforcerrent action taken against
licensees for repeated violations.
In past 5 years, department has
revoked 3 licenses after hear
ings, imposed 2 fines and pro
bation, and denied 5 renewals.
Temporary suspensions, fines
and fornal reprirrands have not
been used to any extent.

13. Definition of
"dealer"

Pri.m3. facie presurrption,that
anyone dealing in 3 vehicles
within 12 rronths is a dealer,
has impeded enforcanent
against unlicensed persons.

Page 8, line 17, insert:
(14) CIVIL FINES; PRX:EDURE.--In addition to the exercise of other
powers provided in this section, the department is authorized to assess,
impose, levy and collect by legal pr=ess civil fines in·an arrount not
to exceed $1,000 for each violation, against any licensee if it finds
that a licensee has violated any provisions of this section, or has
violated any other law of this state having to do with dealing in
ITDtor vehicles. Any licensee shall be entitled to a hearing pursuant
to Chapter 120 should the licensee wish to OJntest the fine levied,
or al:x:>ut to be levied, upon him.
Page 1, line 31, strike the =rds "Any person"

Page 2, strike lines 1 through 4, and insert "The tent1S"
Afly-�sefl-whe-ooys,-sclls,--ef-eeals-ifl-�ee-ef-=e-�-vehieles-ifl
e.fly-l�-!ffiflffi-�±ed-ef-whe-eif=s-&-clisj7:lays-fef-sale-fuee-&-!ffife
lffifflf-vehleles-ifl-afty-l�-H1efllll-J3eriecl-shall-be-j:lj::i:Jffi-£aeie-j:lj:es\:ift\ee
_______t�e�-_be_-��-ed-±ft-seeh-oosifless� 1'he te:r:ms
Page 2, line 6, after the ,.ord "include:" insert:
Persons not engaged in the purchase or sale of motor vehicles as a
business, who are disp::,sing of vehicles acquired for their own use or
for use in their business when the same shall have been acquired and
used in good faith and not for the purp:,se of avoiding the provisions
of this law;

14. Dealer license
plates

CUrrently, dealer tags are
renewed in June. Department
concern is that a dealer could
let his dealer license expire
on January 1 and continue to
use his dealer tags through
June.

Page 14, s. 320.06(1) (d), after the v.Drd, "June." insert:
�;provided,ha.-Jever,that vehicles cwned by licensed ootor vehicle dealers
shall� registered and reregistered during the rronth of Decenber.

--------
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M)'IOR VEHICIE MANUFACTURERS
Review of the licensing of 1-btor Vehicle
Manufacturers, Factory Branches, Factory
Representatives, Distributors and Importers
as required by the Regulatory Reform Act of
1976

Staff ffridings

Suggestion

l.The absence of regulation
That tJ1e Legislature take no action to revise
'M'.:luld not significantly en
or reenact Sections 320.60-320.70, Florida
danger the public health,
Statutes.
safety, or welfare.
2.A majority of the provisions
of the law are not designed
solely for the puq:ose of
the protection of the public.
3.There is no need for either
the current regulation or a
lesser fonn in order to
adequately protect the
public.

In the process of the review, the areas of concern stated on the attached sheet were identified.

[5""J

MC"IDR VEHICLE MANUFACI'URERS
l\rm of Concern
l. License Fees

Staff Findings

Su99ested g-ianges

Fees are extrEmely low and there
Page 6, Strike lines 2 through 3, and insert:
is no differential between initial fee for an initial license shall be: $100 for each manufacturer and irrporter;
and renewal application fees.
$50 for each factory branch and distributor; and $20 for each factory
Fees should be increased and
representative and illifltial-lieef\9e-ief-eaeft-ffiillltlfaetl:ff=,-faeteey-�at1efl,
differential established.
iaereey-fe�eset1tative7-disuibtl_t,ef7-et:-iffic'clft=�hali-be-$l9-aflcl
Page 6 Line 5, insert after the v;ord "applicant."
'Ihe fee for all subsequent license renewals shall be one-half of the fee
for the initial license.

License Renewal
Procedures

3. Verification of
Infornation Sub
mitted with
License Appli
cation

Department present procedures
of allcwing a two rronths " gr ace
period" for license renewal is
without statutory authority.

Page 6, Lines 9-10, strike lines 9-10 and insert:
October l of each year and shall expire on the following SeptEmber 30
unless revoked or suspended prior to that dab�. Not less· than 45 days
prior to the expiration date, the dee3:rtment shall deliver the necessary
renewal fonns to each licensee. Any licensee who does not file his
application fee, and other requisite documents, as required by law, with
the department by the license expiration date shall cease to engage in
business as a manufacturer, factory branch, factory representative,
distributor, or importer until such documents and fees are filed.
Renew-als mde subsequent to the expiration date shall be ac=rrpanied
by a delinquent fee of $25.

Department does not investigate
applicants or verify information
suhnitted.

Page 6, Lines 17 & 18, change "may" to "shall"
Page 7, line 23, insert:
'Ihe departrrent shall verify that information sul:mitted relating
to the applicant's solvency and financial standing is true.
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� bill to be entitled
An act relating to motor vehicle, mobile home
and recreational vehicle dealers,

J /

4

l:btc
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1. 312
DEP,11,·1· :0;-; ),i l,;fAd:

F L A c·�

I
-

;- tO'Li,

1. 3;{rallahi1aaes, Fl iZ399-0250

representatives, and factory branches; amending

1. 3,,Serles

s. 320.131(1), florida Statutes; providing for

'1

Carton

(10), Florida Statutes, and adding subsection
(12) to said section; providing definitions;

II

specifying required application information;

ll

providing for license certificate and record

13

keeping procedures; requiring delinquent

\J

licensees to cease engaging in business;

providing for license fees; authorizing the

15

providing for denial, suspension, or revocation

16

of licenses; providing for surety bonds and

17

civil fines for motor vehicle dealers; creating

18

s. 320.312, Florida Statute9, requiring the

19

depart�ent to maintain certain records;

10

amending ss. 3_20.61(1) and 320.62, Florida
Statutes; deleting provisions rel.1ting to

I. 3/9
I. 3/11

department to deny a license to any applicant
department to suspend and to revoke licenses
10

un�er certain circumstances; providing

ti

penalties; dir'!cting th� department to notify

ll

the surety company of the licensee upon such

13

suspension or revocation; requiring any surety

"

company �hich pays any claim against the bond

15

of a licensee to notify the department;

16

requiring any surety company which canc�ls the

17

bond of any licensee to notify the departm�nt;

18

;Jmendlng s. 320.8225, florirla Statutes;

19

requiring manufacturers to annually submit �

I. 3/12

lO

I. 3/13

5urety bond or a proper continuation

ll

certlfic�te; requiring such surety bond to be

ll

in the amount of $50,000; directing the

l3

dP.partment to adopt rules providing assurancP.
of satisfaction of claims; directing the

ll

licensure of factory representatives; providing

13

renewal procedur�s and fees; adding a new

1,

subsection (4) to s. 320.641, Florida Statutes;

1,

15

providing that any dealer who fails to engage

15

l6

in business with the public for lO consecutive

dep�rtment to notify the surety company of any

16

11

business days shall be considered to hav�

licensee upon denial, suspenslon, or rP.vocation

l8

l7

abandoned his franchise agreement; _creating s.

of any license; requiring any surf!t•1 company

1.3/14

I. 3/15
l.3/i6

320.643, Florida Statutes; requiring a dealer
30

before transfer, assignment, or sale of a

JI I
l'?

franchis� agreement to notify the licensee of
COOl�G: Wo.,h in� J........,i. type IHI!' d.,let,on, from ••i11in9 low; worch underlin•d are oddi1ion,.

I. 3/17

I. 25

under certain circ umstances; requiring the

I. 3/�

I. 3/8

I.24

departmP.nt by each applicant for a license;

I. 3/5

I. 3/7

I.2 2
i.23

certain information to be furnished the

Lt

amending s. 320.27(1), (3), (4), (6), (9),
10

sucl1 decision; amending s. 320.77, Florida

Statutes; providing definitions; r�quiring a
current license of any dealer; r�q1Jirinq

5 1
-

manufacturers, importers, distributors, factory

issuance of temporary motor vehicle tags;

ll

f/8 It,; t

l1l

which c�ncels or pays a claim against the bond

l9

of any licen9ee to notify the dP.pr"lrtment;

30

est.:1blishing civil penalties; dirP.ctlng the

31

d�partment to suspend or revokP. licenses •Jnder
CODING: Wo,d, ,n �-- ....,.....,_ t y p• o,. del.,ion, from ".-i1t1n9 low; wo,d, undetlin"d or• oddi1ion1.

I.26
I.2 7
I. 2B
I.29
I. 3 I
I. 3 2

I. 3 3
I.34
I. 35
I. ]6

I. J 7
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certain conditions; amendin�

s. 320.8255(1),

Florida Statutes; creating s. 320.8256,

f'lorida

Statutes; providing for inspection of

recreational v�hicles by persons approved by

the department; amending s. )20.931,
Statutes;
320.Sfil,

10

11

ll
13
IJ

15

16
17
18

19
lO
ll

ll

ll
)J

ll
16

Florida

granting subpoena

po\-1�r to the department wl th respect to

I. 42

complaints against licensed manufacturers or
dealers; repealing s. 320.011 (7 ),

florlda

Statutes, relating to department hearings;

revising and readopting ss. 320.27-320.27),

320.28-)20.)l,

ss. )20.60-320.70 and ss.

320.77, 320.832,

320.961 and 320.862,

l. 4)
ss.

I. 44

norlda

I. 46

Statutes, notwithstanding the Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976, as amended; repealing s. )20.274,

l. 47

procedures;

I. 48

Florida Statutes, relating to hearing
repealing s. 320.60(4),

Florida

S tatutes, relating to definition of �factory
representative";

repealing s. 320.665,

florida

I. 49

Statutes, relating to hearing procedur�s;

repeal Ing s. 320.864,

Florida Statutes,

I.50

relating to an advisory council to the
d�partm�nt;

providing for legislative review;

providing a retroacti�e effective date.

271 Be rt Enacted by the Legislature of the State of florida:
l'il

n
JO
ll

I. 40

I. 41

revising penalties; amending s.

Florida Statutes;

l. 39

Section l.

Statutes,

Subsection (1) of section 320.131,

is amended to read:

320.131

Florida

Temporary tags.--

CODING: Wo,d, in �....d, � typ• cue d•l•lion, from ••i1tin9 1ow; word, vnde,lined ore addition,.

I.51
1: enc
I .52

l. 53

1. 54

(1)

The department is hereby authori:ed and empowered

to design, issue, and regulate the use of temporary taqs to be
designated "temporary tags,"

for use in cases in which dealer

4/ tags may not be lawfully used and in cases in which th� sale
6
7

1

of a motor vehicle constitutes a casual or private sale.

casual or private sale � sAat't"-9e-ee�s�t�e9-�-,-l'!'leaf\ any
sale other than that by a licensed dealer.

No such temporary

tag shall be v�lid for more than 20 days after it is af fixed

to a motor vehicle.
Section 2.

10

A

Sub sections (1), ()), (4),

11! (10) of section 320.27,

(6),

(9), and

Florida Statutes, are amended and

111 subsection ( 12) is added to said section to read:
l 20.27

ll

(!)

lJ

Motor vehicle dealers.--

OEFIN!TIONS.--The following words, terms and

151 phrases when used in this section shall have the meanings

161 respectively ascribed to them in this subsection, exc�pt where
171 the context clearly indicates a different meaning:

18

{a)

"Department" means the Department of Hlgh...,ay

lO

(b)

"Motor vehicle" means any motor vehicle of the

191 Safety and Motor Vehicles.
21

type and kind required to be re1istered and titled under

22

chapters 319 and 320.

23

homes.

l4

(c)

except recreational v�hicles and mobile

"Motor vehicle dealer" means any person engaged in

25! the busine5s of buying,

selling,

or dealing in motor vehicles

1.29

11.29
l • JO

1.)1
I.3)
l.) 4

l.)6
I.) 7

l. 38

I.)3

l. 40

1.41
l. 41

1.42

11 .43
I. 4 4

I. 44

l. 4 5

I. 4 �

I .47

11- 48

I.48/1

261 or offering or displaying motor vehicles for sale at . ..,holesale jl .48/2

17 or retail.

28

2?
JO

31

1

Any person who buys, sells, or deals in three or

more motor v�hicles ln any 12-month period or "'ho offers or

displays for sale three or more motor vehicles in any 12-month

period shall be prlma facie presumed to be en1aged in such
buslne5s.

The terms "selling" and "sale" include le�se-

COOING: Wo,d 1, in 4,1-o.-i. ,i...._.,i,. lyp• o,e d•letion 1, from e;11i1orincr lo ... ; ..,o,d1, vnderlincd on oddition1,,

1.48/4

I . 48/5

1 .48/6

l :qq

190-63-5-0
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purchase tra11sactions.

The classifications of motor vcl1icle

dealers are defined as follows:
1.

•franchised motor �ehicle dealer• means any person

.ti who engages in the business of buying, selling or dealing in
motor vehicles pursuant to an agreement as defined in s.

320.60(13).
2.

•rndependent motor vehicle dealer• means any person

other than a franchised or wholesale motor vehicle dealer who
engages in the business o[ buying, sellina, or dealing in

motor vehicles.
3.

•wholesale motor vehicle dealer• means any person

who engages exclusively ln the business of buying, selling or
dealing in motor vehicles at wholesale or with automobile

auctions.

The term •motor vehicle dealer• does not include: �ons not

engaged in the purchase or sale of motor vehicles as a

business, who are disposing of vehicles acquirPd for their own

I. �8/9
1.6 2
I. 63
ll.64
1 .65

1.66

1: 1 u s

1.67
1.68

1 :qq

1. 71

11 ne·,., motor vehicles for the general pub_lic__or .,.,ho holds himself
out throu gh solicitation, advertisement, or otherwise as one
who offers to procure or procures new motor vehi,:les for the

JI general public, and who does not store or disolay any new or
used vehicles for the purpose of sellinq said vehicles.
(e)

•person• means any natural person, firm,

(3)

APPLICATION AND FEE.--The application Ear the sai-4

71 partnership, association, or corporation.

? 1 icense shall be ln such form as may be prescribed by the

10 1 departmf?nt and subject to such rules -:tnd re1ulations wt th
II. respect thereto as may be so prescribed by it.

15

copartnership, with the names and places of residence of all

161 m�mbers thereof,

18

organized; the present and former place or places of residence

15

brokers; and motor vehicle rental and leasing companies that

1-79

171 -1ttacherl to the application.

this section.
(d)

"New motor vehicle broker" means any person

engaged in the business of offering to procure or procuring
COOING: Wo,d, '" � tk.-o..
,,h typl!' o,I!' d,letion, r.o,.. ••ist,ng low; ,...,,d, undr,llnl!'d a,• addition\.

l: 1 us
I.8 I

2. 12

1 2. 17

1- 77

1-80

2.?

if the applicant is a body corporate or other artificial body;

171 the names and places of residence of the principal officers,

comp�nies, or other loan agencies that acquire motor vehicles

sell motor vehicles to motor vehicle dealers licensed under

2. 7

12.14

ll.75

as an incident to their regular business; new motor vehicle

2.5

lf such applicant is a firm or copartner::zhip;

executors, guardians, or other persons appointed by, or acting

1.76

12-4

2. 11

1
1.74

under the judgment or 0rder of, any court; banks, finance

1, I us

2. 2

1-4 person or persons applying therefor; the name of the firm or

provisions of this law; public officers while performing their
official duties; receivers� trustees, ad ministrators,

2. I

!2.8

contain a full statement of the name and birth date of the

ll.72
1.73

I .8 3

1.84

121 applic.Jtion shall be verified by oath or affirmation dnd shall

13

use or for use in th'!ir businesses when the same were acquired

101 and used in good faith and not for the purpose of avoiding the

Such

ll-82

2. I 6

lQ

the namll? of the state under whose laws the corporation is

11

of� sai-4 applicant; and prior business .,t--B1:1s½1tesses in

2-18
1
2.20

13

thereof.

2. 2J

10

n
24

which the so:1\--� applicant has been engaged -lnd the location

Such application shall describe the exact location

of the place of business and shall state •.Jhether the place of
business is owned in fee simple by the applicant and when

161 acquirP.d or, if leased,

a true copy of the lease sh.Jll be

JO

2.24

2.26

2. 2 7

The applicant shall certify that

12-28

�e��aAeA�-.,AeT is not the residence of the applic�nt, i9-Re�-a

12.32

131 the loc.ltion provides an adequately equipoed office and is-"

nl

2. 2 2

�en�-e�-�-�em�eta�y-s�a��-ef-��het-�effl�e��Fy-9�aF��Fs7 that

311 the location affords sufficient unoccupied space upon and

COOINC: Wo,ch i" ...i.......J. tlu--,J,. typl!' o•• dr.l,tion, l,o,.,. ••i1tin9 lo-: .,,,,d, ,.,.,,J.rlinl!'d or• odditoon,.

2.29

2.3 3
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11 within which adequately to store all motor vehicles offered

2. 34

ll every application for initial licensure, verify whether

JI business and keep and maintain books, records, and files

2.)7

,1 apolication relatina to the ap1?llcant's past criminal record

and display�d for sale, and that the location is a suitable

place where the applicant can in good faith carry on such

2.35

2.36

necessary to conduct such business, which will be availabl� at

2.38

c�rtify that the business of a motor vehicle dealer ls the

2.45

61 all reasonable hours to inspection by the department or any of
its inspectors or other employees.

The applicant shall

9 principal business . .,,,hich shall be conducted at the said

10 1 location.

Such certification shall not apply to any applicant

11, •..iho held a current license as a motor vehicle dealer on
12 January 1, 1964.

Such application shall contain a statement

2.38/1
2.44
2. .-16

2.48

17

application shall contain such other relevant information as

18

may be required by the department.

Such

The application shall be

fefth-+R-sHeA-a�p½¼eae+en-a�e-�p�e and shall not issue a

8 license to the applicant until it is satisfied that the facts

9 set forth in the eaM application are true.

10

(4)

LICENSE CERTIFICATE.--� I icense certificate shall

14 when so issued, shall entitle the licensee to carry on and

2.55

an independent (nonfranchised) motor vehicle dealer.

an-½Aves�i�a�¼eA-�e-ee-fflade-�e-aRP.ePEa�n-+€-�Ae-fae�a-se�

2.52

16

15 that the applicant is franchised to sell shall be included, or

and hig financial references ½f-+�-�ee�s-+�-Reeessafy�-�awse

2.so

2.51

motor vehicles, in which case the name of each motor vehicle

At a

minimum, the department shall verify those items in tl1e

11 be issued by the department in accordance with such

13 that the applicant is either franchised by a manufacturer of
lJ

certain facts set forth in the application are true.

2-56
2.57

Ill application when the same shall be regular in form and in
IJ compliance with the provisions of this section.

15

conduct the busin�ss of a motor vehicle dealer.

Such license,
The license

16 expires annually on December 31 unless revoked or suspended
17
18

prior to that date.

Not less than 60 days prior to the

license expiration date, the de1?artment shall delivi:?r to <?ac!"l

:! .8 0

2.81

2.8 J
3. 1

3.4
).8

3.?

3. 11

IJ.l)

3.14

3.16

3. I 7

191 accompanied by an official credit report and a sworn statem�nt

12-58

19 1 icensee the necessary rene1,,,1al forms.

22

good moral character of the applicant and

2.62

IJ,21

25

department a fee of $100 in addition to any other fees now

ll license expiration date shall cease to engage in business as a
l
23 motor vehicle dealer until such documents and fees are fil�d.

M

3.21/3

201 of two reputable persons of the community in which the

211 principal place of business is to be located certifying to the
13

2J

forth in the application are true.

that the facts set

Upon making such initial

application, the person applying therefor shall pay to the

16 required by law; upon making subsequent renewal applications,
1
27 the person applying therefor shall pay to the department a fee
28

of $25 in addition to any other fees now required by law.

31

now required by law.

21

Upon making an application for a change of location, the

30 person shall pay a fee of $25 in addition to any other fees
The department shall, in the case of

COOIUC: Wo,d1 in� �I,, type are del••ion, f,o,,., o, i1tinq low; wo,cl, unrfe,lintd o,e odclition,.

2.59

12.60

2.64
2.65

2.67

12.68

2.70

2. 7 2
2.74

2. 7 8

Any licensee who does

20 not file his application, fees, and any other requisite
21

documents, as required by law, with -����e_a_rtment by the

2J

Renewals made subsequent to the expiration date shall be

15

27
18

accompanied by a delinquent fee of 5100. E"'P-a-��p-ie6-�f-t"

t�af-fF,�-JanHafy-�-�{-��e-�HFFen�-y�aP-�Rly-a�-��e-iee�,�,�
ee�-!9�,h-in-sa+4-lk���9eT
(�)

RECORDS TO BE KEPT BY LICENSEE.--Every licensee

l? shall keep a book or record in such form as shall May bl<!
30 I prescribed or approved by the department, in which the
31

1 icens'!e '-' shal 1 keep a rl'!cord of the purchase, sale.!.. or

COOING: Wo,d, in ..__.-.c.li �-,Jo. tvp• a•• clele1ton1 1,o.., �.,,1in9 law; wo,d, unde,lined o•� odclition,.

J.19

3.20

3. 21/1

3. 21/2

3.21/4

3.26
3. :1

3.29

190-63-5-0

II '!'Xchang�, or receipt for the purpose of sal�, of any motor

v�hicle, the date 1Joon �hich any temoorary tao was issued, the

date of titl� transfer�r::!E a description of such motor

JI vehicle7 together •,1ith the name and addr"!ss of the seller, the
t=iut"chaser.!. and the alleged owner or other person from .,..i,om

6 such motor vehicle was purchased or received or to whom it was
1
l

sold or delivered, as the case may be.

10

11

maker's number,

if any, chassis number, if any, and such other numbers or

1 identification marks as may be thereon and shall -llso include
a statement t�at a nl.L"'Tlber has been obliterated, defaced or

11 c hanged, if such is the fact.
1

13

IJ
15

I

(9 I

DE91AL, SUSPENSION, OR REVOCATION.--The department

may deny, suspend, or revoke any license issuP.d her�under for

the violation by th� licensee of any of the provisions of this

161 section or on -3ny of the following grounds:
17

18

19
20
21

22

ll

{a)

Willful violation of any other law of this state

havi:i� to do .,..ith dealing in motor vehicles or willful failure
to comply with any administrative rules promulgated by the
riepart�ent.
(b)

Commission of fraud or willful misrepresentation

in application for or in obtaining a license.

1£!..fb� Perpetration of a fraud upon any person as a

2JI result of dealing in motor vehicles.
l5
U

27

18

29

JO
3!

l,!l,er

Representation that a •demonstrator• is a new

motor vehicl� or the attempt to sell or the sale of a

demonstrator as a new 1notor v1?hicle without written notice to

the purchaser that the vehicle is a demonstrator.

for the

purposP.s of this section, a "demonstrator," a "new motor
vehicle," and a "used motor vehicle•
•. 320.60.

shall be d"?fined as under

9
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J...ti_td�

1.10
IJ.)l
3.32
,
3.33

Such description shall ,3.35

include the identification or engine number,

190-63-5-0

3.36

3. )7
3. 38

3.39

vehicle �arranty issued by its respective manufactur�r,

JI distributor, or importer.

direction of the s�ie manufacturer, distributor, or importer,

�1
9

10
11
11

lJ

l. 41

16

3.41
3.42

3.43

3.43/1

3.0/2
l: l us

3. 43/5
l 'qq

3. 43/6

3. 43/8
3.4 3/9

1,qq

3.43/l l

However, lf such r':!fusa:l is at the

61 such refusal shall not be a ground und�r this section.

3.39

13.'10

Unjustifiable refusal to comply with a

lic�nsee's responsibility under the terms of the new motor

J..i.Lf�r

Misrepresentation or false, deceptive, or

misle.:lding statements ;,lith regard to the sale or financing oE

motor vehicles which any motor vehicle dealer has, or causes

to have, ad•1ertised, printed, displayed, published,
distributed, broadcast, televised,

or made in ,)ny manner .,..1th

regard to the sale or financing of motor vehicles.
.i..9.L.+E-r

RJ?quirement by any motor vehicle dealer that a

lJ/ customer or purchaser ac�ept equipment on his motor vehicle
1Sj which was not ordered by the customer or purchaser.
J.!!.!_f�r

Requirement by any motor vehicle dealer that

171 any customer or purchaser finance a motor vehicle with a
18

19

specific financial institution or company.

M

21

a -:ustomer or purchaser �ith an odometer disclosur� s�atement
and a copy of any bona Eide •..tritten, executed sales contract

22
ll

ld

15

Jl..!_thr

Failure by any motor vehicle dea:ler to providP.

or -3greem�nt oE purchase -:onnected with the purchase of the
motor v1?hicle purchased by th� �d+� customer or purchaser.
J..il.�tr

f�ilur� of any motor v�hicle dealer to comply

�f-H·

Requirement by the motor vehicle dealer that

fil,•r

Violation o[ any o[ the provisions o[ s. 319.35

with the terms of any bona

Eide written, executed agre�ment,

Ml pursuant to the sale of a motor vehicle.

11

281 the purchaser of a motor vehicle contract with the dealer for

19
30
JI

physical damage insurance.

by any motor vehicle dealer.

10
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l: l us

1.43/1)

3.43/14

3.43/lo
].4]/13

3.43/19
J.53

J.59

3.60

l. 61

).61/1

3.61/2

3. 61/3

l, l us

J.61/5

].61/6
J. o 1/7

3 .C,l/8

3.61/9
3.69

).69/1

J. 69/2
1: l us

3 .69/5
1: lus

3.o9/8

l90-63-5-0

190-63-5-0
(ml

Either a history of bad credit or an unfavorable

credit r.atinq as revealed bv the aoollcant' s official crl:!dit
reoort or by investigation by the department.

6

7

( n_)__
Any dealer having actual knowledge of and ·...iho

fails to disclose damage to a new motor vehicle as defined in

1 s. )20.60(9), if the dealer's actual cost of repair exceeds 3

percent of the manufacturer's suqaested retail price excluding

tires, bumoers and·alass.
(10)

BOND.--Annually, before any license sl1all be

101 issued to a motor vehicle dealer, the applicant- dealer of new
111 or used motor vehicles shall

and sufficient surety bond, executed by the applicant-dealer

14

in the state as surety, in the sum of $10 1000 S:5-;899.

15

16
17
18

19

lO
21

22

21

24

ll

)6

27

l8

as principal and by a surety company qualified to do business
Such

bond sh�ll be in a form to be approved by the department and

shall be conditioned that the motor vehicle dealer shall

comply with the conditions of any written contract made by

such dealer in connection with the sale or exchange of any

motor v@hicle and shall not violate any of the provisions of

chapters )19 �nd 320 in the conduct of the business for �hich

he is licensed.

Such bond shall be to the department and in

3.69/12
l: l us

3 .69/13
3.69/14
3.79

3.80

3.82
3.84

4.0/2
4.0/4

4.0/5
4.0/6
4.0/7

4.0/8

4. o/q

4.0/11

favor of any retail or wholesale customer who shall suffer any 14.0/12

loss 35 a result of any violation of the conditions

4.0/1�

retail or wholesale customer has incurred a los3 as a result

4.0/16

the customer in writing of the existence of the bond.

4.0/19

her�inabove contained.

When the deoartment determines that a

of a violation of chapter 319 or chapter 320, It shall notify
Such

bond shall be for the license period, and a new bond or a

�• proper continuation certificate shall be delivered to the
JO , department at the beginning of each license period.
JI

3.69/11

deliver to the department a good 13.81

12

IJ

l: l llS

11

However,
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l: l us

4.0/18
4.0/20

4.0/21

4. 0/2 2

II the agqreqate liability of the surety in any one year shall,
in no event, exceed the sum of the s�eR bond.
(a)

�
The department shall, upon de_ni
_ �_!.__s_uspension, or
_

,Cl revocation of any 1 icense, notify the surety company of the
licensee, in writin�, that the license has been denied,

susEended, 0r revoked, and shall state the reason for such

71 denial, suspension, or revocation.
(b)

Any surety company which pays any claim against

? the bond of any licensee shall notify the department, in
I
10 '-'.'_ritin_J,__that lt has paid _such a claim, and shall state the

4.0/2 4

1: 1 us

4.0/25

4. 0/2 6
4.0/27
l: l us

4. 012 a

4.0/29

11! amount of the claim.

4.0/30

Il licensee shall notify the department, in writina, of such
l
lJ cancellation,� reason for the cancellation.

4.0/l l

161 exercise of other powers provided in this section, the

4.0/31

ll

(CJ

15

!12 I

Any �1:!r�ty company ,,..hich cancels th� -�o-�d__of_
_ -�_!)Y
CIVIL fl?IES;

PROCEDURE.--In addition to the

171 de�at:_t_�ent may levy and collect a civil fine in an amount not
181 to exceed 51,000 for each violation, against any licensee if

l? it finds that a licensee has violated any provisions of this
l
20 section, or has violated an' t_ other law of this state r-:?lated

21 I to deal in.9. in motor vehicles.

Any licensee sl1all be entitled

22\ to a hearing pursuant to ch.Jpter 120 if the licensee contests

l: l us

4. 0/32
4.0/33

4 .0/35

4.0/36

4. 0/38

2JI the fine levied, or about to be levied, upon him.

4.0/39

25lcreated to read:

4.0/ 4 l

)J

Section 3.

16

320.312

Section 320.312, florida Statutes, is

Maintenance of records by the department.--The

27 department shall maintain uniform records of all complaints
1
n filed against licensees licens�d under the Erovisions of ss.
l9I )20.27, 320.61, )20.77, and 320.8225, any_�ther provision of

JO this chapter to the contrary not·,dthstanding. The records
I
31 shall contain all enforcement actions taken a.9.ainst licensees
12
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4.0/40
l: 1 us

4. 0/ 4 2
4.0/ 4 l

4.0/45

i90-63-5-0

�nd

l90--i3-5-0

are
a�ainst unl_icensed persons acting in the capac_i__!__y as

r,equ1red to be licensed in the aforesaid sections.
e r::'lanent

�
I

;

':.ontain

The

file of each licensee and unlicense_i__e_erson shall

and enforcement actions on
':.omplaints, satisfactions thereof

!

retrieval will
C entral data base in such a manner that rapid

I
)

1

l
J

J

5

6

I

�ach

the
licensee and unlicensed person shall be entered into

�here is one, shall be advised of the deoartment's
of the come_laint within 10 days of such action.
�
Section 4.

Statutes,

Subsection (1)

ls amended to read:

3 20.61

�osition

of section 320.61,

4 .0/50

distributors, importers, etc. --

Florida

�ae�eFy-Fe�FeSeAEaE�YesT

No manufactur�r, factory branch,

faeEet1-y

8 Fe�FeseAEaE½- Y e7 distributor, or importer (all sometimes
9

�

!1

ll

13

24

referred to hereinafter as "licensee")

shall engage in

4. 38
4.39
4.40
l:qq

shall be sold in this state unless either the manufacturer or

4 .44

the importer of foreign manufactured vehicles, on direct

4.46

provided in ss. 320.60-320.70.

No such licensee's vehicles

factory branch, on direct dealerships of domestic vehicles,

either domestic or foreign vehicles, is licensed under ss.

320.60-320. 70.

l9

amended to read:

31

annual license for each manufacturer, factory branch, Eae�or-y

JO

4.3 7

4.42

ll

JS

4.37

business as such in this state without a license therefor as

25 dealerships, or the distributor, on indirect dealerships of
l6

4.0/52

1'1-0/53

Licenses required of motor vehicle

manufacturers, factory branches,
(ll

lf

The complainant and referring agen_�,

be facilitated.

4.0/4 9

All

'

'

4.0/48_

a record of any complaints filed against him and a

�cord of any enforcement actions taken against him.

.:.

4.0/4 6

4. 0/ 47

Sect.ions.
320.62

Section 320.62,

Licenses; amount;
13

F'lorida Statutes,

is

disposition of proceeds.--The

COOl�C: Word,;,.�� 'YP• o•• d"'l•tio,., f,o,,, "'.1,,;,.9 law; wo,d, unditrlinitd or• addition�.

4. 4 3

4. 4 5

4.47
4.48

4.48
14.48/1

4.48/2

11 t�pl!"����ee�i-Y�-; distributor, or importer s!"tall be� ,;i3 and
shall be ln addition to all other licenses or taxes now or

hereafter levied,

The

assessed, or required of the applicant.

JI proceeds from all licenses under ss. 320.60-320.70 shall be
paid into the State Treasury to the credit of the General

61 Revenue Fund.

All licenses shall be payable on or b�fore

]l:los

4.48/5

4.48/7
4.43/3
4.4a,,

4.48/10

71 October 1 of each year and shall expire, unless sooner revoked 14.48/ll
or suspended, on the follo•,..,ing s�ptember 30.
Section 6.

101 Statutes,

Ill
11

(4)

13

Subsection (4) of section )20.641, Florida

ls renumbered as subsection

and a new subsection

14.43/14

Unfair cancellation of franchise agreements.- -

14.48/15

is 3dded to said section to read:
320.641
(4)

(5)

N
_ ot·..,ithstandi�nv _other _.e_rovisions of this

UI section, the failure of a motor vehicle dealer to be en"l�qed

15 in business ...,ith the public for 10 consecuti'le business days
1
16 shall constitute a:bandcnment by the dealer of his franchise
17

IS
19

i

a.9.reement.

If �ny motor vehicle dealer abandons his franchise

agreement, he shall have no cause of action under this
section.

201 such

Ho•..,everL it shall not be consider'?d abandonment

f ailure to �n:3aqe in business _ts due _to ac_ts of God,

11 stoppaqes, or delays due to strikes or labor difficulties,
1
22 freight �mbargoes, or other causes over which tt1e motor
231 vehicle dealer has no control.
1,

Section 7.

26

320.643

251 created to read:

4.48/12

4 .48/l 3

Section )20.643,

lf

work

Florida Statutes, is

Transfer��!.3.nment or sale of franchise

4.48/16
4.48/17

4.48/13

4.48/19

4.48/20
4.48/21

14.48/22
4.48/23
4.48/24

4.48/25
1:1 us

271 agraements.--A motor vehicle tiealer shall not tran3fer, assign 1,1 .48/26
281 or sell � franchise agreement to another person unli!ss the
29! dealer first notlfi�s the licensee of his decision to make

301 such transfer, by written notice settina forth the prospective

JI I transferei"?' s name and address and financial �!_�ication and
14
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4.48/27

1'1.413/28

190-63-5-0

190-63-5-0
b usiness experience during the previous 5 years.

The licensee

shall, in writin.9., �ithin 60 -�ay�-��ter receipt of such

notice, either inform the dealer of his approval of the

41 transfer, assignment or sale, or of the unacceptabillty of the
proposed transferee, setting forth the material reasons for

If the licensee does not so inform the dealer
6 the rejection.
1
7 within the 60-day period, his approval to the proposed
transfer is deemed qranted.

No such transfer, assignment or

sale shall be valid unless the transferee aarees ln wr iting to

IO comply with all requirements of the franchise then in effect.
I
11 Acceptance bv the licensee of the proposed transferee shall
111 not be unreasonably withheld.

13

Section 8.

15

320.77

17

(ll

l.tl amended to read:

Section 320.77, Florida Statutes, is

License required of mobile home and

161 recreational vehicle dealers.--

DEFINITIONS.--As used In this section:

T�e

18

Ea llew½ A�-we fei6 "T - t!.e-tR'e "T --JAE!-pAFase9-, -wR e R-'isee--t A- eR -i-9

20

iA-�h½s-s�0seee:i�AT-eweep,-wReFe-�Re-eeA�e��-➔leaF�y-iA8¼ea�es

19

se��½-�A "T -9Aa��-haYe-t!.he-�eaM½-A�9-�espe�!½-Yely-a9eFiBed-,e-�Aem

21

ll

ll

14
15

I

4.48/31
4.48/32

11 ReMe9-,�-�eefe�ti�n�l-��niele�-+n-anr-r�-�ent�-�e,+ed shall be

prima facie presumed to be� ��,o,e�-�n-tke-e�9+����-o�-�,e+t-e
>,elflle de;iler.

The terms •selling"

.11 purchase transactions.

and •sale" include lease-

b usiness and does not include mobile home rental and l�asing

5.46

4.a/35

8

4.48/36

10

4.48/37
5.0/l

11
ll

1 companies that sell mobile homes or recreational vehicles to

1

13

•eB-tle-n��e dealers licensed under this section.
..!.E.!_-ter

for the purposes of this section, the term

•recreational vehicle" shall not include camping trailers as

defined

in subparagraph 320.0l(l) (b)2.

(2)

LICENSE

REQUIRED.--No person shall engage in

171 Motor vehicle dealers licensed under s. 320.27 shall not be
18
I?

10

required to obtain the license provided in this section to

sell motor vehicles �e"'�� as defined

ln �

�tjBfHH"aitapr'I

11

320.0l(l) I�)•.

Me l;.eF-VeA i-e \-es-" -E-,A�-eepaF �meA e:-�€-H�JAwa 't-6.a-fe e:y--'JA6-Mo-i:-e f

5.27

11

ll

license shall be ln the form prescribed by the depart:nent and

IJ'eht-e�es-,.

fil_tBr

•Mee+le-Re�e Dealer• means any person engaged

selling, or dealing in mobile homes

211 or recreational vehicles or offering or displaying mobile
iSl homes or recreational vehicles for sale.

Any person who buys,

29 sells, ef deals in, or offers or displays for sale, three or
JO 1 more mobile homes or recreational vehicles in any 12-month

period aF-whe-e-E€eF9-et-�ispiays-€ef-sale-�RFee-�F-Mete-Me0½-�e
15
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1: l OS

5.28

15.29

5.30

15.)2

lJ

())

APPLICATION AHB-Fee.--The application for said

subject to such rules end-��,�i��ien� �s may be so prescribed
by it.

The application shall be verified by oath or

251 affirmation and shall contain:

16
11

18

5-35

l?

.38

31

5.36

5. 52

15.52/5

in this state unless such person possesses a valid, current

5.26

tar--�B�t-eeE:&F�-ffleaAs-tAe-�½FeeeeF-e€-�Re-8�Yis½eA-e€

l :qq

5. 51

161 ...,\.�AetH--!-tt9e-.,e�a-t1"1:t-�1-a license as provided in this section.

5.23

5.25

l: lo�

l: l us

)5.52/2

15

5.2 4

5. 4 7

ld,I business as, or serve in the capacity of, a fflobile-i-lol!'te dealer

5.21

5.22

l :qq

5.45

6 1 or recreatlonal vehicles as an incident to their reqular

?

I 5.40

lnclude banks and finance companies that ac�uire mobile homes

4.48/33
4.48/34

S.33

The term •l'lleBt't-e-k,ffl� dealer" do�s not I l :qq

a-Eii-tf.et-�ftE:-MeaA¼l"l-1'�

161 in the business of buying,

ll

]4.48/30

JO

(al

A full statement of the name and the date of birth

of the person or persons applying therefor.
(b)

The name of the firm or copartnership with the

names and plac�s of residence of all its memb�rs, lf the
applicant is a firm or copartnershlp.
16

C001NG: Wo.,ft : n ..--..« 1J...-.,J.. !yp• or• d,.detion, !,om •••1ti n 9 lo ... ; ,..o,d, 1,1nduli ntlo•O! oddihon,.

5.52/3
5.52/6
5.52/7

l: l OS

5.52/9
5.62

5. 63

5.65

5.66

5.67

,5.68

5.69

5.70

190-63-5-0
(c)

190-63-5-0
The names and places of residence of the principal

officers, if the applicant is a body corporate or other
artificial body.

The name of the state un der whose laws the

5. 73

(e)

The former place or places of residence of the

5. 7 4

(f)

The prior 8�6i,.��es-q� businesses in which the

I: l os

71 applicant.

9 ap!)licant has been engaged, the dates during which the
1
10 applicant was engaged in such businesses, and the locations

11 ! l-eeae-i--eR ther�of.
(.9.)

A de sc r ie_t ion-�� The-af:lpl-i-eaet,�l"t-sAa 1,1;-deset<-H,e

!JI the exact location of the place of business, when it ,..,as

Il acquired, and whether it ls owned in fee simple by the
l
15 applicant.
lf leased, a true copy of the leas� shall be
161 attached to the application.

17

(hl

Certification by the applicant sAa�t-����½!y that

181 the location is a per�anent one, not a tent or a temporary

191 stand or other temporary qu.Jrters, and that the location

� affords sufficient unoccupied space ��&�-aR8-w½�A½A-wh�eR
,
21 3eie�::p,1,a�ety to store all mobile homes and recreational vehicles

ll

offered and displayed for sale, and that the location is a
l
23 suitable place in which the applicant can in good faith carry
2dl on business and keep and maintain book3, records,

and files

251 necessary to conduct such business, which will be available at

�1 all reasonable hours to inspection by tl1e department or any of
27[ its inspectors or other employees.

18

(i)

Certification by the applicant sAa}±-�e��¼�y that

NI the business of a mobile home or recreational vehicle dealer

•1
JI

5. 7 2

(d)

corporation is organized.

ll

IS,71

is the principal business which shall be conducted at the said

17
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5.76

1: 1 us

5.78
5.79
5.80
5.82
1: l 1Js

6.l

6.2

6.4

II location;

however, this provision sh,311 not apply to mobile

home park operators licens�d as mobile home dealers.
ilJ..

JI applic.Jnt

�Re-�ppl--igat.½t=)A-GRal-\.-eqAEai,R A statement that the

1s either an independent

(nonfranchised)

� franchised by a manufacturer of mobile homes �r

dealer, or

recreational vehicles, in which case the name of each mobile

home oc recreational vehicle that the applicant is franct1ised

to sell shall be lncluded T -,�-�A-iA6epeA6e��-fn.,A€r-aAeh½se8r

11 MeB+*e-he�e-e�alePT--T�e-appl--tea����-sha!�-e�A!a�"

10

�

Such other relevant information as may b� requi rerl

111 by the department.
ll

131 tRe-.;1 pp-\c +eat: i-eA-sAal-l--Be-aeeeM fJd R t-e6-By-a-sw"' FA-a� a �el"I eR t::-q �

lJ I t.wct-t:ept.t t:aBle-p�fS&AB--ff:eM-.t:Re-�affl�HA-1-tiy-+A -wR-+eA-tRe

15 I app\.½eaA � -L9-pF ½Re itJal- -fJl-aee--,f-81,1 s½ n�99-½ s- 1:a-8� -1-oert �e➔ 7
16 [ ee� � i, f y ½A'?-��-� he-ieed-t'!'ef a �-'!Aa r-,3e"e � _.,€-a: Re-?� t= si,"-" F

171 pe F6&AS-� p� t-y i,Ait-.fe t---•d�e-4 + ee�se- �n8-e� t 1: t-f: y i-R� I: A.-,� -1:A� --Eae Es
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211 The department shall, if it deems it necessary, cause an

6. I 5

6. l 6

!6 .18

6. 19

6.20
6.22
f:i. 2 4

j6. 25

6.2 5/1

6. 25/3

6.25//4

6 . 2 5/ 5
6.25/7

6. 2 5/8
6.25/10

6. 5

221 investigation to be made to ascertain if the facts set forth

6.25/12

6.7

241 the applicant until it is satisfied that the facts set forth

6. 2 5/ l l

6 .6

[6.8

16-9
6.ll
6. l 2

6. 14

231 in the application are true and shall not lssuP. a license to

2 51 ln the application are true.

Upon making an applic,3tion for a

261 change of location, the applicant shall pay a fee of $25 in
271 additi-::,n to any other fees required by law.

18

(�)_f_�E:S.--Upon making initial application, the

19 applicant shall pay to the depilrtment a feP. of S100 in
1
30 addition to any other fees now required by law. The fee for
3ll renewal a_e_e_!__�<:_a_tion shall be $100.

18

The fee foe application
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16-25/15

6.25/16
1: 1 us

6. 25/18
6.25/19
6. 25/20

190-63-5-0

190-63-5-0
for change of location shall be S 25.

Any appl leant [or

renewal who has failed to submit his renewal application by

October l shall E�'i a renewal _a_e_e_lication f��-�ual to twice

JI the amount of the re.9..�lar _r_enewal application fee.
refundable.

Revenue fund.

No fee is

All fees shall be deposited int'.J the General

(5)

DENIAL Of LICENSE.--The department _111ay deny any

(a)

The applicant has made a material misstatement in

ae_p1:__��ant a license on the ground that:

mt his application for a license.
11

(bl

_The__ appl icant has failed to comply with any

IJ

(cl _Th_e applicant has failed to provide '""arranty

II

(d}

111 applicable provision of this chapter.

!JI service.

The ap_elicant or one or mor_!_ of his principals or
_

6.25/21

request that such hearing be �eld within 45 _days of denial

6.25/22

120.

the license.

6.25/23

6.25/24

l: l us

6.52

1: 1us

6.54

6.56

6.57

l: 1 us

l: l us

,\11 ��e_e<!_
_ i_ngs_�-!__!__b__'.:_y_ursuant to chapter

Jilt4r

LICENSE CERT!f!CATE.--A license certi[icate

when so issued,

The license,

shall entitle the licensee to carry on and

conduct the business of a mobile home dealer or recreation

IOI vehicle dealer at the location set forth in the license for a

11! period of 1 y�ar from October 1, preceding the date of

121 i ssuance.
ll

J2ltSr

SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE.--1\ny person licensed

1.tl pursuant to this section shall be entitled to operate one or
151 mare additional places of business under a supplemental

161 agents has violated any law, rule, or regulation relating to
18

(�_)_The dep�r_t��n__!_
_�a____.:!_ r_roof of unfitness of the

6.64

181 which the original license is issued.

lO

(f)

6-65

201 shall be issued upon application by the licensee on a form

191 ap_e_llcant.

The applicant or l icense� has engaged in pr�vious

6.63

161 license for each such business, if the o"wnership of each

231 not exceed "€ S25 for each such license.

]6.68

15

j_llt&r

RECORDS TO BE KEPT BY LICEMSEE.--Each 6,.�,y

291 Upon denial of a license, the department shall notify the

1:lus

29

6.71

311 recreatlon,11 vehicle,

JI

denial.

The applicant ls entitled to a public hearing anj___�
19

COOING: Wo,cl1 ;"��Ii. type a,• del.,t,ot'ls from u:i1.fi"9 low; word1 u"d•1/i"•d o,e oddit•o"'·

16.70

Only one lic�nsed

241 dealer shall operate at the same place of business.

�.69

JOI applicant within 10 days, stating ln writing its grounds for

to

lll shall be established by the department by rule but which shall

16 Department of Housin3 and Urban D evelopment promulgated
1
27 thereunder.

18

r,. a 4

7. 2

7.5

-; • 7

l: l us

lJ provisions of the National Mobile Home Construction and Sa_1_e___!y
I
25 Standards kt of 1974 or any rule or regulation of the

6.83

7.6

ll

6.67

6.82

191 lic�nse shall run concurrently with the original license and
21 I be furnished by the department and payment of a fee ...,hich

Th�_a_e_e_l_���n-�r_ licensee has violated any of the

6.80

7. 4

Each supplemental

6.66

(.9.l

6. 7'?

7. 3

171 business is identical to that of the principal business for

211 conduct in any state which woul d _ have been a ground for

22 1 revocation or suspension of a license in this state.

6. 73

6.77

application ...,hen the same shall be regular ln form and in

71 compliance with the provisions of this section.

6.72

l:l us

shall be issued by the department in accordance with th�

6.62

171 the sale of mobile homes or recreational vehicles.

of

26

27

28

17 .8

7. 10
7. 12

licensee shall keep records a-8eek-eP-f'l?e&l"'4 in such form a s

7. 14

records shall include: r-+R-wR¼eA-Re-sh.=.t-l--keep

7. l7

shall 1t1ay b e prescribed eP-apf!t<-eY�d b y the department�
�

A record of the purchase,

sale or exch�nge, 0r

JOI receipt for the purpose of sale, of any mobile horn� or
20
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7. 16
7. 18
7. 20

190-63-5-0

190-63-5-0
(bl

The description of each such mobile home or

recreational vehicle, including the identification or serial

number and such other numbers or identification marks as may

di be thereon, and a statement that a number has been

obliterated, defaced, or changed, if such fact is al?parent,

and �-Qg•c�i p tion-tba�Qof T --toqetbe�- witb

7. 21

21 mo .-g-.t.b•A-9-Q 4•y • .,. -Q J:- bg �h T-d• - i. bg-�g� F t-,.-a y-9 ee" e�.,.

7. 23

JI provided in this chapter, dnd notwithstanding the existence of

\7.26

9 home or recreational vehicle was purchased or receiv�d and the
1
10 person eF to whom lt was sold or delivered, as the case may

r .JO

and the alleged owner or other person from whom the mobile

111 be.

'.t'1Ht-9aGa F-i-pt:+eR-sAall--½Ae¼�de-!:Re-4-deAt:: t-€½-eaf! i--eA-"'f'
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15 ;A•A�ed T -ii-sYe�-½s-�Ae-fae�T
16

l!..!J_t9�

7.28

h.31

INJUNCTION.--In addition to the remedies

7 . ,; l

dealer under the terms of this section who is not properl'/

7.33

11

licensed or who violates or fails or refuses to comply with

.36

13

regulation adopted thereunder.

15

provisions of chapter )19 or chapter )20 shall be sufficient

7.34

7.38

U

any of the provisions of chapters 319 and 320, or any rule or
issued ·without. bond.

Such injunction shall be

A single act in violation of the

• 40

16

to authorize the issuance of an injunction.

18 recreational vehicle a manufacturer's invoice or statement of

7.42

18

shall, as lt deems necessary, either !'lay suspend or revoke any

10

7.44

20

violated {9�-.a-viGl.;a1.J.9A-q.f any provision of this section or

filti'l-

EVIDENCE Of T ITLE REQUIRED.--The licensee shall

17

also have in his possession for each new mobile hom':! or

19

origin, and for each used mobile home or recreational vehicle,

21

certificate-, if the used mobile home or recreational vehicle

23

the mobile home or recreational vehlcl� i.s deliv€!red to him

22

d properly assigned certificate of title.!. or registration

.,..,as prevl,:,usly registered in a nontitle state, from the time

241 until it has been disposed of by him.
ll

.!l.Ql+Sr

PENALTY.--Violation of any provision of this

26 section is a misdemeanor of tt1e second degree, punishable as
17

provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084. M)'-�••s&R

29
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17

(12) HO!-

SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION.--The department

7.43

19

7.46

21

of any other law of this state having to do with dealing in

7.48

23

��F��!P--1E-i-A"f a fraud upon any person as a result of said

7.47

17-49

7.4 9/1

7.49/2

7.49/4

7.49/5

12

2J
ll

license issued hereunder upon a finding that the licens�e

mobile homes or recreational vehicles or perpetrated f43p-

dealing in mobile homes or recreational vehicles.
(13l

ClVIL PENALTIES PROCEDURE.--!n ad�ition to the

261 exer::ise of other powers provided in this section, the

27
18

�

.58

circuit court shall have jurisdiction, upon a he�ring and for

9 9e�R T restraining any person from acting as a mobile home

17

7.49,'7

7.57
7.59

B cause shown, to grant a temporary or p ermanent injunctionT-�t

10

7 . 4 9/C,

any adequate remedy at law, the depdrtment is authorized to

make application to any Circuit Court of the state, and the

7. 25

The name and address of the seller, the purchaser,

i:=1_

11 q F-�y-�;;1 PF- �,=;QAIIH�Ai.-iR-l;R9-qQ4HH,y-�a l-i-fqF-A� � -l � 66- t:RaR-3-'1 -��

7.22

department

ls authorized to assess, impose, le•1y, and collect

by leaal process fines ln an amount not to exceed Sl,000 for

each vlolation, a1ainst any licensee if it finds that a

JO licensee has violated any provision of this section, or has
I
31 violated any other law of this state havin
g to do with dealing
22
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7.l;O

7.6 2

7.63

7.64
7.66

7.6a

7.6 9
7. 71

7.73

7.74

7.7'5

7.78
7. 79

7.80

7.81

l: l us
7.83

7.84
8. i

18.2

190-63-5-0

II

in motor vehicles.

Any licensee shall be entitled to a

J hearinq pursuant to chapter 120 should the licensee wish to
contest the fine levied,_ o_r about to be levi'.!d,_u_e_on him.

l!..il_t•>r

�

BOND.-

AAAY��•YT Before any license shall be lssued £E_

190-63-5-0

8. 2/ I

I: l us

6 renewed �e-a-meB½le-Re�e-eP-�eePe�e-ieAa�-YeA�ete-eeateP, the
1
7 applicant shall deliver to the department a good and

18,8

91 and by a surety company qualified to do business in the state

8 .10

SI sufficient surety bond, executed b'{ the applicant as principal

101 as surety.,.-t-"-aA-.Jl'lllfHrne--as-f!'sv-tde�-i-R-t:-hi-s-eee�i-or,.

The bond

111 shall be in a form to be approved by the department and shall
Ill be conditioned upon the ffteB-i-}:e-Re"'e dealer's complying with

13

the conditions of any written contract made by him in

141 connection with the sale or exchange of any mobile home or
15

recreational vehicle and his not violating any of the

18

department and 1n favor of any retail customer who shall

16

17

1?

provisions of chapters 319 or 320 in the conduct of the

business for which he ls licensed.

The bond shall be to the

18.9

18, 12
8. l 3
8.14

8. l 5
8. l7

8.19
8.22

8.24

A single dealer who buys, sells, or d�als in

l.:,_tP.)-

A single dealer who buys, sells, or d�als in

_!.:..t➔I-

A single dealer ,,..ho buys, sells, or deals in

recreational vehicles and has four or less supplemental

8.4 5

?I licenses shall provide a surety bond in the amount of $20,000.

IS.SO

10

recreational vehicles and who has more than four supplemental

111 For the purposes of this paraqraph S',18ee��l-��. any person ·J ho
11

13

IA

15

16

17

18

19

buys, sells, or deals ln both mobile homes and recreational
•1ehicl�s shall provide the same surety bond required of

dealers who buy, sell, or deal only in mobile homes.
(b)

The department shal_ l� _upon denial, sus pension, or
_
_

revocation of any license, notify the surety company of the
licens�e, in writing, that the license has be<?n denied,

suspended, or revoked, and shall state the reason for such

22

shall be delivered to the department at the beginning of each

8 • 29

21 writina, that it has paid such a claim, and shall state the

sum of such bond.

8.32

l5 licensee shall notif y the department, in writina, of such
1
26 cancellation,� reason for the cancellation.

21

11
2d

25

period, and a new bond or a proper continuation certificate

license period.

However, the aggregate liability of the

surety in any license one year shall, in no event, exceed the
The amount of the bond required shall be

26 EleEeF..-+Red as follows:
17

nl
79

JO
JI

.!.:_tar

A single dealer who buys, sells, or deals in

mobile homes and who has four or less supplemental licenses

shall provide a surety bond in the amount of $25,000.
23
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8.26

8.27

8. )0

8. Jl
I: 1 us

8.36
8.37

l:1 us

/8.46

suffer any loss as a result o.f any violation of the conditions
The bond shall be for the license

8. 42

61 licenses shall provide a surety bond in the amount of $10,000.

W

hereinabove contained.

1: 1 us

8. 41

shall provide a surety bond in the amount of $50,000.

8.2/2

1: lus

�f'et-

mobile homes and who has more than four supplemental licenses

10
21

13

14

)7

denial, suspension, or revocation.
(c)

An_y_ sure_':_Y_�o_mpa_ny 'Jhich p;Jys a�y claim against

the bond of any licensee shall notify the department, in
amount of the claim.
(d)

of ��y_
Any surety company w�ic������� bond
_
_

SP.ction 9.

:?SI amended to r<:?ad:

l?

320.8225

Section 320.8225,

Moblle home and recreational vehicle

JO] manufacturer's license.-JI

florlda Statutes,

24

is
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1: 1 us

8.49

8.51

8. 5 4

8.55

l: l us

8.58

8.59
8.60

8. 61

8.62

8. 6 2/ l
8. 62/2

8.62/3
9.0/1
IO. 2

10. 3

190-63-5 -0

190-6)-5-0
{l)

LICENSE REQUTRED.--Any person who �ngages in the

business of a mobile home or recreational vehicle manu �acturer
in this state, or who manufactures mobile homes or

recreational vehicles out-of-state which ar� ultimately
offered for sal� in this state,

shall obt�in annually a

I

10.5

10.6
10.7
10.9

or recreational vehicles for sale in this state, prior to

10.11

l O. l0

distributing mobile homes or recreational vehicles for sale ln l 10.13

IOI

this state.

121

be in the form prescribed by the department and shall contain

10.15

responsibility of the applicant.

l O.18

II

(2)

APPL[CATION.--The application for a license shall

10.14

131

sufficient information to disclose the identity, location, and I 10.17

Il

include a copy of the warranty and a complete statement of any I 10.19

141

16
17

l

The application shall also

service agreement or policy to be utilized by the applicant,
any information relating to the applicant's solvency and

10.20

NONRESIDENT.--i\ny person applying

for a license

who is not a resident of this state shal1 have designated an

JI �gent for service of process pursuant to s. 48.181.
(5)

(d)

10.3

license for each factory location in this state and for each

factory location out of state which manufactures mobile homes

(4)

l O. 4

REQUIREMENT Of ASSURANCE.--

Annually, prior to the receipt of a license to

manufacture mobile homes, the applicant or licensee shdll

7 submit a surety bond, or a pr oper contlnu�tion certificat�,

a ey¼JeRee-�f-aR-iAG�fa�ee-fF��f�Rlr suffici�nt to assure
9

satisfaction of claims against the licensee for failure to

10 comply with appropriate code standards, failur� to provide
1
11 warranty service, or violation of any provisions of this

e�FFeAE-yea!' T

11. 211,

17

est; ½R1a,!ee-fHH'l'IBe P-'9-€-"'e9i-¼e-ReM�e-t.e-9e- pF-9':4 we@d --=11:iF 4- A,-t:Re

21

pursuant to this section.

10.25

22

l:los

TRe--�epaFEP!'leAE-4-s-a�ER..,Fi-i!e8-t:e-�Fq"'lit"-Jate
l4 in this section.
1
25 F":1 l-e 9-aA8- f':� 1:1-l- d E ¼-eA9-�1,1 F 61::ja-A �- Ee-eAa�'="e P'-t"i!8-e�As¼- s �er, e--\oi-t � A

The application for renewal shall

include any information nec?.ssary to bring current the

24

information required in the lnitial application.

26

renew�! application, the applicant shall pay to the department

ll

17
18

n

JO

11

(3)

fEES FS�.--Uoon making initial apolication or

a fee of $100.

Any applicant for renewal who has failed to

submit his renewal application by October l shall pay a

renewal aoplication fee equal to t�ice the amount of the
regular application fee.

No fee is ref1Jndable.

shall be deposited into the General Revenue fund.
25

All fees
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lO. 2�

10.26/2

10.26/3
10.2�/5

10.26/7

11. 2,'7

11.2/13

10.23

IJ

l1.2/6

��A�-'9F-4-RSHF3Aee-�F81Pdll'l-f����fe�-9ha¼l-9e-�a9ed-&�-��e

pr�scribe an abbreviated �pplication for renewal of a license
if the licensee had previously filed an initial application

11. 2/5

16

WReR-Ae

20
11

l: 1 us

pF4-�F--t4-C?el'lse-y�ar- -, -1:1p-t;,e-a-ll'laH-l-ffl:1:tlft-�€ S SO, 000.

15 Meeiie-Reffl:�s-�eFe-pFe8wee8-4A-�he- pF4-�F-y�aF T-�Ae-�"'ewA�-ef

10.21

The department may I 10.22

11. 2/2

14

i-FH�1--1F.-:-+FHJ� shall be S-�r988-r3eP-ffleB¼�e-Pialfte-MaA�ia'!''°lif�e--+A-�l:I�

financial standing, and any other pertinent matter
commensurate with safeguarding the public.

11.2

section.

18

19

l O. JO

11.1

11

\)

The amount of the surety bond �F-fH·e'JFaM-�f

10. 25/3

18

The surety bond "H--i-rt91::jf'-dAe�-�F.,.,P:!ll'I shall be

19

to the department,

11

or failure to honor or provide warranty service.

10

in favor of any retail customer who shall

suffer loss arising out of noncompliance with code standards
The

1 I. 2/10
11.2/11

1:1 OS

1 l.2/14

1 I.2/17
l1. 2/18

11.2/20

department shall have the right to disapprove any bond e�
1
23 i--A6YF-3A@e-pFe!J�dM which does not provide assurance r1s provided

lll.2/22

26 I EA ¼-s-Gee � ½-"'A-4-A-fH= ev48 \- FWJ -aSsl::j ""aA@e-�-€- s� 1:-i-s f.a-e '=,-i-eA-"' -E-..,,l.ai-MsT

1I.2/25

17

M

2?

)O

)1

(b)

Annually, prior to the receipt of a license to

manufacture recreational vehicles, the applicant or licensee

shall submit a surety bond, or a proper continuation

certificate eY-i-deAee-gf- aA--i-AGliFaAee-pF..,,Fa"', sufficient to

assure satisfaction of claims against the licensee for failure
26
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1: los

l I.2/2 4

11. 26/1

11.26/2

1 I.26/4

190-63-5-0

190-63-5-0
11 to comply with appropriate code standards, failure to provide
warranty service, or violation of any provisions of this
The amount of the surety bond ef-�Feifalft-�f

section.

JI ½-rts1::1Farte� shall be S 10,000 per year.

The surety bond 1:t-F

iRs�faAee-�fe�fam shall be to the.department, in favor of any

•1 retail
7

customer who shall suffer loss arising out of

noncompliance with code standards or failure to honor or
provide -,...arranty service.

The department shall have the right

9 to disapprove any bond ef-½-ASl::fFaAee-fFe'!r-am which does not

10 1 provide c1ssurance as provided in this section.

11

�

The department shall adopt �s-a1::1�AeF�ae6-�e

11

�f-�lftl::ft'--Ja'=-e rules an8-!'-ei1:1±aE¼erts pursuant to chapter 120

\J

satisfaction of claims.

IJ consistent with this section in providing assurance of
15

(d)

The department shall, upon de_n1al_�- ���ension, or

12.0/ l
12.0/2

the ground that:

12.0/7

his application for a license.

12.0/5

12.0/8

112.0/10

12.0/11
l: 1 us

12.0/15
12.0/16

1: l us

12.0/19

18

12.0/20

19

l()

licensee, in writing, that the license has been denied,

suspended, or revoked and shall state the reason for such

denial

I

sus_eension, or revocation.

(e)

Any_��rety company which pays any claim against

21

the bond of any licensee shall notify the department, in

2]

amount of the claim.

25

licensee shall notify the department, in writing, of such

22

1,

writing, that lt has paid such a claim,
(f)

and shall state the

Any sur<.?ty company which cancels the bon_d o_f_ a_n_y

1: l us

12.0/25

12.0/28

manufacturer for a period of 1 year from October l preceding

12.0/30

10

JI

conduct the business of a mobile home or recreational vehicle
the date of issuance.

27

CODINC: Wa,d1 in�� typ• a•• d.l.tian, f,am ••i1tinq law; •a,d, undl:",lin•d a•• addition,.

12. 26

(c)

The applicant has failed to provide warranty

12. 28

(d)

The applicant or one or more of his principals or

12. 29

agents has violated any law, rule, or regulation relating to
the manufacture or sale of mobile homes or recreational

!JI vehicles.

u

(f)

The applicant or licensee has engaged in previous

I 3. 5

18 1 revocation or sus�enslon of a license in this state.

ll

I 3. 2

13. 3
13. 4

17 conduct in any state which would have been a ground for

,.

12.27

The department has proof of unfitness of the

151 appllcant.
lo

12. 24

(e)

(g)

__The ap_plicant_or lice�_S_f!_e_ has violated any of the

22l Department of Housing and Urban Oevelorment !)r0mulgated

or recreational vehicle manufacturer entitles the licensee to

2?

The applicant has failed to comply with any

12.0/23

12.0/22

28

LICEtlSE YEAR.--A license issued to a mobile home

(b)

12.0/21

26 cancellation, l"living reason for the cancellation.
(6)

11

12.20/2

12.20/3

qj service.

"I

12.20/ l

The applicant has made a material misstatement in

applicable provision of thls chapter.

10

12. 20

(a)

101 provisions of the National Mobile Home Construction and Safety

12.0/26

27

mobile home or recreational vehicle manufacturer's license on

12.0/4

16 revocation of any license,· notify the surety company of the

17

DENIAL OF LICENSE.--The department may deny a

(7)

Standards .Act of 1974 or any rule or regulation of the

13. 6
1:1 '..IS

llJ. 6/1
13. 6/2

211 thereunder.
)J

251 Upon denial of a license, the department shall notify the

16 applicant within 10 days, stating in writing its grounds for

12.0/27

27 1 denial.

12.0/29

2?

12.0/32

JI

18

JO

The applicant is entitled to a public hearing and may

request that such hearing be held within 45 days of denial of

the license.

120.

All proceedings shall be pursuant to chapter

COOING: Wa,d, ,n ��..�-

28

u.-----,-. 'YP• cir• dele1ian1

from ••i,linq law; •o,d, undl:"rlin,d ore addi1io,-.1.

1 .6/2
3
1 .
3
113.8
7
13.9

l].10

190-63-5-0
18)

190-63-5-0
REVOCATION OR SUSPEHSION OF LICEHSE.--The

department shall suspend, or in the case of a subsequent

offense shall revoke, any license upon a finding that the

JI licensee violated any provision �ay-�eY6ke-�t-SHS�eA6-aAy

l¼eeAse-�et-a-Y½eia�+e� of this chapter or any other law of

6 this state regarding the manufacturing, warrant"/, or sale of
1
r mobile homes or recreational vehicles. When any license has
9

10

11

11

13

been revoked or suspended by the department, it may be

reinstated if the department finds that the former licensee

has complied with all applicable requirements of this chapter

and an application for a license is refiled pursuant to this

section.

(9)

CIVIL PENALTIES; PROCEDURE.--In addition to the

1,ij exercise of other eo��� rovided in this section, the
15

d�partment is authorized to as.:::;�ss, imoose, levy, and collect

17

Sl,0 00 for each violation, against any licensee if it finds

16

by 1�3al process a civil penalt y in an amount not to exceed

18

that a licensee has violated any_e_rovision of this section, or

20

dealing in motor vehicles.

22

contest the fine levied, or about to b e levied.!._ �_e_on him.

19

21

23

has vi olated any other law of this state having to do ,..,ith

Any licensee shall be entitled to

a hearing pursuant to chapter 120 should the licensee wish to
Section 10.

Subsection (1)

of section 320.8255,

2.tl F"lorida Statutes, is amended to read:
25

320.8255

27

(1)

261 inspection.--

Mobile home aA6-�ee�ea��eAa�-�eA�e�e

In order to insure the highest degree of quality

781 control in the construction of mobile homes aA8-f'eeFea�¼-ertal

291 veR+et�s, each new or used mobile home ef'-t-eeFeae-i-eA-½±-YeA+el-e

ml
Jl

sold in the state shall be inspected by the department

pursuant to procedures develop;d by the department whi�h
29

COOING: Word, in ....-.-i. t� typ• 0•• d•letion, from .,.i,ting lo-; word, underlint-d 01e addition,.

l 3. l l

l3.11/l
l 3. ll/ l

13. ll/ 4

11 assure compliance . ..,ith code provisions.

ct1apter 120 for the implementation dnd enforcement of this

JI inspection.

Section 11.

l3.11/5

created to read:

13. ll/7
l 3. 11/8

l l.11/9

13.11/10
l 3. ll/l l
13.11/13
13.11/14

The de partment may

adopt �ake reasonable rules and regulations pursuant to

320.8256
(1)

Section 320.8256,

rl�rida Statu tes, is

Recreational vehicle inspection.--

In order to insure the highest degree of qudlity

?I control in the construction of recredtional ·,1ehicles, each new

10

or used recreational vehicle sold in the state shall

12

person, or agency approved by the department to conduct such

11

lJ

be

inspected by the department or inspected by a private firm,

inspections.

Such approval and all inspections sh.111 be

1'

pursuant to procedures developed by the departr.,ent .,..hic!i

lfi

adopt reasonable rules pursuant to chapter 120 for the

15

assure compliance with code provisions.

Toe de part:nent may

l 7. 7 1
l 7.7 2

17. 73
17. 74
17.75

1: l us

l7.7 6
l7. 7 7

l7 . 7 8
l7 . 7 9
17.81

17 imp_lemen!:_ati�n a�_e_nforc
_ ement of this inspection.

l7.8 2

ll.ll/17

19 visits to manufacturing plants or take any othe_£ �pe_�opriate
1
20 action which assures com_El lance with the code.

l7.81

l J. 11/18

221 authorized under s. 320.827 which is sufficient to cover the

l7. 61

251 Revenue Fund.

l 7. 6 J

271 amended to read:

l1).ll/lS

13. ll/16

l7. 60

l 7. 61/ l

17.64

117.67

17.69

18

21

(2)

{))

Department inspectors shall make unannounced

The deEartment shall determine a fee for the seal

l: l us

17. 8 l

l: l us
18. l

23 cost of insoection and administration under this se,:tion.
1
2J rees collect�d for the s�als shall be deEosited in the General

1t3.2

26

Section 12.

23.0/2

18

(Substantial rewording of section.

29

JO

31

Section 320.831, rlorida Statutes,

s. 320.831, F.S., for present text.)
320.831

ls

Se�

Penalties.--

JO

CODltH'.;; Word, '" .,..,u.-<;J. 1i....-.,.- typ• or<1 d•leti0n1 from .,.",i"g lo-; wo,d, vnderlinej_or• oddition1.

23.0 /3

2).0/4

23.0 /4

190-63-5-0

190-63-5-0
Whoever violates any provision of the National

2).0/5

31 USC 5401 et seq., or any rules, regulations or final order

23.0/6

(1)

Mobile Home Construction and Safety Standards kt of 1974, 42

JI issued thereunder shall be 1 iable for a civil penalty not to
exceed $1,000 for each such violation.

Each violation of a

provision of the act or any rule, regulation or order issu�d

71 thereunder shall constitute a separate violation with respect

to each mobile home or with respect to each failure or refusal

91 to allow or perform an act required thereby, except that the

23.0/8

23.0/11

121 date of the first violation.

23.0/12

\J

(2)

Any individual, or a director, officer or agent of

14

a c::>rporation who knowingly and willfully violates the

16

Construction and Safety Standards J\ct of 1974 in a manner

15

provisions of section 610 of the National Mobile Home

123.0/12
23.0/13

23.0/14

17 which threatens the health or safety of any purchaser is

23.0/15

191 provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083,

23.0/16

181 guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as
2'l

(3)

Any manufacturer,

or s. 775.084.

dealer,

or insp"!ctor who

211 violates or fails to comply with any of the provisions of ss.

lll 320.822-320.862 or any of the rules adopted by the department
23
2d

25

ls guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degr�e, punishable as

provided in s. 775.082,

s. 775.083,

or s. 775.084 provided

that such violation is not also a violc1tion of the National

261 Mobile Home Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974 or

17! any rules, regulations or final order issued thereunder.

)8

Section 13.

JO

320.861

29 ! amended to r-�ad:

Section 320.861,

Florida Statutes, is

Inspection of records; production of evidence;

JI I subpoena power e-,.,ks 7 -��eT 7 -�€-l+�e"see. -COOi NC: Wo,d, in 4,UWc.J.

31

,------,h. typ• o,. del•tio•u

r,om •xi,tin1 lt1w; .. o,d, undir,liroed 01,r addition,.

23.0/16

JI to it against such 1 icensee.
(2)

127.74

9 of any written complaint against any licensee, ,..,.hether dealer
1
10 or manufacturer �Aee�-�k4s-5ee�¼-eA.
l�f,F�a�¼.,A-.,8ea��ea-�ay

11 j R9 t-R�-Ysed- .;tlJ� -i-Ret-- -=Ae--l ½ eeneee-as-€he-Bas 4,.9-f�t=-a-e t<- iff'I ¼-Aa l

12 I P""s"� �e ¼-e"-tH'H!'! r- �Ae--lawA-., f -�A+s- 6Ea�@
Section 14.

Subsection

ll

Section 15.

Notwithstanding the Regulatory Reform Act

141 Statutes,

161 of 1976,

127.65
27.66

(7)

is hereby repealed.

of section )20. 011,

Florida

as amended, sections 320.27, 320.271, 320.273,

1 71 320.28, 320.30,

and 320.31,

181 repealed on July 1, 1980,

Florida Statutes, shall not stand

as scheduled by said act, but

l?I sections 320.27, 320.271, 320.273, 320.28,

WI Florida Statutes,

Section 16.

as amended,

]20.30,

and 320.31,

are hereby revived and

Notwithstanding the Regulatory Reform Act

as amended, sections 320.60, 320.Sl, 320.615, 320.62,

)d 320.63, 320.54, 320.641, 320.642, 320.664, 320.67, 320.68,
i
ll 320.69, 320.694, 320.695, 320.696, 320.697, 320.698, 320.70,
161 320.77, 320.832, 320.861,

and 320.862,

271 not stand repealed on July 1, 1980,

florida Statutes, shall

as scheduled by said act.

28

but sections 320.60, 320.61, 320.615, 320.62, 320.63, 320.64,

JO

320.695, 320.696, 320.697,

l9 320.641, 320.642,

JI

]20.664,

]20.67, 320.68, 320.69, 320.69<1,

320.698, 320.70, 320.77, 320.832,
32

127.73

l: 1 OS

27. 77

T

\J

12

27. 71

of any documentary evidence necessary to the disposition by it

of subpoena for the attendance of ·,Jitnesses and the production

lll of 1976,

27.0/1

fA-�Re-�MeF�is�-.,f-½es-e�ei�9-tiAAe"-�A¼-9-9ee���A7

127.72

23.0/19

23.0/22

Z7. 68

Toe department ls granted and authorized to exercise the po•...,�r

21 I readopted.

23.0/23

27.67

dealer or manufacturer, r�lating to any ...,.ritten complaint made l27.7Q

23.0/18

23.0/20

The department mc1y inspect the pertinent books,

records, letters, and contracts of any� licensee, ...,.hether

2 3.0/9

j2J.0/10

IOI maximum civil penalty may not exceed Sl million for any

111 related series of violations occurring within 1 year from the

(1)

COOING: Wo,d, in .,_.._..J, iJ.-....-,1. typ• o,t dtl•tion, 1,om e11i1t,nq low;

...,.,,d, urode,lirotd a•• oddit,on,.

127. 77/1
32.0/1

32.0/2

32. 0/3
132.0/4

32.0/5
32.0/5

IJ2.0/7

32.0/8

132.0/10
32.0/1 I

]2. 0/1 2

l90-o3-5-0

[90-63-5-0
320.361, and 320.862, rlorida Statutes, are hereby revived and \32.0/14
readopted.

Section 17.

Legislative revlew.--Sections 320.27,

JI 320.27l, 320.273, 320.28, 320.30, 3:'.0.3l, 320.60, 320.61,

320.615, 320.62, 320.63, 320.64, 320.641, )20.642, 320.664,
320.67, )20.68, )20.69, 320.694, 320.695, )20.696, 320.697,

71 320.698, 320.70, 320.77, 320.832, 320.861, and 320.862,

Florida Statutes, are repealed October 1, 1388, and shall be

?! reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to the Regulatory Refor!!1

IO[ Act of 1976, as amended.

II

Section lS.

In accordance with the provisions of

11 chapter 76-168, Laws of Florida, .1s amended, section 320.864,
1
13 Florida Statutes, subsection (4) of section 320.60, Florida

141 Statutes, and sections 320.274 and 320,665, Florida Statutes,
151 as �mended by chapt�r 78-95, ta·,...s of Florida, are hereby

161 re�ealed.
17

Section 19.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1980,

HII but if it becomes a law after that date, it shall operate

191 retroactiv�ly to July 1, 1980.

lO

HOUSE SUMMARY

32.0/14
]2.0/15

]2.0/16

]2.0/17

32.011 a
32.0/19

]2.0/19

32.0/20
32.0/21

32.0/22

32.0/23
32.0/2)
32.21

J 2.21/1

10
11

I)

13
1J

15
16
17

18

19

10

ll

)1

ll

22

)J

)J
)j

)<

)6

)6

18

)8

ll

)5

)I

)7
)?_

)?

JI

JI

JO

JO

JJ
COOING: Wo,d, i n �,_ u,.-,1. typ• a, ... d.l.11on, l,om �••i•ing l aw ; ..,.,,d, v n ,h•,li nt- d a," oddi1i on1.

Amends and creates provisions relatin1 to motor v�hicle,
mobile home and recreational vehicle dealers,
manufacturers, importers, distr i b utor.3, fac-:.ory
representatives, and factory branches. Provides for
issuance of temporary �otor vehicle tags. Specifies
required application information. Provides for license
certificate and record-�eeping procedures. Pravides for
denial, suspension, or revocation of licenses. Provides
f'Jr surety bonds and civil fines for motor vehicle
dealers. Requires t�e depart�ent to maintain certain
records. o�letes pro·lisions relating to llcensure of
factory representati•tes. Provides renewal procedures and
fees. Provides th.Jt any dealer who fails to engage ln
business ,,...ith the public for 10 consecutive business days
shall be considered to have abandoned his franchise
agreement. n.eqnires a dealer before transfer,
assl1nment, or sale of a franchise agreement, to notify
the licensee of such decision. Requires a current
license of any dealer. R�quires certain lnfor�ation to
be furnished the dep�rtment by each applicant for a
license. Provides for license fees. Authorizes the
department to deny a license to ,3ny applicant under
cP.rtain circumst.Jnces. Requires the department to
suspend and to revoke licenses under cert.Jin
circumstances. Provides penalties. Directs the
department to notify the surety company of the licensee
upon such suspension or revocation. Requires any surety
company �hich pays any claim against the bond of a
licensee to notify the department. Requires any surety
company which cancels the bond of any licensee to no�ify
the department. Requires manufacturers t� annually
submit a surety bond or a proper continuation
certificate. Requires such surety bond to be in the
amount of 550,000. Directs the department to �dopt rules
?roviding assurance of satisfaction of claims. Directs
th� department to notify the surety company of any
licensee upon denial, suspension, or revocation of any
license. Requires any surety company which canc�ls or
pays a claim ag,3inst the bond of any licensee to notify
the department. Establishes civil penalties. Directs
the department to suspend or revoke licenses under
certain conditions. Provides for inspection of
recr�ational vehicles by persons approved by the
department. Revises penalties. Grant.3 subpoena power to
the department with respect to complaints against
licensed manufacturers or dealers. Revises and readopts
sections not·,.,ithstandin1 the Kegulatory ReEorm Act of
1976, as amended .. Repeals sections relating to
department hearings, definition of •fdr.tory
representative.• hearing pr�cedures, and an �dvisory
council to the depart:nent. Provides for legislative
review.

]4

CODIHC: 'Hord, i n � 1S-...-.,J. 1ypt- or• dt-lp1ion, from , • .,1i n9 la ... ; ,,..,,d, und!'rli n Pd a,, odrli11o n •.

l: hbs

l: hbs

l 2.21/3
32.21/4

32.21/S
]2. 21/7
J2.2 l/�
]2. 21/3
32. 21/10

l 2. 21/11
l 2.21 /l 2
]2.21/13
32.21/14
)2.21/15
l 2.21 /1 G
i 2. 2111 a
32. 21/19

]2.21/21
]2.21/22

32. 21/24

32.21/26

)2.21/28

]2.21/23

J2. 21/J0
)2. 21/31
32.21/]2

32.21/3]
)2.21/3,
32. 21/35
]2.21/]7
32.21/)8
]2.21/40

32.21/42

)2.21/0
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COMMITTEE ON REGULATORY REFOnM

---------

BILL# PCB

OTHER CO�MITTEE or RErEnENCE

SPONSOR(S )_II_E_(,U�TORY REFORM
RELATING TO Motor vehicles,
recreational vP.hicles,
� mobile home dealers

SIMILAR/COMPANION BILLS

©@�LI
reproduced by

FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING

1

b.

/

f

Apr! I 10, 1980

Carton

Present Situat!oa -- The sections of Chapter 320 that relate to
licensing of rnotor vehicle, recreational vehicle, and mob lie
home dealers, and manufacturers are rep�aled June 30, 1980.
unles8 r�-enacted by the Legislature.

B.

Proposed Changes and Effect -- This bill would make the follo•!ng

I .::, �(

C.

changes:

1.

The chapter would be divided into !our parts. Part I would be
comprised o! existing sections or 320 which have not been
repealed. Part 11 would regulate motor vehicles, recreational
vehicles, and mobile home dealers. Part Ill would regulate
mobile home Rnd recre�tional vehicle manufacturer�.
a.

Part II - Dealer's Licensing
1.

This part would provide tor a late renewal tee ot
$200.

2.

This part �ould raise the
license from $10 to $50.

3.

This part would require R dealer to inform a
prospectt've purchaser that the vehicle under
consideration has been mnnt1fnctured to comply
with California emission control specifications.

fee

tor

a supplem�ntal

4.

This part would mal<e thP. amount of the bond required
for Pa.rt II licenses depenctP.nt on •hether mobile
homes are sold and the n11mbF!r of supplement11.l
licenses held.

5.

Part II would require the surety company to notify
the depRrtment 1! a claim or action has been taken
against the bond of a license.

6.

Part II •ould require the departm�nt to notify the
surety company concerning suspension revocation. or
denial or a license.

1.

Part II would repeal section 320.642 which requires
the department to deny an application !or a motor
motor vehicle dealer license when the manufacturer's
franchised dealer or dealers in the community are
providing adequate service.

2.

Part III would prohibit a mRntt!ncturer from refusing
to sell craRh parts to �ny per�on upon the sAme
terms as tl1e mnnufActurpr Rells such pRrts to a
franchised dealer.

.fr.I.

SUMMAfiY
A.

Part Ill - Motor Vehicle Mnnu!Rcturer�:

Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
Serles

I.

Page 2

d.

Part IV - Mobile home and Recreationnl Vehicle ManufActurers:
1.

PRrt IV �ould require any licensee wl\o fRils to retew
his license by October 1 to pay a late renewal tee or
$150.

2.

Part IV would require thP. surety company to notify
the depRrtment if a claim or action has be�n taken
RRainst the bond or license.

3.

Part IV would require the department to notify tl1e
surety company concerning suspension, revoclltion,
or denial of a license.

4.

Part IV would require a mnnufacturer to submit a surety
bond or proper continuation certificat� in the amount
of $50,000, at the time o! grantinR or renew•l or licensP..

5.

Part JV would •llow ror injunctive authority to be used
by the department.

All Parts:
1.

No chapter 120 exemptions would apply to any part.

2.

Tbe advisory council wol1ld be eliminated.

3.

All parts would contain a disciplinary section �hich
would allow tbe department to lmpo�e admlni�trative
tines. iasue a reprimand. and place a licensee on
prob�tion for a certain period of time. This �ection
would also combine the denial, revocation. and suspension
sections into on� di�ciplin1ry section.
1 •ould provide for a one Y...�Ju�-soriS;t-�! \he
provision.
Parts JI, Ill and
author!
•�y and Motor
IV •1th the Department o
Vehicles. The departmeo would also b�d to
report on its c9nstfffler complaint procedures t� an interim
commlssion-creo.ted by this bill.

4.

I

7.

Part JI would mandate that the dP.partment adopt by
rule & complaint handling proced11re which, as a
minimum, •ould require a ccntr�l stnte•ide file or
consumer complaints. notice to the consumer of where to
complain, notice to the compl�inant or referring agency of
the resolution or the compJaint, and processing and
resolution of complaints •ithin � rensonable time.

II.

ECONOIIIC BIPACT

,,.,..---

A.

Governmental - The regulation conc�rning motor vehicle, mobile
home and recreationAl vehicle dealers and manufacturers ls pntd
!or by the licensing fees.

B.

Private -- By removing the TP�ulrement for the motor vehicle
manufacturer to prove a franchised dcRler is not providing adequRte
service before nnoth�r dealer cao eater an areR, competttlon may
increase •hich may lower automobile prices. The slight tncrl:'ase
in the bond requiren�nt should not ellminato competition Rnd the
costs or the Increase will be minimal to the public. Also, the
higher license fees •ill help finance the depRrtmental checks or
applicants and the cost to the public will be minimal.

Page 3

111.

IV.
V.

COMMENTS -- The one

;;?a

sunset

rovision was included because

of Highway Safety
the corm,lttee staff's
ems
the department's handling
and Motor Vehicles fo
sfer of the licensing !unctions
of consumer complaints.
to other state depar
s was di
ssed in committee, but it was
decided by the
ttee that such a
ange was premature in the
middle of
ennial budget cycle.
PREPARED BY

teve Paikowsky
��S
APPROVED BY
-"""""'----'C..U--"'--=-.....,___

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 299

_..---reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

BUILDING
Would reenact prov1s1ons for licensure of motor vehicle dealersTallahassee,
wft�· GRAY
FL 32399-0250
modifications.
Serles

/

0

Carton �

Specific criteria 1vould be developed by the department to define
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I.

Introduction
Regulation by the state through certification or licensing

is designed to protect the public health, safety, and ·welfare
from significant and discernible harm or damage.

Such

licensing is not intended to so regulate an industry as to
adversely affect the competitive market unreasonably.
The Regulatory Reform Act, Chapter 76-168, Laws of Florida,
provides for the systematic repeal of those statutes which
regulate initial entry into and practice of certain professions
and occupations, businesses and other fields of endeavor.
Each such statute is subject to a review process and based
on the findings of the review, any statute scheduled for
repeal may be reestablished or modified by the Legislature
for any period of time specified by law, not to exceed six ( 6)
years.

...

This report concerns the review of the licensing of motor
vehicle manufacturers, factory branches, factory representatives,
distributors, and importers by the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles whose authority is set forth in
Chapter 320, Florida Statutes (more specifically, section 320.60
through and including section 320.70).
The Regulatory Reform Act sets forth specific criteria
for review of the statutes scheduled for repeal.

In essence

these criteria mandate a determination as to whether the
licensing of motor vehicle manufacturers, factory branches,

-2factory representatives, distributors, and importers is a
legitimate exercise of the state's police power.
Stated another way, the primary question considered in
this report is:
Does the regulation of motor vehicle manufacturers,
factory branches, factory representatives, distribu
tors and importers protect the public from serious
potential harm, to the extent that if the regula
tion were repealed there would be a threat to the
public's health, safety, or welfare?
If the answer is negative, then repeal of the statute
is in order.

However, if the answe_r is positive, then the

law must be evaluated to determine if it protects the public
from serious harm at the least possible public cost.
This review begins with an examination of the history
and intent and provisions of sections 320.60-320.70, Florida
Statutes.

The rules and regulations of the department are

reviewed next, followed by a discussion of the administra
tion of the law.

...

Enforcement of the law is explained and an

evaluation is made on th� costs and benefits of regulation.
The potential impact of nonregulation and alternatives to the
present method of regulation are also reviewed.

The conclusions

and recommendations based on the findings are presented.
The information in this review is the product of staff
research and investigation, accomplished through visits
to the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles,
Division of Motor Vehicles, and contacts with motor vehicle
dealers.

Special thanks is given to the staff of the Bureau

-3-

of Lice� and Enforcement, and the De aler License Section
whose c�ration and knowle(Jge help ed make this re view possible.
Alt�.11gh they may disagr�e with some of the conclusions

and reco.tmendations containe0 herein, their interest in good

gov ernmer� and th eir support of regulatory reform was demon

strated

�f

their assistance.
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Summary of Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations
and Committee Action
This review addresses the question of whether the Legis

lature should reenact, revise, or repeal sections 320.60
through 320.70, Florida Statutes, which provide for the
regulation of motor vehicle manufacturers, factory branches,
factory representatives, distributors and importers.

The

report consists of a summary of the statutory requirements,
a review of the administration of the law as enforced by the
Division of Motor Vehicles of the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles, and an evaluation of the costs and
benefits of regulation.

The potential impact of nonregulation

and an alternative to licensing are discussed.

Conclusions

and recommendations are given based on the findings of the
report.
The thrust of the statute is to provide for the licensing
of motor vehicle manufacturers, factory branches, factory
representatives, distributors and importers.

The Department

of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles is the agency charged
with the responsibility for administering the licensing law.
The Dealer Licensing Section of the Bureau of Licenses and
Enforcement is responsible for issuing initial and renewal
licenses and,,for the enforcement of the provisions of the
licensing law.
The findings in the report are a result of department
responses to a Committee questionnaire and from meetings

-5Question

with department officials and motor vehicle dealers.

naires sent to the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association
and to the Florida Automobile Dealers Association were not returned
to this office in time for inclusion in this report.
The Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 states that the Legis
lature "shall consider the following criteria:
- 1.

Would the absence of regulation significantly harm

or endanger the public health, safety or welfare?
- 2.

Is there a reasonable relationship between the

exercise of the state's police power and the protection
of the public health, safety or welfare?
- 3.

Is there another less restrictive method of regula

tion available which could adequately protect the public?
- 4.

Does the regulation have the effect of directly or

indirectly increasing the costs of any goods or services
involved, and if so, to what degree?
- 5.

Is the increase. in cost more harmful to the public

than the harm which could result from the absence of
regulation?
- 6.

Are all facets of the regulatory process designed

solely for the purpose of, and have as their primary effect,
the protection of the public?"
Based on the findings in this report, it is concluded:
- 1.

That the absence of regulation would not significantly

endanger the public health, safety, or welfare.

The

Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 states that regulation

-6should occur only when necessary to protect the public from
significant and discernible harm or damage.

There is no

indication that such a threat would exist without regu
lation.
- 2.

That because there is no evidence of a significant

threat, the relationship between the exercise of the
state's police power and the protection of the public
health, safety or welfare is unreasonable.
- 3. That there is no need for either the current regulation
or a lesser form in order to adequately protect the public.
- 4.

That regulation does have the effect of increasing

the cost of services to the consumer, but that increase'
is negligible on a per capita basis.
- 5.

That technically the increase in cost is more

harmful to the public than the harm which could result
from the absence of regulation but the degree of such
harm is not believed to be substantial.
- 6.

That certain facets of the law are not designed

solely for the purpose of the protection of the public.
Among those are the provisions regulating the licensing
of additional dealers in an area where the existing
franchise is providing service.
It is further concluded:
(1) That the Dealer Licensing Section does not attempt
to verify the information submitted by an applicant for
a license.

-7(2) That the current procedures utilized by the department
in processing delinquent license renewal applications is
not authorized by statute.
(3) That the license fee for initial and renewal license
applications is low in comparison with the fee charged
to motor vehicle dealers.
(4) That the majority of the provisions in the licensing
section are primarily designed to protect the motor vehicle
dealer in his relationship with his manufacturer.
(5) That manufacturers' compliance with the law has apparently
been good based on the small number of complaints.
(6) That the current licensing requirements are adhered
to by the licensees.
(7) That the suspension or revocation of a manufacturer's
license could have a greater adverse impact on the public
than the licensee.
Based upon these conc�usions, it is recommended:
That the Legislature take no action to revise or
reenact sections 320.60 through 320.70, Florida
Statutes.
As a result of the information given to the Committee
concerning the reasons for the current licensing of manu
facturers and dealers, as well as the implications of the
adverse results that would occur in the absence of such
regulation, the Committee approved a committee bill (SB 299) to:
(1) readopt the current statutes providing for the licensing

-8of motor vehicle manufacturers, factory branches, factory
representatives, distributors and importers, and, dealers, and
(2) create a Motor Vehicle Manufacturer and Dealer Licensing
Study Commission to review the current licensing requirements.
The Commission is to submit its recommendations to the House
and Senate on or before January 1, 1981.
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Findin9:s
A.

The Law
Motor vehicle manufacturers, factory branches,

factory representatives, distributors, and importers
engaged in business in Florida are regulated by the
provisions of certain sections of Chapter 320, Florida
Statutes.
1.

Intent
Legislative intent concerning this regulation

was expressed when the initial legislation was en
acted in 1941 (Chapter 20236, Laws of Florida).

The

preface reads:
Whereas, the Legislature finds that in
the interest of the safety, morals, and
general welfare of the public, and in the
exercise of its police power, it is neces-

·

sary to regulate manufacturers, factory
branches.and factory representatives of
motor vehicles doing business in Florida
in order to prevent frauds and impositions
upon its citizens, . . . (emphasis added)

2.

History
State regulation of motor vehicle manufacturers,

factory branches and factory representatives, distribu
tors, and importers, began in 1941 with the passage
of Chapter 20236, Laws of Florida.

As originally

-10enacted, the legislation was applicable only to motor
vehicle manufacturers, factory branches, and factory
representatives and required them to obtain a license
in order to engage in business in the state.

The

initial license fee was $5.00 and the revenue derived
from licenses was credited to the county school fund
and distributed to counties.

The State Motor Vehicle

Commissioner was given the authority to grant, deny,
suspend, or revoke licenses but could suspend or revoke
licenses only after public hearing.

Grounds for

denial, suspension, or revocation were set out and
persons convicted of violating the provisions of the
Act were guilty of a misdemeanor and were subject
to fine and/or imprisonment.

The Commissioner was

given the authority to inspect the pertinent files
of a licensee if a written complaint was made against
him.
Under the provisions of Chapter 26869, Laws of
Florida, 1951, the proceeds from license applications
and renewals were placed in the General Revenue Fund
rather then to the credit of the counties.

Chapter

59-351, Laws of Florida, authorized the denial, suspension,
or revocation of a license in those cases where the
applicant or licensee sold, exchanged, or rented a
motorcycle with more than 5 brake horsepower with

-11the knowledge that it was intended for use by a holder
of a restricted driver's license.
With the passage of Chapter 65-190, Laws of
Florida, the Department of Motor Vehicles was created
under the control of the Governor and Cabinet and
the Director of the Department was given all the
powers and duties formerly vested in the Motor Vehicle
Commissioner.

Under the Reorganization Act of 1969,

the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
was created and the former Department of Motor
Vehicles was transferred to this new department.
Chapter Law 70-424, Laws of Florida, substantially
amended the existing statutes and regulation was
extended to include motor vehicle distributors and
importers.

The license fee was increased from $5.00

to $10.00 and the criteria to be used in determining
the fitness of an applicant was expanded to include
certain agreements between dealers and manufacturers.
Various actions taken by a manufacturer to the detri
ment of motor vehicle dealers became grounds for the
denial, suspension, or revocation of a license.
Hearing procedures and procedures for the reinstate
ment of a license were created.

A seven-member advisory

council consisting of industry representatives, the
public, and the Director of the Division of Motor

-12Vehicles was authorized to advise and assist the
department in the administration of the law.

The

department was authorized to seek injunctive relief
in circuit court to restrain persons from engaging
in business without a license and a new provision
was added requiring that manufacturers reasonably
compensate motor vehicle dealers for correcting
defects that were under warranty and for the cost of
delivery and new vehicle preparation services.

The

director of the Division of Motor Vehicles was given
the power to impose civil fines for violations, and
persons suffering pecuniary loss because of a viola
tion by a licensee were eligible to recover treble
damages.
Chapter 71-136, Laws of Florida, made violations
of Sections 320.61-320.70, Florida Statutes, a first
degree misdemeano�.
Motorcycles were included in the definition of
"motor vehicles" by Chapter 72-113, Laws of Florida,
thereby requiring the licensure of motorcycle manu
facturers.
In 1977, the Director of the Division of Motor
Vehicles was given the authority to conduct hearings
in accordance with provisions of Chapter 120, and his
rulings would constitute final agency action (Chapter
77-357, Laws of Florida).

-29when compared with the amount charged motor vehicle dealers
for licenses.

Both manufacturers and dealers must obtain

licenses in order to engage in business in the state and it
appears reasonable to subject the manufacturer to a comparable
fee.
CONCLUSIONS
In order to comply with the provisions of Chapter 320.62,
Florida Statutes, the Department should require that licenses
be renewed on time and failure to do so should be grounds
for suspension.

Should the licensing requirement be continued,

it would be beneficial to amend the section to include a
provision allowing late payment but with a penalty.
The failure of the Department to investigate applicants
for licenses does not appear to be in the best interest of
the public.
The license fee should be restructured and the fees raised
to make them more comparable to the fees paid by motor vehicle
dealers.

Since the requirements for a renewal are less than

for an original application, the corresponding fee should be
less.
E.

Provisions of the Law Governing
- - Licensee/Dealer
RelationshiE
It was found that several provisions of the

licensing law concern the relationship between
licensees and their dealers and impose certain requirements.

The majority of these provisions were

enacted with the passage of Chapter Law 70-424 and
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staff learned that the motor vehicle dealers of the
state endorsed the provisions.

Among the requirements

imposed are:
1.

Unfair Cancellation of Franchise Agreements
If a manufacturer, distributor or importer

decides to discontinue, cancel, or not renew the
franchise agreement with a dealer, it must give the
dealer at least 90 days notice of such decision and
must furnish a copy of the notice to the Department.
The dealer must also be advised of the specific
reasons for the cancellation, non-renewal or discontinuation.

Failure to give the required 90 days

notice shall, upon dealer consent, void the action.
A dealer who receives this type notice may file
a complaint with the Department, within the 90 day
notice period, asking for a determination of fairness
of the manufacturer's action.

Existing agreements

must continue in effect and no replacement dealers may be
named pending a final determination.
Should the dealer prevail in his complaint,
he then has a cause of action against the defendant.

-312.

Dealer Licenses in Areas Presently Served
The Department is prohibited from approving an

application for a motor vehicle dealer license in
a given area if the existing franchised dealer or
dealers of that manufacturer have complied with all
applicable agreements and are providing adequate
representation in the area served.

It is up to

the manufacturer to prove that the existing dealer is
not providing adequate representation.
3•

Certain Grounds for Denial, Suspension or
Revocation of a License
Section 320.64, Florida Statutes, lists the grounds

for which a license may be denied, suspended or revoked.
A significant number of the grounds concern possible
actions of a manufacturer that could work to the
detriment of the dealer.

They are:

(1) coercing a

dealer into accepting vehicles and parts that he did
not order;

(2) coercing a dealer into entering any

agreement;

(3) cancelling or failing to renew a

franchise agreement without just provocation or threaten
ing to do so;

(4) coercing a dealer into providing

installment financing through a specific financial
institution, and (5) failure to deliver vehicles
or parts to a dealer in reasonable quantities and
within a reasonable time after an order is placed
if such vehicles and parts have been advertised as

-32available for immediate delivery.
4•

Warranty Responsibility
A manufacturer must reasonably compensate any

authorized dealer who performs work to rectify product
or warranty defects or who fulfills delivery and
preparation obligations.

Local wage rates paid

by dealers, as well as labor rates charged by dealers
shall be considered in the determination of reasonable
compensation.
5.

Injunctions
Notwithstanding any other existing remedies of

law, the Department or �ny motor vehicle dealer in the
name of the DeEartment and state and for the use and
benefit of the dealer (emphasis added) may make appli
cation to the circuit court for a temporary or
permanent injunction restraining a person from acting
as a licensee without a license, or from violating
any provisions of the law applicable to licensees.
This injunction is to be issued without bond.
6.

Civil Damages
A person who suffers a pecuniary loss because

of a violation by a manufacturer has a cause of action
against that manufacturer and is entitled to recover
damages of up to three times the loss plus court costs
and a reasonable attorney's fee.
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ANALYSIS
The provisions cited appear to have as their main purpose
the safeguarding of dealer interests.

Inquiries were made

of both manufacturers and dealers soliciting their views
on why these provisions exist and how they might also affect
the public welfare.
Questionnaires sent to four vehicle manufacturers and
to the Florida Automobile Dealers Association have not
been returned, but interviews with three current dealers and
one former dealer provided some insight into the rationale
behind the enactment of these provisions.

These persons

said that it was felt that the protection of state law was
needed to give dealers leverage to exert against manufacturers
who had treated them unfairly in the past.

By such actions

as forcing unwanted inventories on dealers and by establishing
additional franchises in a given market without regard to the
existing business, the ma�ufacturers had adversely impacted
them.

According to those interviewed, manufacturers had a

history of bringing undue pressure to bear on dealers who
theretofore had been unwilling to strongly object for fear
of losing their franchises.

These franchises represent a

large financial investment in terms of property, buildings,
vehicles and parts inventory, and personnel training costs.
Although there has been no direct input thus far from
manufacturers, a review of several manufacturer's Sales and
Service Agreements gives some insight into their perception

-34of the role of the dealer.

It is expressly stated that the

sale of motor vehicles is a very competitive venture with
high risks, and a cooperative effort on the part of the
manufacturer and dealer is needed if the venture is to
succeed.

Manufacturers point out that dealers have a

responsibility to maintain an aggressive sales program and to
provide service that is acceptable to the customer.

As one

company states, "Because the Company relies heavily on its
dealers for success, it reserves the right to cease doing
business with any dealer who is not contributing to such
programs."
While staff did not find specific examples of instances
where manufacturers had unduly pressured dealers in the
past, it is assumed that such information was presented to
the Legislature in 1970 and convinced it to enact the provisions outlined earlier.

It could not be ascertained,

however, if the Legislature intended for the direct benefit
to be the protection of motor vehicle dealers with the
welfare of the public being a secondary or indirect considera
tion, or whether the priority was just the reverse.
A reading of the provisions leads to the conclusion
that the majority of them are primarily concerned with
supporting the dealer in his relationship with the manu
facturer.

The sections relating to riotice prior to the

discontinuation or cancellation of a franchise; proof of need
by manufacturers for additional franchises; compensation to
dealers for warranty work; authorization for dealers to seek

-35injunctions; authorization to recover treble damages in case
of pecuniary loss; and the prohibition against forcing the
acceptance of unordered inventory offer direct safeguards
to the dealer that allow him protection against actions of a
manufacturer that he feels are detrimental.
This conclusion has been affirmed in court decisions in
cases challenging the action taken by the department.

In

two instances when section 320.642, Florida Statutes, relating
to the licensing of additional franchises, was litigated
(Bill Kelley Chevrolet vs. Calvin,

(1st D.C.A. 1974), and

Plantation Datsun vs. Calvin (1st D.C.A. 1973), the court
stated that the purpose of the section was to prevent manu
facturers from taking unfair advantage of dealers.
On the other hand, there are two grounds for suspending
or revoking a manufacturer's license that appear to have
the public in mind.

The first of these prohibits a manu

facturer from coercing a dealer to provide installment
financing through a specific lending institution.

Absent

this prohibition, a customer could be forced to borrow at
unnecessarily high terms.

In the second instance, a manu-

facturer is in violation of the law if he refuses to deliver
vehicles and parts to a dealer, within a reasonable time and
in adequate quantity, if the vehicles and parts have been
publicly advertised by the manufacturer as being available
for immediate delivery.

If this provision is enforced, then

the customer should benefit because he would have reasonable

-36assurance that the item he wishes to purchase will be
available and delivered in a timely manner.
The dealers interviewed believe, however, that the
public also derives benefits from some of those provisions
identified above as directly benefiting dealers.

The

opinion was expressed that the public would be adversely
impacted if manufacturers were free to:

cancel or dis

continue a franchise at will; establish additional dealers
where the existing franchise holder was providing adequate
service; or to force dealers into accepting inventory over
and above what was ordered.

The dealers feel that if a

manufacturer is free from such restrictions, he may well
establish franchises in numbers that would overload a market
area.

In such a situation, no one dealer could attract

customers in sufficient quantity so as to enjoy a reasonably
profitable venture and would be forced into cost-cutting
decisions that eventually would be experienced by the
customer.

It was pointed out that when a dealer has to

reduce expenditures, the service department will generally
be scaled down first because of the large costs involved in
terms of service personnel and parts inventories.

The customer

will feel the impact of such reductions because the quality
of vehicle service will be lower.
The position of these dealers is contrary to the gen
erally accepted view that the public benefits from a corn-

-37petitive market place.

If several dealerships are able

to compete for the customer's business, he should be in a
position to realize cost savings that would probably not be
available in a sole dealer environment.

Just as with other

commercial ventures, the better managed dealerships should
prosper, while less efficient operations could lose business
and eventually fail.

In such an event, the public would gravitate

to the better operated dealerships where they would be abl� to
receive quality sales and service at an economical cost.
Moreover it would seem to be counter productive for a manu
facturer to glut a given market area with an excessive number of
dealers.

The market analysis data that is available on which to

base a decision concerning the number of franchises is fairly
sophisticated and there is little for a manufacturer to gain by
promoting several struggling and inefficient dealers who are
trying to serve a given area.

That this market information is

available and used is evidenced by the fact that in 22 0£ the 24
department hearings on new franchise applications over the past five
years, the manufacturer was able to demonstrate that adequate
representation was not being provided by the existing franchise
holdover and therefore the applications were granted.

In

other words, in almost every case it was demonstrated that
an additional franchise could be established without overloading the area.

Since most manufacturers have the resources

to obtain the data necessary to determine market potential

-38and thereby are able to assess the need for additional outlets,
there seems to be little reason for them to ignore the findings.
CONCLUSIONS
1.

The majority of the provisions in this section are primarily
designed to protect the dealer in his relationship with
his manufacturer and any evaluation should recognize
this fact.
F.

ComElaints
Department personnel indicated that if complaints are

received about licensees, they are handled by the Licensing
Section in the central office.

In response to a question

on the number of complaints received during the past
five years, the department's answer was that, "Complaints
against these licensees are so limited no tabulation
is available.''

It was learned that when complaints were

received, they generally dealt with the cancellation of
the franchise agreement by the manufacturer.
ANALYSIS
If a dealer is notified by the manufacturer of his intent
to discontinue or cancel the franchise agreement, the dealer
may within 90 days request a hearing and ask for a determina
tion of unfair discontinuation or cancellation.

When the

department receives a copy of the manufacturer's notice,
it informs the dealer of the receipt of notice and
advises him that he has a right to request a hearing.

All

-39such hearings are conducted in accordance with the pro
visions of Chapter 120.
CONCLUSIONS
The manufacturer's compliance with the requrements of
the law has apparently been good based on the department's
response that the number of complaints have been few.
Because of the lack of record keeping by the department,
the actual number of complaints could not be verified.
G.

Enforcement
The department is authorized to deny an initial application

for a license as well as suspend or revoke the license of an
existing licensee upon the occurrence of certain violations.
Authorization is also given for the department to reinstate
any license that has been revoked or suspended upon a determina
tion that the former licensee is rehabilitated, reapplies
for a license and complies with all applicable requirements.
ANALYSIS
During the past five years, 3372 applications for licensure
were received of which only 11 were rejected and one was
modified.

Of the 11, 8 were rejected because they were

submitted by manufacturers and distributors not required to
be licensed under provisions of Chapter 302.60-320.70,
Florida Statutes.

Two applications were rejected because they

were incomplete and one for overpayment of fees.

The

application that was modified had to be changed to reflect
back taxes that were due.

-45IV.

Committee Action
As a result of the information given to the Committee

concerning the reasons for the current licensing of manu
facturers and dealers, as well as the implications of the
ad verse results that would occur in the absence of such
regulation, the Committee approved a committee bill (SB 299) to:
(1) readopt the current statutes provid ing for the licensing
of motor vehicle manufacturers, factory branches, factory
representatives, distributors arrl imp::)rters, and dealers, and (2) create a
i,btor Vehicle !1anufacb.rrer arrl Dealer Licensing Stu�y Comnission to
review the current licensing requirements.

The Commission

is to submit its recommend ations to the House and S enate
on or before January 1, 1981.
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-3II.

Summary of Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations and
Committee Action
This report addresses the question of whether the

Legislature should reenact, revise or permit repeal of
sections 320.27-320.31 and section 320.642, Florida Statutes,
relating to the licensing of motor vehicle dealers.
The report consists of a brief history and summary of the
applicable statutory provisions, an evaluation of the department's
administration and enforcement of the law and a discussion
of the costs and benefits of regulation.

The impact of

nonregulation, and alternatives to the present form of
regulation are also explored.

Conclusions and recommendations

based on the findings are presented as part of this summary.
The thrust of the statute is to provide for the licensing
and bonding of motor vehicle dealers.

The Department of

Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles is the agency responsible
for implementing all aspects of the regulatory scheme.
Within the department's Bureau of Licenses and Enforcement, the
Dealer License Section issues the licenses and the Field
Operations Section, which is composed of ten district offices,
performs the bulk of the enforcement activities and handles
complaints against dealers.

License suspension and revocation

may only be imposed at the central office in Tallahassee.
The findings in this report are primarily a result of
questionnaire responses from and consultations with department
officials both in the central and district offices, meetings

-6These include:
(1) The provision of Section 320.27(3), Florida
Statutes, requiring that the motor vehicle
dealer business be the principal business to
be conducted at the business location; and
(2) Section 320.642, Florida Statutes, requiring
the department to deny an application for a
motor vehicle dealer license in a community
where the presently existing franchised dealers
are providing adequate representation for the
grantor of a franchise.
It has been further concluded:
(1) That several of the licensing requirements
and procedures pertaining to the applicant
and the business location do not currently
function to protect the public.

Specific

deficiencies include:
(a) The absence of specific criteria for deter
mining the adequacy of the business location.
(b} The lack of significant protective aspects
in the requirement that the motor vehicle
dealer business be the principal business
to be conducted at the location.
(c) The lack of verification for truth and
accuracy of any items on the application
form.

-7(d) The absence of authority for the department
to eliminate from eligibility for a license
anyone with a history of bad credit.
(2) That section 320.642, Florida Statutes, relating
to dealer licenses in areas currently served by
a franchised dealer, has as its primary purpose,
the protection of dealers.

Because of the ab

sence of statistical data, staff did not make
a determination as to whether section 320.642,
Florida Statutes, serves to protect the public.
(3) That in view of the fact that the department has
had problems effecting timely renewal in the
past, renewal procedures and penalties should
be established by statute.
(4) That new motor vehicle brokers should continue
to be licensed and bonded under the same laws
as dealers, with the exception that they not be
required to provide vehicle display and storage
space.
(5) That the current $5,000 bond is not adequate to
protect the public.
(6) That the department's formal procedure for the
handling of complaints is not being utilized
because it does not promote efficient and expedi
tious resolution of complaints.
It is further concluded that the verbal
handling of a significant number of complaints

----

-- ----------- ----------- -

·-•·

-· ---------------------------------

-9than in traffic court.
(8) That the current prima facie presumption created
by making three sales within a 12-month period
has impeded enforcement against unlicensed persons
in the courts.
(9) That because dealer tags are renewed annually
in June, a dealer could fail to renew his dealer
license in December and continue to use his
dealer tags through the following June.
Based upon these conclus.ions, it is recommended that the
Legislature reenact sections 320.27 through 320.31, Florida
Statutes, and that:
(1)

Specific criteria should be developed to define:
(a) how much space constitutes "sufficient unoccupied
space" for vehicle storage and display purposes;
and
(b) what constitutes a "suitable place" where the
applicant can carry on his business.

(2)

The requirement that the location be "permanent"
should be replaced with a requirement that licensees
provide an enclosed office space.

Minimum criteria

for the office should be set with specificity.
(3)

The requirement that the motor vehicle dealer busi
ness be the principal business conducted at the
location should be deleted from the law.

-10( 4)

Certain information on the application should be
verified by the department for truth and accuracy.
a

At

minimum, items to be verified should include the

applicant's home address, past criminal record and
financial and personal references.
(5)

The department should be given authority to deny
a license application where the credit report in
dicates a history of bad credit.

(6)

The Legislature, in considering whether to reenact
section 320.642, Florida Statutes, relating to
establishment of a new franchise dealership in an
area currently served by franchised dealers, should
note that the section's primary purpose is to pro
tect the dealer in his relationship with the manu
facturer.

(7)

The procedure for yearly renewal and any penalties
for late renewal should be outlined in the statutes.

(8)

An exemption from the requirement to provide vehicle
storage and display space should be created for new
motor vehicle brokers.

(9)

The surety bond requirement should be increased from
$5,000 to at least $10,000.

(10)

The department should establish a complaint procedure
which maximizes efficiency and expediency in handling
complaints.

This procedure should also require that

-48(d) Licensing Requirements for New Motor Vehicle
Brokers
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Research revealed that new motor vehicle
brokers have existed in Florida for a number of
years.

On the heels of the appearance of these

brokers came the question of whether a broker
was required to be licensed under the laws
applicable to motor vehicle dealers.

This

question was answered by the Attorney General
in a 1974 opinion.

In keeping with his opinion

that an "automobile brokerage service" does
fall within the statutory definition of a
motor vehicle dealer, the department has re
quired all such brokers to become licensed as
dealers.
THE NATURE AND CURRENT STATUS OF
NEW MOTOR VEHICLE BROKERS IN FLORIDA
Staff spoke with a number of department
officials and all of the brokers who could be
located in Florida in an attempt to define the
functions of a new motor vehicle broker.

It

was learned that a broker essentially serves
as a purchasing agent for the buyer of a vehicle
by arranging a sale between the buyer and a
�ranchised dealer.
Notwithstanding the agency role of the
broker, it was found that the responsibilities

-49assumed by various brokers in regard to the
vehicle sale very enormously.

Some brokers

perform a role much like that of a franchised
dealer in that they deliver the vehicle to the
purchaser, handle all money involved in the
transaction, arrange vehicle financing, issue
the temporary tags and transfer title to the
purchaser.

A few of these brokers will also

take used vehicles on trade-in which they
then display and sell.
Other brokers, however, assume a very limited
role in the sale of a new vehicle.

They do

not deliver the vehicle to the purchaser and
handle money only to the extent of receiving a
deposit on the vehicle.

They do not finance

the vehicle, nor are they involved in any tag
or title work.
Between the two extremes just described
exist brokers who perform for the buyer some
of the functions mentioned but not others.
The issue that exists with regard to brokers
of all types derives from the basic difference
between brokers and dealers.

Brokers of all

types order all new vehicles from franchised
dealers.

Brokers do not maintain an inventory

-50of new vehicles as franchised dealers do.
Since brokers do not inventory vehicles, they
do not need space to display and store vehicles.
However, currently, because they are subject
to the same licensing requirements as dealers,
brokers must provide vehicle display and
storage space in order to become licensed and
engage in business in Florida.
The issue being addressed, then, is whether
the display and storage space requirement
could be dropped with regard to new motor
vehicle brokers without undermining or reducing
the protection afforded to the public by that
requirement.
ANALYSIS
In speaking with brokers and those knowledgeable of the
brokerage business, it was represented to staff that the
imposition of the display space requirement has substantially
inhibited the establishment of legitimate brokerage businesses
in Florida by in essence forcing a broker to make a choice
to either become a dealer and provide vehicle storage and
display space, or forego his plans to go in business.

It

is maintained that in this situation, not only is the broker
foreclosed from engaging in business simply as a broker,
4.Some brokers, probably a very small percentage, take trade-ins
and therefore have an inventory of used vehicles.

-51but that because of the additional overhead, the public is
also foreclosed from reaping the maximum economic benefit
which may be derived from purchasing a vehicle from a broker.
It is reasoned that, absent a compelling need for the
vehicle storage and display space requirement in order to
protect the public, the burden placed upon brokers by the
requirement is not justifiable.
Department officials and others were consulted in an
effort to ascertain any ways in which the exemption of brokers
from the requirement to provide vehicle display and storage
space would be detrimental to the public.
It was the department's view that by requiring brokers
to provide display space, it has better control over them
and thus the public is better protected.

It was reasoned

that if a broker, like a dealer, has an inventory of vehicles,
he would be more stable both physically, in his location and
financially, in that he would have more credit obligations.
This stability, it is maintained, would allow the department
to have better control over brokers and would also help
protect the public from a "fly-by-night" broker.
CONCLUSIONS
1.

It is concluded that, where the department determines
that the broker has provided satisfactory office facilities
in which to transact business, vehicle display and
storage space is not necessary in order to adequately
protect the public from harm.

-522.

It is concluded that, with the exception of the display
and storage space requirement (see No. 1), in order
to adequately protect the public from harm, brokers
should continue to be subject to all licensing require
ments currently imposed upon them by the department.
3.

The Surety Bond
(a) Securin� the Bond
As previously stated, the law provides that,
prior to being granted a license, each appli
cant must secure a surety bond in the amount
of $5,000.

Upon yearly license renewal, the

applicant must submit a bond continuance
certificate or a new bond.
The procedure for securing the bond in
volves the submittal of a short application form
and payment of the premium ($25 to $40 per year)
to the bonding company.

An executed copy of

the current bond form is kept in the dealer's
file at the department.
In speaking with representatives of several
bonding companies, it was found that they do
not generally require the filing of a financial
statement and do not investigate beyond the
face of the application unless the applicant
indicates that he has been bonded previously.
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5 million dollars or a title insurance company authorized to
insure title to real property in the State of Florida, all pay
ments up to 10 percent of the sale price received by the devel
oper from the buyer towards the sale price. The escrow agent
shall give to the purchaser a receipt for the deposit, upon
request. The escrowed funds may be deposited in separate ac
counts or in common escrow or trust accounts or commingled
with other escrow or trust accounts handled by or received
by the escrow agent. The escrow agent may invest the escrow
funds in securities of the United States or any agency thereof
or in savings or time deposits in institutions insured by an
agency of the United States. Funds shall be released from
escrow as follows:
(a) If a buyer properly terminates the contract pursuant
to its terms or pursuant to this chapter, the funds shall be
paid to the buyer together with any interest earned.
(b) If the buyer defaults in the performance of his obli
gations under the contract of purchase and sale, the funds
shall be paid to the developer together with any interest
earned.
(c) If the contract does not provide for the payment of
any interest earned on the escrowed funds, interest shall be
paid to the developer at the closing of the transaction.
(d) If the funds of a buyer have not been previously dis
bursed in accordance with the provisions of this subsection,
they may be disbursed to the developer by the escrow agent
at the closing of the transaction, unless prior to the disburse
ment the escrow agent receives from the buyer written notice
of a dispute between the buyer and developer.
Renumber subsequent sections.
Mr. Kutun moved tlie adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Kutun offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 6-On page 1, line 3, after the semicolon insert:
amending s. 718.202 ( 1), Florida Statutes, relating to condo
minium sales or reservation deposits;
Mr. Kutun moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
IIB 1558 was taken up. On motions by l\Ir. Sheldon, agreed
to by two-thirds vote, CS for CS for SB 299, a similar measure,
was withdrawn from the Committee on Regulatory Reform and
taken up in lieu of HB 1658.
CS for CS for SB 299-A bill to be entitled An act relating to
motor vehicle dealers, manufacturers, importers, distributors,
factory representatives, and factory branches; amending s. 320.131 (1), Florida Statutes; providing for issuance of temporary
motor vehicle tags; amending s. 320.27(1), (3), (4), (6), (9),
(10), Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (12) to said sec
tion; providing definitions; specifying required application in
formation; providing for license certificate and record-keeping
procedures; providing for denial, suspension, or revocation of
licenses; providing for surety bonds and civil fines for motor
vehicle dealers; amending ss. 320.61 (1), 320.62, Florida Statutes;
deleting provisions relating to licensure of factory representa
tives; providing renewal procedures and fees; requiring delin
quent licensees to cease engaging in business; creating s. 320.312, Florida Statutes; providing for maintenance of records by
the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles; amend
ing s. 320.8255 (1), Florida Statutes; creating s. 320.8256, Florida
Statutes; providing for inspection of recreational vehicles by
persons approved by the department; providing for legislative
review; repealing s. 320.60 (4), Florida Statutes, as amended,
relating to definition of "factory representative"; reviving and
readopting, notwithstanding the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976,
as amended, ss. 320.27-320.31 and ss. 320.60-320.70, Florida Stat
utes, as amended; providing a retroactive effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
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Representative Sheldon offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 2, line 8, strike everything after
the enacting clause and insert:
Section 1. Subsection (1) of section 320.131, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
320.131 Temporary tags.(1) The department is hereby authorized and empowered
to design, issue, and regulate the use of temporary tags to be
designated "temporary tags," for use in cases in which dealer
tags may not be lawfully used and in cases in which the sale
of a motor vehicle constitutes a casual or private sale. A
casual or private sale means 6fHHf ee eonsl;;:ued w meaft any
sale other than that by a licensed dealer. No such temporary
tag shall be valid for more than 20 days after it is affixed
to a motor vehicle.
Section 2. Subsections (1), (3), (4), (6), (9), and (10) of
section 320.27, Florida Statutes, are amended and subsection
( 12) is added to said section to read:
320.27 Motor vehicle dealers.( 1) DEFINITIONS.-The following words, terms and
phrases when used in this section shall have the meanings
respectively ascribed to them in this subsection, except where
the context clearly indicates a different meaning:
(a) "Department" means the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles.
(b) "Motor vehicle" means any motor vehicle of the type
and kind required to be registered and titled under chapters
319 and 320, except recreational vehicles and mobile homes.
(c) "Motor vehicle dealer" means any person engaged in
the business of buying, selling, or dealing in motor vehicles
or offering or displaying motor vehicles for sale at wholesale
or retail. Any person who buys, sells, or deals in three or more
motor vehicles in any 12-month period or who offers or displays
for sale three or more motor vehicles in any 12-month period
shall be prima facie presumed to be engaged in such business.
The terms "selling" and "sale" include lease-purchase trans
actions. The classifications of motor vehicle dealers are defined
as follows:
1. "Franchised motor vehicle dealer" means any person who
cn_qagcs in the busin�ss of buying, selling or dealing in motor
vehicles pursuant to an agreement as defined in s. 920.60(19).
2. "Independent motor vehicle dealer" means any person
other than a franchised or wholesale motor vehicle dealer who
en. r;ages in the business of buying, selling, or dealing in motor
vehicles.
J. "Wholcsa.lc motor vehicle dealer" means any person who
engages exclusively in the business of buying, selling or dealing
in motor vehicles at wholesale or with automobile auctions.
The term "motor vehicle dealer" does not include: persons not
engaged in the purchase or sale of motor vehicles as a busi
ness, who are disposing of vehicles acqu-ired for their own _use
or for use in their bus·inesses when the same were acquired
and used in good faith and not for the purpose of avoiding the
provisions of this law; public officers while performing their
official duties; receivers; trustees, administrators, executors,
guardians or other persons appointed by, or acting under the
judgment' or order of, any court; banks, finance companies, or
other loan agencies that acquire motor vehicles as an incident
to their regular business; new motor vehicle brokers; and
motor vehicle rental and leasing companies that sell motor
vehicles to motor vehicle dealers licensed under this section.
(cl) "New motor vehicle broker" means any person engaged
in the business of offering to procure or procurin_q new motor
vehicles for the general public or who holds himself out through
solicitation, aclvertisement, or otherwise as one who offers to
procure or procures new motor vehicles for the general public,
(incl who cloes not store or display any new or used vehicles for
the ])Urpose of selling said vehicles.
(e) "Person" means any natural person, firm, partnership,
association, or corporation.
(3) APPLICATION AND FEE.-The application for the
sa-ttl license shall be in such form as may be prescribed by the
department and subject to such rules and regulations with re
spect thereto as may be so prescribed by it. Such application

shall be verified by oath or affirmation and shall contain a
. full sta'tement of the name and birth date of the person or
•person� applying therefor; the name of the firm or copartner. • ship, with· the names and places of residence of all members
thereof, if such applicant is a firm or copartnership; the names
and places of residence of the principal officers, if the appli
cant is a body corporate or other artificial body; the name of
the state under 'l';lwse laws the corporation is organized; the
present and former place or places of residence of the ea-i4
applicant; and prior business &F &c�ooes in which /he ea-i4
applicant has been engaged and the location thereof. Such appli
cation shall describe the exact location of the place of business
and shall state whether the place of business is owned in fee
simple by the applicant and when acquired or, if leased, a true
copy . of the lease shall be attached to the application. The
applicant shall certify that the location provides an adequately
equipped office and Hi a �Fffi&nent -, is not the residence of
the applicant, IB rn,t a te-H-t e-r a tem130Fary st&n-d &F et-4e1' te-m-
�M-:f Ej-B&F-te-M; that the location affords sufficient unoccupied
space upon and within which adequately to store all motor
vehicles offered and displayed for sale, and that the location
is a suitable place where the applicant can in good faith carry
on such business and keep and maintain books, records, and
files necessary to conduct such business, which will be available
at all reasonable hours to inspection by the department or any
of its inspectors or other employees. The applicant shall certify
that the business of a motor vehicle dealer is the principal
business which shall be conducted at the said location. Such
certification shall not apply to any applicant who held a current
license as a motor vehicle dealer on January 1, 1964. Such appli
cation shall contain a statement that the applicant is either
franchised by a manufacturer of motor vehicles, in which
case the name of each motor vehicle that the applicant is
franchised to sell shall be included, or an independent (non
franchised) motor vehicle dealer. Such application shall con
tain such other relevant information as may be required
by the department. The application shall be accompanied by an
official credit report and a sworn statement of two reputable
persons of the community in which the principal place of busi
ness is to be located certifying to the good moral character of
the applicant and that the facts set forth in the application are
true. Upon making such initial application, the person applying
therefor shall pay to the department a fee of $100 in addition
to any other fees now required by law; upon making subsequent
renewal applications, the person applying therefor shall pay
to the department a fee of $25 in addition to any other fees now
required by law. Upon making an application for a change of
location, the person shall pay a fee of $25 in addition to any
other fees now required by law. The department shall, in the
case of every appl·ication for initial licensure, verify whether
certain
. facts set forth in the application a.re true. At a mini
mum, the department shall verify those items in the application
relating to the applicant's past cr-i?ninal record and his fina.ncial
references i-f t-t �HH3 t-t -9!3a--Fr, efHT!ie a-n investig-aton te

* -�

oo

ffiMHl te �
faets set fo.F.th ffi 9-HM &jtjIB-e�
&Fe tFB€ and shall not issue a license to the applicant until it is
satisfied that the facts set forth in the ffi-i-tt application are
true.

( 4) LICENSE CERTIFICATE.-A license certificate shall
be issued by the department in accordance with such application
when the same shall be regular in form and in compliance with
the provisions of this section. Such license, when so issued, shall
entitle the licensee to carry on and conduct the business of
a motor vehicle dealer. The license expires a,nnually on De

cember 31 unless revoked or suspended prior to that date. Not
less than GO days prior to the license expiration elate, the
department shall deliver to each licensee the necessary re
newal forms. Any licensee who does not file his application,
fees, ancl any other requisite documents, as required by law,
with the department by the license expiration date shall cease
to engage in business as a motor vehicle dealer until such
documents and fees are filed. Renewals made subsequent to
the expiration date shall be accompanied by a delinquent fee
of $100. k-r a- �oEI- of -l- ye&F Hem J.a.n-\Hl-F-y ;_t. &f t-He �

with tl1e name and address of the seller, the purchaser, and
the alleged owner or other person from whom such motor
vehicle was purchased or received or to whom it was sold or
delivered, as the case may be. Such description shall include
the identification or engine number, maker's number, if any,
chassis number, if any, nnd such other numbers or identifi
cation marks as may be thereon and shall also include u state
ment that a number hns been obliterated, defaced or changed,
if such is the fact.
(0) DENIAL, SUSPENSION, OR REVOCATION.-The de
partment may deny. suspend, or revoke any license issued
hereunder for the violation by the licensee of any of the pro
visions of this section or on any of the following grounds:
( a) Willful violation of any other law of this state having
to do with dealing in motor vehicles or willful failure ,to
comply with any administrative rules promulgated by the de
partment.
(b) Commission of fraud or willful misrepresentation in
application for or in obtaining a license.

(c)W Perpetration of a fraud upon :my person as a result
of dealing in motor vehicles.
(d)M Representation that a "demonstrator" is a new motor
vehicle or the attempt to sell or the sale of a demonstrator as
a new motor vehicle without written notice to the purchaser
that the vehicle is a demonstrator. For the purposes of this
fection, a "demonstrator," a "new motor vehicle " and a "used
motor vehicle" shall be defined as under s. 320.60. '
(e)f<l+ Unjustifiable refusal to comply with a licensee's
responsibility under the terms of the new motor vehicle war
!·anty issued by its rcsnective manufacturer, distributor, or
importer. Howe\"Cr, if such refusal is at the direction of the�
manufacturer, distributor, or importer, such refusal shall not be
n ground under this section.
(f)M Misrepresentation or false, deceptive, or misleading
�tatemcnts with regard to the sale or financing of motor ve
hicles which any motor vehicle dealer has, or causes to have,
adYertiscd, printed, displayed, published, distributed, broadcast
televised, or made in any manner with regard to the sale o;
financing of motor Yehicles.
(rJ)ff+ Requirement by any motor vehicle de;:iler that a
customer or purchaser accept equipment on his motor vehicle
wliich ,,·as not ordered by the customer or purcliascr.
(h)+g+ Requirement by any motor vehicle dealer that any
customer or purchaser finance a motor vehicle with a specific
financial institution or company.
(i)W Failure by any motor vehicle dealer to provide a
customer or purchaser "·ith an odometer disclosure statement
and a copy of any bona fide written, executed sales contract
or ag-rccmcnt of purchase connected with the purchase of the
motor ,·chicle purchased by the ffi-i-tt customer or purchaser.
(J)-f++ Failure of any motor vehicle dealer to comply with
the terms of any bona fide written, executed agreement, pur
suant to the snlc of a motor vehicle.
(k)ffi Requirement by the motor vehicle dealer that the
purchaser of a motor vehicle contract with the dealer for
physical damage insurance.
(l)-fk+ Violation of any of the provisions of s. 319.35 by any
motor vehicle dealer.
(m) Either a history of bad credit or an unfavorable credit
rating ag revealed by the applicant's official credit report or
by im;cstigcition by the department.
(n)

Any dealer hav·ing actual knowledge of and who fails

to disclose dama_qc to a new motor 'vehicle as defined in s. 320.60
(.9), if the dealer's actual cost of revair exceeds S percent of

:,'€-&F on-1-y &I;� �n e-,t � -i-n sa-i-tl f-i.een.ee-,

the ?1Wml(acturer's suggested retail price excluding tires, bump
ers ancl glass.

(G) RECORDS TO BE KEPT BY LICENSEE.-Every
licensee shall keep a book or record in such form as shall may
be prescribed or approved by the department, in which the
l·icensee t-t shall keep a record of the purchase, sale, or exchange,
_
or receipt
for the purpose of sale, of any motor vehicle, the

(10) BOND.-Annually, before any license shall be issued to
a motor vehicle dealer, the applicant-dealer of new or used motor
vehicles ,hall deliver to the department a good and sufficient
surety bond, executed by the applicant-dealer as principal and
by n su rcty company· qualified to do business in the state as
surety, in the sum o.r $10,000 �00. Such bond shall be in u
form to be approved by the department and shall be conditioned

date upon which any temporary tag was issued, the elate of
title transfer, and a description of such motor vehicle, together
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that the motor vehicle dealer shall comply with the conditions
of any written contract made by such dealer in connection with
the sale or exchange of any motor vehicle and shall not violate
any of the provisions of chapters 319 and 320 in the conduct
of the business for which he is licensed. Such bond shall be
to the department and in favor of any retail or wholesale
customer who shall suffer any loss as a result of any violation
of the conditions hereinabove contained. When the department

determines that a retail or wholesale citstomer has incurred a
loss as a result of a viola lion of chapter 31 .9 or chapter 320, it
shall notify the custo?ller in writing of the existence of the bond.

Such bond shall be for the license period, and a new bond or a
proper continuation certificate shall be delivered to the depart
ment at the beginning of each license period. However, the
aggregate liability af the surety in any one year shall, in no
event, exceed the sum of the &� bond.

(a) The department shall, upon denial, suspension, or revo
cation of any license, notify the surety company of the licensee,
in writing, that the license has been denied, suspended, or re
voked, and shall state the reason for such denial, suspension,
or revocation.
(b) Any surety company which pays any claim against the
bond of any licensee shall notify the department, in writing,
that it has paid such a claim, and shall state the amount of the
claim.
(c) Any surety company which cancels the bond of any
licensee sha1l notif11 the department, 1:n writing, of such can
cellation, giving reason for the cancellation.
(12) CIVIL FINES; PROCEDURE.-ln addition to the
exercise of other powers provided in this section, the depart
ment 11w11 levy and collect ct civil fine in an amount not to
exceed $1,000 for each violation, against any licensee if it finds
that a licensee has violated any provisions of this section, or
has violated any other law of this state related to dealing in
motor vehicles. Any lice11see shall be entitled to a hearing pur
suant to chapter 120 if- the licensee contests the fine levied,
or a.bout to be levied, upon him.
Section 3.
read:

Section 320.312, Florida Statutes, is created to

320.312 Maintenance of records by the department.-The
department shall maintain uniform records of all complaints
filed a,qainst licensees licensed uuder the provisions of ss. 320.27, 320.61, 320.77, ancl 320.8225, any other provision of this
chapter to the contrary notwithstanding. The records shall con
tain all enforcement actions taken against licensees and against
unlicensed persons actin_q in the capacity as are required to
be licensed in the af oresa·id sections. The permanent file of each
licensee and unlicensed person shall contain a record of any
complaints filed a.gainst him ancl a record of any enforcement
actions taken agai11st him. All complaints, satisfactions thereof
and enforcement actions on each licensee and 1mlicensed ver
son shall be entered into the central datn base in such a manner
that rapid retrieval will be fao,ilitatecl. The complainant and re
ferring agenc11, if there is one, shall be advised of the devart
ment's disposition of the compla-int within 10 clays of such
action.
Section 4. Subsection (1) of section 320.61, Iclorida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
320.61 Licenses required of motor vehicle manufacturers,
factory branches, � �&ta-twe&i distributors, irnport
erts, etc.(1) No manufacturer, factory branch, � ¥efH'esefl-ta
W.<e, distributor, or importer (all sometimes referred to herein
after as "licensee") shall engage in business as such in this
state without a license therefor as provided in ss. 320.60-320.70.
No such licensee's vehicles shall be sold in this state unless
either the manufacturer or factory branch, on direct dealer
ships of domestic vehicles, the importer of foreign manufac
tured vehicles, on direct dealerships, or the distributor, on in
direct dealerships of either domestic or foreign vehicles, is
licensed under ss. 320.60-320.70.
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after lcviecl, assessed, or required of the applicant. The pro
ceeds from all licenses under ss. 320.60-320.70 shall be paid into
the State Treasury to the credit of the General Revenue Fund.
All licenses shall be payable on or before October 1 of each
year and shall expire, unless sooner revoked or suspended, on
the following September 30.
Section 6. Subsection ( ,1) of section 320.641, Florida Stat
utes, is renumbered as subsection (5) and a new subsection (4)
is added to said section to read:
320.641

Unfair cancellation of franchise agreements.-

(4) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section,
the fa·ilure of a motor vehicle dealer to be engaged in business
with the· public for 10 consecutive business day
. s shall consti
tute aba.ndonment by the dealer of his franchise agreement. If
any motor vehicle dealer abandons his franchise agreement,
he shall have no cause of action under this section. However,
it shall not be considereel abandonment if such failure to en
gage in business is d1w to acts of Goel, work stoppages, or
delays due to strikes or labor difficulties, freight embargoes,
or other causes over which the motor vehicle dealer has no
control.
Section 7.
read:

Section 320.643, Florida Statutes, is created to

320.643 Transfer, assignment or sale of franchise agree
ments.-A motor vehicle dealer shall not transfer, assign or sell
a franchise agreernent to another person unless the dealer first
notifies the licensee of his decision to ma.lee such transfer, by
written notice setting forth the prospecti1Je transferee's name
a.nd address and financial qualification a.nd business experience
cluri· ng the previous 5 11ears. The licensee shall, in writing,
within 60 days after receipt of such notice, either inform the
dealer of his approval of the transfer, assignment or sale, or
of the unacceptability of the proposed transferee, setting forth
the material reasons for the rejection. If the licensee does not
so inform the dealer within the 60-day period, his approval to
the proposed transfer is deemed granted. No such transfer, as
signment or sale shall be valid unless the transferee agrees
in writing to cornply with all requirements of the franchise then
in effect. Acceptance l>y tlw licensee of the proposed transferee
shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Section 8.
read:
320.77

Section 320.77, Florida Statutes, is amended to

License required of mobile home and recreational

vehicle dealers.-

( l) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this section:� fo!lewing
�'ffll'fffl-; tet>--, atM pluuoeo, WH-eft '!¼&Cd HI t� � f!fHH-l
htt-V-C � mem�ings ¥esti.,eti-¥e½' a� � tl½em i-n thls StHJ
oeetitr1r, ffiieef,t w-he1•e the e&tt-tffiit el-ea-t½ i-Hd-iea-tes a di�t
meafl-1-n-1_;-,

W "DiPeeter" - � a+ree¼F ef tti€ Division ef �
�-es &f tlte :Q.eytt-P-Rnen-t ef J{tg,l� � and �
¥eh-ie-1€&.
(a)fb+ "Meeile 001tte Dealer" means any person engaged
in the business of buying, selling, or dealing in mobile homes
or recreational vehicles or offering or displaying mobile homes
or recreational vehicles for sale. Any person who buys, sells,
01> deals in, or offers or displays for sale, three or more mo
bile homes or recreational vehicles in any 12-month period
&F w+w E>fkffl &l' displays MF &a-IB tftt,ee 0-t> m0-t>e meb-i!€ ft9fHee
OF i'-ettea-tte-H-a-t ""'h-ide-:; H1 an-y � ffiffi1-t!. �ea shall be
prima facie presumed to be a eflgftg-ed ta � b-� ef meb-itt3
hen'!€ dealer. The terms "selling" and "sale" include lease-pur
chase transactions. The term "ttt01'i-le l½0H'I€ dealer" does not in
clude banks and finance companies that acquire mobile homes
or recreational vehicles as an incident to their regular business
and docs not include mobile home rental and leasing companies
that sell mobile homes or recreational vehicles to ffi9ffife fl-9me
dealers licensee! under this section.

Section 320.62, Florida Statutes, is amended to

(b)fe+ For the purposes of this section, the term "recrea
tional vehicle" shall not include camping trailers as defined in
subparagraph 320.01(1)(b)2.

320.62 Licenses; amount; disposition of proceecls.-The an
nual license for each manufacturer, factory branch, fae.te-ey
f'ejH'e&enW-i-¥e; distributor, or importer shall be $100 $,±G and
shall be in addition to all other licenses or taxes now or here-

(2) LICENSE REQUIRED.-No person shall engage in
business as, or serve in the capacity of, a ffi9ffife oome dealer
in this state unless such person vossesses a valicl, current
wtt•tHH1-t fi.fflt ebt&i-!Htl-g a license as provided in this section.
Motor vehicle dealers licensed under s. 320.27 shall not be

Section 5.
read:
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required to obtain the- license provided in this section to sell
motor· vt!hicles Mffiefi as defined in s. oubpaPBgl'aph 320.01 (1)
(b)4.
(3) APPLICATION .._Ad.ID �.-The application for said
license shall be in the form prescribed by the department and
subject to such rules &fHl regulations as may be so prescribed
by it. The application shall be verified by oath or affirmation
and shall contain:
(a) A full statement of the name and the date of birth of
the person or persons applying therefor.
(b) The name of the firm or copartnership with the names
and places of residence of all its members, if the applicant
is a firm or copartnership.
. (c)" The names and places of residence of the principal
officers, if the applicant is a body corporate or other artificial
body.
(d) The name of the state under whose laws the corporation
is organized.
(e)
cant.

The former place or places of residence of the appli

(f) The prior � OF businesses in which the applicant
has been engaged, the elates during which the appl-icant was
engaged in such businesses, and the locations �n thereof.

(g) A description of 'Hl.e ay;J3lieation s� e-eseflbe the exact
location of the place of business, when it was acquired, and
whether it is owned in fee simple by the applicant. If leased,
a true copy of the lease shall be attached to the application.
(h)

Certification by the applicant SM--l-1 � that the loca

tion is a permanent one, not a tent or a temporary stand or
other temporary quarters, a-!ttl that the location affords suffi
cient unoccupied space BfHm a% w-i-tlti-fi whle-h a-rle-quf1-te-l3/ to
store all mobile homes and recreational vehicles offered and
displayed for sale, and that the location is a suitable place in
which the applicant can in good faith carry on business and keep
and maintain books, records, and files necessary to conduct such
business, which will be available at all reasonable hours to in
spection by the department or any of its inspectors or other
employees.

(i) Certification by the applicant e-h-a-l-t ee-F-ti-fy that the busi
ness of a mobile home or recreational vehicle dealer is the
principal business which shall be conducted at .the said location;
however, this provision shall not apply to mobile home park
operators licensed as mobile home dealers.

(j) � apf)liee.tion DOO-l-t eGn-ta--i-n A statement that the appli
cant is either an independent (nonfranchised) dealer, or is
franchised by a manufacturer of mobile homes or recreational
vehicles, in which case the name of each mobile home or recre
ational vehicle that the applicant is franchised to sell shall
be included; &"F a-n -i-fH!eyene-en-t fH;m-f.ra-.n.ehlsoo+ � �
� � applieatioH sf!-B-1.l. e-on-ti:r¼-H
Such other relevant information as may be required by
the department.
(k)

� opplieution &Ha-tt l,e accompanied 0-y e,. SWEH"-n eta-temen-t o4c
� � t,e-r-se-n-a f-Fom t-tt€ e-&ffifffil-lH-ty- tn whl-ffi t-tt€ Q-fli'H+-
ea-n-¼i f)-F+nei-fia-l p-1-a-ee e-f lrnm-Re55 Hi -to l,e l-e-e-a-te4; ee-F-ti-½-i-n-g
te- the gBOO ffiOFa+ e-R-!H'-&e¼"F e-f the person OF p€-F-StHW �
tng fe-r- � lt€ense a-!ttl eeM,-j.f-yi-n-g tlffit � fa-eta ee-t fu¥tlt -i-n
the opp!ieotion !1--R tFBe. -Yi,on raa--k+n-g, oo-el'l- � �
�n-t &.-a-U pay t-0 � ,�n-t a- fee- of � i-n a-e.-d-i-tie-n
te G-fi3/ o-the-r � IWW required 0:f -1-a-w-, The department shall.
if it deems it necessary, cause an investigation to be made to
ascertain if the facts set forth in the application are true and
shall not issue a license to the applicant until it is satisfied
that the facts set forth in the application are true. Upon making
an applicatio_n for a change of location, the applicant shall pay
a fee of $25 in addition to any other fees required by law.

(4) FEES.-Upon making initial applica.tion, the applicant
shall pay to the department a fee of $100 in addition to any
other fees now required by law. The fee for renewal application
shall be $100. The fee for application for change of location
shall be $25. Any applicant for renewal who has fa.Ucci to sub
mit his-renewal a,pplication by October 1 shall pay a renewal
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application fee equal to twice /,he amount of the regular re
neical application fee. No fee is refundable. All fees shall be
deposited into the General Revenue Fund.
(5) DENIAL OF LICENSE.-The department may deny
any applicant a license on the ground that:
(a) The applicant has made a 711aterial misstatement in
his application for a license.
(b) The applicant has failed to comply with any applicable
provision of this chapter.
( c) The applicant has failed lo provide warranty service.
(d) The applicant or one or more of his principals or
agents has violated any law, rule, or regulation relating to
the sale of mobile homes or recreational vehicles.
(e)

The department has proof of unfitness of the applicant.

(f) The applicant or licensee has engaged in previous con
duct in any state which would have been a ground _for revo
cation or suspension of a license in this state.
(g) The applicant or licensee has violated any of the
provisions of the National Mobile Home Construction and
Safety Standards Act of 1974 or any rule or regulation of
the Department of Honsing and Urban Development promul
gated thereunder.
Upon denial of a license, the department shall notify the
applicant within 1 O da.ys, stating in writ-ing its grounds for
denial. The applicant is entitled to a public hea.ring and may
request that such hearing be held within 45 days of denial of
the license. All proceedings shall be pursuant to chapter 120.
(6)-f-4+ LICENSE CERTIFICATE.-A license certificate
shall be issued by the department in accordance with the
application when the same shall be regular in form and in
compliance with the provisions of this section. The license,
when so issued, shall entitle the licensee to carry on and con
duct the business of a mobile home dealer or recreation vehicle
dealer at the location set forth in the license for a period of
1 year from October 1, preceding the date of issuance.
(7)-fB--1- SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE.-Any person licensed
pursuant to this section shall be entitled to operate one or
more additional places of business under a supplemental
license for each such business, if the ownership of each busi
ness is identical to that of the principal business for which
the original license is issued. Each supplemental license shall
run concurrently with the original license and shall be issued
upon application by the licensee on a form to be furnished
by the department and payment of a fee which shall be estab
lished by the department by rule but which shall no/! exceed &f
$25 for each such license. Only one licensed dealer shall operate
at the same place of business.
(8)#+ RECORDS TO BE KEPT BY LICENSEE.-Each
E-ve-r-y licensee shall keep records e,. booli OF � in such form
as shall m-fl-y be prescribed or flflf-ll'<Wea by the department. Such
,·ecords shall include:; -i-a � � e-h-a-l-t �
(a) A record of the purchase, sale or exchange, or receipt
for the purpose of sale, of any mobile home or recreational
vehicle,
(b) The description of each such mobile home or recrea
tional 1Jehicle, including the identification or serial number and
such other numbers or identification marks as may be thereon,
and a statement that a number has been obliterated, defaced,
or changed, if such fact is apparent, and a e-ese-J43-t;io-n- t!IBreef;

� wi--tl,(c) The name and address of the seller, the purchaser, and
the alleged owner or other person from whom the mobile home
or recreational vehicle was purchased or received ancl the per
son OF to whom it was sold or delivered, as the case may be.
'±'-1,-e t!e5et'i-p-hlB--Ho 5ftfl+l � tfie tden-ti::ieatien OF ee-Pi-fH- n-H-n1-ae-r
a-!'rfl &l-H!+l- � -� OF tti-e-R-ti-f-ie.a¼ffi m-a-i'-k-s AA rn-ey be
th-e-Peo1r. '±'-1,-e deseriptiOfl e-h-a-l-t &loo �€ a- &tfl-temefl-t t-ltttt e,.
fl-U-TH-&ei' 4as bee-a obliterated, � or eJw.ng-€4; i-f 5-lte-tt IB
tfl-e fa.e.t,
(9)+=-'f- EVIDENCE OF TITLE REQUIRED.-The licensee
shall also have in his possession for each new mobile home or
recreational vehicle a manufacturer's invoice or statement of
origin, and for each used mobile home or recreational vehicle,
a properly assigned certificate of title, or registration certifi-
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cate; if the used mobile home or recreational vehicle was
previously registered in a nontitle state, from the time the
mobile home or recreational vehicle is delivered to him until
it has been disposed of by him.
(10)-f%-t PENALTY.-Violation of any provision of this
:;ection is a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084. Aft.y �
f.-+itt � &f ,·iolating Q-fi;' f4 iJi€ � &f ttt-ie �
� l,e 4ee-n-le-€l g-i,-i+½' &f a � a-FHi e-l-HHt l,e �
b-y a Hitt! f4 � l-%S too-a � &P - tlt&n � e-i: b-y
impPisonmeftt m iJi€ � ;iatt fff flOt l-ese ¼a-fl g.Q '-P fflff-e
tlt&n 00 � <W l:->otlr, as iJi€ eOttt'-t may �
(11 )ff» INJUNCTION.-In addition to the remedies pro
vided in this chapter, and notwithstanding the existence of any
adequate remedy at law, the department is authorized to make
application to any Circuit Court of the state, and the circuit
court shall have jurisdiction, upon a hearing and for cause
shown, to grant a temporary or permanent injunction, &P �
restraining any person from acting as a mobile home dealer
under the terms of this section who is not properly licensed
or who violates or fails or refuses to comply with any of the
provisions of chapters 319 and 320, or any rule or regulation
adopted thereunder. Such injunction shall be issued without
bond. A single act in violation of the provisions of chapter 319
or chapter 320 shall be sufficient to authorize the issuance of
an injunction.
(12)+:W-t SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION.-The depart
ment shall, as it deems necessary, either ma;, suspend or revoke
any license issued hereunder upon a finding that the licensee
violated f-f}f' a ¥� f4 any provision of this section or of
any other law of this state having to do with dealing in mobile
homes or recreational vehicles or perpetrated ffH' perpetrntiFtg
a fraud upon any person as a result of said dealing in mobile
homes or recreational vehicles.

(19) CIVIL PENALTIES PROCEDURE.-ln addition to
the exercise of other powers provided in this section, the
depnrtmcnt is authorized to assess, impose, lev11, a.ncl collect b11
legal process fines in an amount not to exceed $1,000 for each
violat. ion, a.gainst any licensee if it finds that a licensee has
violated any provision of this section, or has violated any other
law of this state having to do with dealing in motor vehicles.
Any licensee shall be entitled to a hearing pursuant to chapter
.120 should the licensee wish to contest the fine levied, or abou.t
to be levied, UJ)On him.
(14)-f-H+

BOND.-

(a) A-flfrnttH:t; Before any license shall be issued or re11ewccl
to a n,� Mme � recreation�.! -hlettl �. the applicant
shall deliver to the department a good and sufficient surety
bond, executed by the applicant as principal and by a surety
company qualified to do business in the state as surety,
i-n frf¼ a-� as ��et! Ht ttt-ie seetHHt. The bond shall be in a
form to be approved by the department and shall be conditioned
upon the m00tte � dealer's complying with the conditions
of any written contract made by him in connection with the
sale or exchange of any mobile home or recreational vehicle and
his not violating any of the provisions of chapters 319 or 320 in
the conduct of the business for which he is licensed. The bond
shall be to the department and in favor of any retail customer
who shall suffer any loss as a result of any violation of the
conditions hereinabove contained. The bond shall be for the li
cense period, and a new bond or a proper continuation cer
tificate shall be delivered to the department at the beginning
of each license period. However, the aggregate liability of the
surety in any license one year shall, in no event, exceed the
sum of such bond. The amount of the bond required shall be
d-eteFffii.net! as follows:
1.fa+ A single dealer who buys, sells, or deals in mobile
homes and who has four or less supplemental licenses shall
provide a surety bond in the amount of $25,000.
2.-fiH- A single dealer who buys, sells, or deals in mobile
homes and who has more than four supplemental licenses shall
provide a surety bond in the amount of $50,000.

S.fe+ A single dealer who buys, sells, or deals in recre
ational vehicles and has four or less supplemental licenses shall
provide a surety bond in the amount of $10,000.
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4-w A single dealer who buys, sells, or deals in recreational
vehicles and who has more than four supplemental licenses shall
provide a surety bond in the amount of $20,000.
For the purposes of this paragraph subsection, any person who
buys, sells, or deals in both mobile homes and recreational
vehicles shall provide the same surety bond required of dealers
who buy, sell, or deal only in mobile homes.
(b) The department shall, upon denial, suspension, or revo
cation of any license, notify the surety company of the li
censee, in writing, that the li· cense has been denied, suspended,
or revoked, and shall state the reason for such denial, suspen
sion, or revocation.
(c) Any surety company which pays any claim against the
bond of any licensee shall notify the department, in writing,
tha.t it has vaid such a claim, and shall state the amount of the
claim.
(d) Any surety company which cancels the bond of any
licensee shall notify the department, in writing, of such can
cellation, giving rea.son for the cancellation.
Section 9.
read:
320.8225
license.-

Section 320.8225, Florida Statutes, is amended to
Mobile home and recreational vehicle manufacturer's

(1) LICENSE REQUIRED.-Any person who engages in
the business of a mobile home or recreational vehicle manufac
turer in this state, or who manufactures mobile homes or rec
reational vehicles out-of-state which are ultimately offered for
sale in this state, shall obtain annually a license for each fac
tory location in this state and for each factory location out of
state which manufactures mobile homes or recreational vehicles
for sale in this state, prior to distributing mobile homes or
recreational vehicles for sale in this state.
(2) APPLICATION.-The application for a license shall
be in the form prescribed by the department and shall contain
sufficient information to disclose the identity, location, and
responsibility of the applicant. The application shall also in
clude a copy of the warranty and a complete statement of any
service agreement or policy to be utilized by the applicant,
any information relating to the applicant's solvency and finan
cial standing, and any other pertinent matter commensurate
with safeguarding the public. The department may prescribe
an abbreviated application for renewal of a license if the licensee
had previously filed an initial application pursuant to this
section.· The application for renewal shall include any informa
tion necessary to bring current the information required in the
initial application.
(3) FEES F-E-E.-Upon making initial application or re
newal a])plication, the applicant shall pay to the department
a fee of $100. Any applicant jor renewal who has failed to
submit his renewal application by October 1 shall pay a renewal
application fee equal to twice the amount of the regular applica
tion fee. No fee is refundable. All fees shall be deposited into
the General Revenue Fund.
(4) NONRESIDENT.-Any person applying for a license
who is not a resident of this state shall have designated an
agent for service of process pursuant to s. 48.181.
(5)

REQUIREMENT OF ASSURANCE.-

(a) Annually, prior to the receipt of a license to manufac
ture mobile homes, the applicant or licensee shall submit a
surety bond, or a proper continuation certificate, e¥-Hlelli!e &f
<Ht insurance program, sufficient to assure satisfaction of
claims against the licensee for failure to comply with appro
priate code standards, failure to provide warranty service,
or violation of any provisions of this section. The amount
of the surety bond &P p;•ogram ef tttfYU-ra-Hee shall be �()00 f)Cl'
moh-tte lteme ttHHHtf�t'ed t» t-He p-t'ier ttee-ltOO J'C&l'; &fl te a
ffillifimum ef $50,000. .:W-hett tt.. mooi+e oornee w-ere proo;uee€1 Ht
t-He JH'iE1t' y-ea-p, iJi€ a� &f boitt! e¥ iHBUPr.nee �m f'e
� e+1a-tt be oo-oo4 et¼ the e4ma-t% -� f4 mehl-l-e ltemes
te be produeet! <l-uH»g iJi€ e-u-rr� ye-a-r-, The surety bond er
tfl-sll-i'fr- �r-Og'¥ffiR shall be to the department, in favor of any
retail customer who shall suffer loss arising out of noncompliance
with code standards or failure to honor or provide warranty
service. The department shall have the right to disapprove any
bond Oi' ffi!>U-F&ttee }H'6g-ram which does not provide assurance as
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p:rovided'·in this section. +he de�,tm-t -is i,u�me4 to pl'&
m'\r).gi.te.t'H-fe5 &Rd�- J,-tH'frlHl-R-t to �t� � eens-i&ent
with � see'HOR m pre-v-i4ifl-g f'-&6-lH'tlttee ef &&ti-sffiet-ie-11 ef cla-�ms-,
(b) Annually, prior to the receipt of a license to manu
facture recreational vehicles, the applicant or licensee shall sub
mit a surety bond, or a proper continuation certificate ev+d€�
&.f an tns-lH'i\-nee pF�, sufficient to assure satisfaction of
claims against the licensee for failure to comply with appro
priate code standards, failure to provide warranty service, or
violation of any provisions of this section. The amount of the
surety bond &r- � O'f mstH'-!l-nee shall be $10,000 per year.
The surety bond &F Hlffi!-ffir-H!e JH'Bg-F&ffi shall be to the depart
ment, in favor of any retail customer who shall suffer loss aris
ing out of noncompliance with code standards or failure to
honor or provide warranty service. The department shall haYe
the right to disapprove any bond � -H½flffi'-&&ee �1,a-m which
does not provide assurance as provided in this section.

(c) The department shall adopt HJ &Httimze4 to JH'Gffi.lt-lg.a-t-e
rules &n4 �oone pursuant to chapter 120 consistent with
this section in providing assurance of satisfaction of claims.
(d) The department shall, itpon denial, suspension, or revo
cation of any license, notify the surety company of the licensee,
in writin.r1, that the license has been denied, suspended, or re
voked and shall state the reason for sitch denial, sitspension, or
revocation.
(c) Any surety compa.ny which pa.ys any claim against the
b·ond of any licensee shall notify the department, in writin_g,
that it has paid such a claim, and shall state the amount of the
claim.
(f) Any surety company which cancels the bond of an
. y
licensee shall notify the department, in writing, of such can
cellation, giving reason for the cancellation.
(6)

LICENSE YEAR.-A license issued to a mobile home

or recreational vehicle manufacturer entitles the licensee to con
duct the business of a mobile home or recreational vehicle rnanu

facture1.· for a period of 1 year from October 1 preceding the
date of issuance.

(7) DENIAL OF LICENSE.-The department may deny a
mobile home or recreational vehicle manufacturer's license on
the ground that:
(a) The applicant has made a material misstatement in his
application for a license.
(b) The applicant has failed to comply with any applicable
provision of this chapter.
( c)

The applicant has failed to provide warranty service.

(d) . The applicant or one or more of his principals or agents
has violated any law, rule, or regulation relating to the manu
facture or sale of mobile homes or recreational vehicles.
(e)

The department has proof of unfitness of the applicant.

(f) The applicant or licensee has engaged in previous con
duct in any state which would have been a ground for revoca
tion or suspension of a license in this state.

(g) The applicant or 1-icensee has violated any of the pro
vis·ions of the Na.tional Mobile Home Construction and Safety
Standards Act of 1974 or any rule or regulation of the Depart
ment of Honsing and Urban De1,.clopment promulgated there
under.
Upon denial of a license, the department shall notify the
applicant within 10 days, stating in writing its grounds for
denial. The applicant is entitled to a public hearing- and may
request that such hearing be held within 45 days of denial of
the license. All proceedings shall be pursuant to chapter 120.
(8) REVOCATION OR SUSPENSION OF LICENSE.-The
department shall suspend, or in the case of a subsequent offense

shall revoke, any license upon a finding that the lfoensee
violated any provision m&y -1.e - etie-pend a-n:,, ti-eenee fer &

�n of this chapter or any other law of this state regard
ing the manufacturing, warranty, or sale of mobile homes or
recreational vehicles. When any license has been revoked or
suspended by the department, it may be reinstated if the de
partment finds . that the former licensee has complied with

all applicable requirements of this chapter and an application
for a license is refiled pursuant to this section.

(.9) CIVIL PENALTIES; PROCEDURE.-Jn addition to
the exercise of of her po1ccrs provided in this section, the de
JJCtrtment is authorized to assess, impose, levy, and collect by
legal process a civil venally in an amo1mt not to exceed $1,000
for each violation, against any licensee if it finds that a licensee
has 'violatecl any 7Jro1:ision of this sect,ion, or has violated any
other law of this state having to clo with dealing in motor
vehicles. Any licensee shall be ent,itlecl to a hearing pursuant
to chapter 120 should the licensee wish to contest the fine
levied, or about to be levied, 11pon him.
Section 10. Subsection (1)
Statutes, is amended to read:
320.8255

of section 320.8255, Florida

Mobile home a-n-d FeeFeatienal � inspection.

(1) In order to insure the highest degree of quality control
in the construction of mobile homes a-nd Fee-l'e&&i-OrHH ¥�s,
each new or used mobile home e-F F-�R!H ve4i-el-e sold in
the state shall be inspected by the department pursuant to
procedures developed by the department which assure com
pliance with code provisions. The department may adopt m&ke
reasonable rules and regulations pursuant to chapter 120 for
the implementation and enforcement of this inspection.
Section 11.
rear::

Section 320.825G, Florida Statutes, is created to

Sf!0.8256 Recreational vehicle inspection.(1) In order to ins11re the highest degree of quality control
in the construction of recreational vehicles, each new or used
recreational vehicle sold in the state shall be inspected by
the department or inspected by a private firm, person, or
£igency approved by the depa.rtment to conduct such inspections.
S1tch approval and all inspections shall be pursuant to pro
cedures developed by the department which assure compl'iance
with code provisions. 'l'he clepartmen t may a.dopt reasonable
rules pursuant to chapter 1:20 for the implementation and
en/orcement of this inspection.
(2) Department inspectors shall make itnannounced visits
to manufacturing vlants or take any other appropriate action
which assures compliance with the code.
(S) The department shall determine a fee for the seal
authorized under s. 320.827 which is sufficient to cover the
cost of inspection and administration under this section. Fees
collected for the seals shall be deposited in the General Revenue
Fund.
Section 12.
read:

Section 320.831, Florida Statutes, is amended to

(Substantial reworcl'ing of section. See s. S!20.8S1, F.S., for
present text.)
320.831

Penalties.-

(1) Whoever violates any prov1s1on of the National Mo
bile Home Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974, 42
USC 5401 et seq., or any rules, regulations or final order
issued thereunder shall be liable for a civil penalty not to exceed
$1,000 for each such violation. Each violation of a provision of
the act or any rule, regulation or order issued thereunder shall
constitute a separate violation with respect to each mobile
home or with respect to each failure or refusal to allow or per
form an act required thereby, except that the maximum civil
penalty may not exceed $1 million for any related series of
violations occurring within 1 year from the date of the first
violation.
(2) Any individual, or a director, officer or agent of a
corporation who knowingly and willfully violates the provi
sions of section 610 of the National Mobile Horne Construction
and Safety Standards Act of 1974 in a manner which threatens
the health or safety of any purchaser is guilty of a misdemeanor
of the first degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
( 3) Any manufacturer, dealer, or inspector who violates or
fails to comply with any of the provisions of ss. 320.822-320.862
or any of the rules adopted by the department is guilty of a
misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in s.
775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084 provided that such violation
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Is not also a violation of the National Mobile Home Construction
and Safety Standards Act of 1974 or any rules, regulations or
final order issued thereunder.
Section 13.
read:

Section 320.861, Florida Statutes, is amended to

320.861 Inspection of records; product-ion of evidence; sub
poena power � ete,, e-.f l-tt,en;;e-e.(1) The department may inspect the pertinent books, rec
ords, letters, and contracts of any a licensee, whether dealer or
manufacturer, relating to any written complaint made to it
against such licensee.
(2) fo the e-l!ce'� ef i-ts tJ.� .+ntleF ttt+s se�n, The de
partment is granted and authorized to exercise the power of
subpoena for the attendance of witnesses and the production of
any documentary evidence necessary to the disposition by it of
any written complaint against any licensee, whether dealer or
manufacturer tt+We-F till-is seetioH. -I+i-foHna-&iei-1 e0-t..�fl ffiftJ' ttet
oo tl5ed �frt tl-ie � a-s t4e l,a-s-i,3 ±ft-!' a er+m-i-ftfl-l fl·F&seett
twn B-ntt€F B,<l ffiWtl Af tR-HJ st-tl--tes
Section 14. Subsection (7) of section 320.0ll, Florida Stat
utes, is hereby repealed.
Section 15. Notwithstanding the Regulatory Reform Act of
1976, as amended, sections 320.27, 320.271, 320.273, 320.28, 320.30,
and 320.31, Florida Statutes, shall not stand repealer! on July
1, 1980, as scheduled by said act, but sections 320.27, 320.271,
320.273, 320.28, 320.30, and 320.31, Florida Statutes, as amended,
are hereby revived and readopted.
Section 16. Notwithstanding the Regulatory Reform Act
of 1976, as amended, sections 320.60, 320.61, 320.615, 320.62,
320.63, 320.64, 320.6-11, 320.642, 320.664, 320.�7, 320.68, 320.69,
320.694, 320.695, 320.696, 320.697, 320.698, 320.70, 320.77, 320.832,
320.861, and 320.862, Florida Statutes, shall not stand repealed
on July 1, 1!)80, as scheduled by said act, but sections 320.60,
320.61, 320.615, 320.62, 320.63, 320.64, 320.641, 320.642, 320.664,
320.G7, 320.68, 320.69, 320.694, 320.695, 320.69G, 320.697, 320.698,
320.70, 320.77, 320.832, 320.861, and 320.862, Florida Statutes,
are hereby revived and readopted.
Section 17. Legislative review.-Scctions 320.27, 320.271,
320.273, 320.28, 320.30, 320.31, 320.60, 320.61, 320.615, 320.62,
320.63, 320.64, 320.641, 320.642, 320.664, 320.67, 320.68, 320.69,
320.694, 320.695, 320.696, 320.697, 320.698, 320.70, 320.77, 320.832,
320.861, and 320.862, Florida Statutes, are repealed October 1,
1988, and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to the
Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as amended.
Section 18. In accordance with the provisions of chapter
76-168, Laws of Florida, as amended, section 320.864, Florida
Statutes, subsection (4) of section 320.60, Florida Statutes, and
sections 320.274 and 320.665, Florida Statutes, as amended by
cha_pter 78-95, Laws of Florida, arc hereby repealed.
Section 19. This act shall take effect July 1, 1980, but if it
becomes a law after that date, it shall operate retroactively to
July 1, 1980.
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Florida Statutes; providing that any dealer who fails to engage
in bnsiness with the public for 10 consecutive business days
shall be considered to have abandoned his franchise agreement;
creating s. 320.643, Florida Statutes; requiring a dealer before
transfer, assignment, or sale of a franchise agreement to notify
the licensee of such decision; amending s. 320.77, Florida
Statutes; providing definitions; requiring a current license of
any dealer; requiring certain information to be furnished the
department by each applicant for a license; providing for
license fees; authorizing the department to deny a license to
any applicant under certain circumstances; requiring the depart
ment to suspend and to revoke licenses under certain circum
stances; providing penalties; directing the department to notify
the surety company of the licensee upon such suspension or
revocation; requiring any surety company which pays any claim
against the bond of a licensee to notify the department; re
quiring any surety company which cancels the bond of any
licensee to notify the department; amending s. 320.8225, Florida
Statutes; requiring manufacturers to annually submit a surety
bond or a proper continuation certificate; requiring such surety
bond to be in the amount of $50,000; directing the department
to adopt rules providing assurance of satisfaction of claims;
directing the department to notify the surety company of any
licensee upon denial, suspension, or revocation of any license;
re(]uiring any surety company which cancels or pays a claim
against the bond of any licensee to notify the department;
establishing- civil penalties; directing the department to suspend
or revoke licenses under certain conditions: amending s. 320.8255 (1), Florida Statutes; creating s. 320.8256, Florida Statutes;
providing for inspection of recreational vehicles by persons
approved by the department; amending s. 320.831, Florida
Statutes; revising penalties; amending s. 320.861, Florida Stat
utes; granting subpoena power to the department with respect
to complaints against licensed manufacturers or dealers; re
pealing s. 320.011(7), Florida Statutes, relating to department
hearings; revising and readopting ss. 320.27-320.273, ss. 320.28320.31, ss. 320.60-320.70 and ss. 320.77, 320.832, 320.861 and
320.862, Florida Statutes, notwithstanding the Regulatory Re
form Act of 1976, as amended; repealing s. 320.274, Florida
Statutes, relating to hearing procedures; repealing s. 320.60(4),
Florida Statutes, relating to definition of "factory representa
tive"; repealing s. 320.665, Florida S�atutes, relating t<? hearing
procedures; repealing s. 320.864, Florida St�t:1tes, relatmir to _an
advisory council to the department; prov1dmg for legislative
review; providing a retroactive effective date..
Mr. Sheldon moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative C. F. Jones offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-0n page 20, lines 21, 22, 23, strike "which
shall be established by the department by rule but which shall
11ot exceed ef" and insert: of
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative C. F. Jones offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-0n page 11, lines 6, 7, & 8, strike all of
lines 6, 7, & 8 and insert: s. S20.60(9) if the dealer's actual
cost of repair, excluding t-ires, bumpers and glass, exceeds :J

Mr. Campbell moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

percc11t of the manufacturer's suggested retail price.

Representative Sheldon offered the following title amend
ment:

Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Amendment 2-0n page 1, lines 1-31, on page 2, lines 1-4,
strike all lines inclusive and insert: A bill to be entitled An
act relating to motor vehicle, mobile home and recreational
vehicle dealers, manufacturers, importers, distributors, factory
representatives, and factory branches; amending s. 320.131( 1),
Florida Statutes; providing for issuance of temporary motor
vehicle tags; amending s. 320.27(1), (3), (4), (6), (9), (10),
Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (12) to said section;
providing definitions; specifying required application informa
tion; providing for license certificate and record-keeping pro
cedures; requiring delinquent licensees to cease engaging in
business; providing for denial, suspension, or revocation of
licenses; providing for surety bonds and civil fines for motor
vehicle dealers; creating s. 320.312, Florida Statutes, requiring
the department to maintain certain records; amending ss. 320.61( 1) and 320.62, Florida Statutes; deleting provisions relating
to licensure of factory representatives; providing renewal pro
cedures and fees; adding a new subsection (4) to s. 320.641,

Representative C. F. Jones offered the following amendment:
Amendment 5-0n page 14, line 23, strike the period and
insert: including any violations of ss. 320.60-320.70.
Mr. Jones moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Woodruff offered the following amendment:
Amendment 6-0n pa�e 32, line 14, after the period insert:
Section 15. No motor vehicle displaying a valid Florida license
plate shall display any license plate from another state, or a
foreign co1mlry, territory, or federal district, on any part of
the motor vehicle, except antique vehicles and those com
mercial vehicles otherwise required by law to display additional
tags.
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SVl!�!AllY
A.

Prc-,-;ent Si Luat iun ·-- The ,:;uctions oI Chapter 320 that rel;-1.Lc to
Licensing oI l!ll)tor vehicle, rc,crcaVion:i.l vehicle, (111d 111ohi1e hurnc
dcal(srs, �,nd m::i.nufacturcrs are repealed June 30, ]9S0, unl('SS
re-enacted by the Lcgisl::i.ture.
Sections 320.27-320.31 and 320.642, F.S., cover the
lice�sing of franchised and ince?cncent moror
vei1icle cc,"-lcrs (e:-:cl\:ues rc,crc2:'cior,2l \'c:•,iclc 2:nd
rnobj le hc:1,e ,�ealcrs).
.l'c.ny ,Jer•;on 1�,coking \.},rce or
more vehicle s2.J,�s \.Jit!"1in 2 12·-!T10nth �:;0;;:.ioO is
pri�a �acie pre�umcd to be 2 cealer. Ann�al licc�sure
is requirec of all dGalers, the fees i:,c,i;-,g Sl00
for the initial license and $25 for rene:w2l.
F.eqt.:!i:reiiients for l ice:-nsure include SiJbir1i t tel of a
$5000 stne:ty i:>ond, an officjal crccit re:,)ort arid
inspection and dpproval of the business location.
The applicant must also certify that the loc6lion
is permanent and that the motor vehicle dealer
business will be the principal business to be conducted.
If the applicant wil� be franchised by a manufacturer,
s. 320.642, F,S., direc ts the de?artment to deny
a license to any applic ant where existing franchised
dealers are providing adequate representation
for that manufacturer and are complying with their
franchise agreements. The department Gay deny,
suspend or revoke a license on a number of grounds,
relating primarily to fraudDlent, deceptive or
coercive dealings with customers.

,

New motor vehicle brokers are not defined by
present law.
However, in a J.974 opinion, the Attorney
General stated that a motor vehicle brokerage
service falls within the definition of a motor vehicle
dealer.
Sections 320.60-320.70, Florida Statutes,are t he
provisions relating to the li�ensing of mo�oI
vehicle manufacturers, factory branches, factory
representatives, distributors and importers. �These
business entities may not engage in �usiness nor
may thei r vehicles be sold in the state unless they
have a valid license, A firm applying for a license
must submit i nformation relating to its solvency
and financial standing as well as copies of cer tain
agreements with its dealers concerning new vehicle
warranties, delivery and preparation obligations
and wage and material rates.
The initial and rene�al license �ee is $10 and the
license must be renewed annually by September 30.
The G:::?2.rt;-;)ent r.:cy C.eny, sus?enC, o:r 1:t2\'0�:e 2 licer:8e
on a ,;ariety of c,rounds se\·e::al o:: v:r,ich invQJve_
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actions taken by the licensee to the detriment of
its dealers. A manufacturer must sive 90 days
notice to a dealer prior to discontinuing, cancelling
or not renewj ng the dealer's franchise agreer;ient
and must also state specific grounds for the action.

A seven me�ber Advisory Council exists to assist
the department in the administration of the licensing
law and consists of representatives of the manu
::acturers; dealers, t:7e ?·ccblic, and �s c0airea oy
the director of the Division of Motor Vehicles.
The members receive no co�pensation
but a.re entitled to per diem.

?ersons suffering pecuniary less as a result of
a violation by a licensee :,,ay recover dc-_;-:-,2<Jes in
court in an amount equal to three times the cost.
?er:a.lties and civil fines are authorized for
viola.tors of the licensing provisions.

Pursuant to Section 320.77, F.S., any person who offers
·-or displays for sale, buys, sells, or deals in three or
more mobile homes or recreational vehicles in any 12month period is considered a mobile home dealer and must
be licensed by the state. Mobile home dealers are
licens_ed and regulated by the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles. Motor vehicle dealers
licensed by the state are not required to be licensed
under this section to sell motor homes.
In addition to requiring licenses and prescribing fees,
Section 320.77, F.S., requires a surety bond from each
licensee, provides c riminal penalties for violations o�
the law, and grants authority to the department to sus
pend or revoke li�enses.

Under provisions of Section 320.861, F.S., the department
is granted authority to inspect books, records, letters,
and contracts of a licensee relating to written complaints
against the licensee. Further, the department is granted I
the power of subpoena for witnesses and documentary
evidence necessary to the disposition of written-com
plaints.

Section 320.832, F.S., assures thabprovisions of this
chapter will not nullify or supersede provisions of
Chapter 527, F.S. Chapter 527 provides authority to t�e
Departr,1ent of Insurance to license and' regulate persons
who manufacture, sell, or install appliances and equip
ment w�ich use liquefied petroleum gas.

Section 320.862, f.S., establishes grotrnds for denial,
suspension, or revocation. ,of th_e applic_ation or license
of a firm or corporation.

Section 320.864, F.S., provides for an advisory council.
·section--320.8225·, ·F-:-s:; requires any manufacturer of motile
homes or recreational vehicles which are ultimately
offered for sale in Florida to obtain a license for each
The Department of Highway Safety and Motor
factory.
Vehicles licenses and regulates these manufacturers.
The annual license fee is $100 for each factory locatior..
A surety bond or program of insurance is required
annually from each manufacturer. The department may der.y /
a license based on certain grounds.
�
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Section 320.831, F.S., prescribes the penalty of first
degree misdemeanor for any manufacturer, dealer, or
inspector who violates or fails to comply with specifiet
sections of the chapter dealing with mobile home manu
facturing. If applicable, violations are subject to
penalty pursuant to Title VI of the National Mobile Home
Construction Safety Standard Act.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill re�nacts _ss. 320.27-320.31, F.S., w
cations. Definitions are 01·ovided for franc th modifi
ised
motor vehicle dealers, ind�pen�ent motor veh cl
e
dealers and �holesale �otor vehicle dealers.
The definition o� a motor vehicle dealer would
changed to emphasize the presence of a business be
rnotive; as well as the nur11ber of ,·ehic1es s_old,
as the criteria for being consjdered a dealer.
The
a1:io\lnt of the surety bond would be increased to $JO, 000 ·
The department would be required to develop minimum
standards for use in approving the business location .
The
permanency of location require1�ent would be
deleted.and replaced by the requirement for an
adequately equipped offi�e. The de?artment would
be required to verify certain items in the lice�se
application and to include in each licensee's
central file a copy of any complaints filed or
enforcement actions taken against him.
Procedures would be established for.annual license
renewal and a penalty for late renewal would be
created. The bill aefines a "new motor vehicle
broker" and exe,,ipts such· a broker from the ·license
and bond requirements.
A motor vehicle dealer's license could be denied, suspended
or revoked for having an unfavorable credit rating; a history of
bad credit, or for failing to disclose damage to a new motor·
vehicle, if the cost of repairing such damage exceeds three
percent of the sticker price, �xcluding tires, bumpers,
and glass.
The department would be required to notify the surety company
of the licensee of action taken against a ltcensce. The
surety company must notify the department when it pays a claim
and when it cancels a bond.

�

The department would be required to maintain uniform records
of all complaints agai�st any Chapter 320 li�ensee.
The failure of a motor vehicle dealer to e�gage iri business for
ten consecutive business days shall constitute abandonment of
his franchise.
A motor vehicle dealer is prohibited from transferring,.
assigning, or selling a franchise unless the dealer notifies
the franchisor in writing. The franchisor must approve or
disapprove the franchise within 60 days from the receipt of such
notice.

J';1 ge ".l

licensing
Sections 320.60-320.70, F.S., rel2ting to the
ibutors,
distr
ters,
im?or
ers,
2ctur
of motor vehicle m2nuf
, �ould
factory branches and factory re?resentetives
factory
be reenacted with one modification:
the licensing
from
ted
exem?
be
would
tives
senta
repre
and fee re�uirements.
A mobjle home or rec1eaLional vehicle dealer would be prohtbiLed

from cloing business without a valid, ci;rrcnt 1 i c:ense.

A motor vehicle dealer licensed by this state, would be
permit tcd to s.eJ l motor homes under his motor vehi c] e
l i ccn::;e and bond, ;u1d wou] d be exempt from provisions of Lhe
mobile home ,,nd recrc;1tion:1.l vehicle licensing :�ccti<,n.

liny mobile home or rl:crcati.onal vehicle de::i]er or
m;rnufac:turcr licen:..;ce filing appl'ic;.;tion ror renewal after
the deadline of October 1 would pay twice the amount of the
rcgul ar rc�ncwa.l fee. Fees woul cl not be· refundable.
Esta.bli:31H'S gro11nds fur deni:il of a 111obile home or
recr0ational vehi.cle licc'n,-;ce and 1;r:inls the d,:partrncnt
au1.hori.ty of denial.
Establishes grounos for denial of a ljcc-nse and gr,,nt::
the department auti1ority of r.r:en.i.al.
The penalty [or violation of this law would be a seco�d
degree misdemeanor in lieu of the fines 2nd terms
established by present law, thus standardizing statut�ry
language.
If the department finds that a licensee has violated ?ro
visions of this section or any other Florida law deal�ng
in motor vehicles,. the department would be authorized
to levy and collect fines not to exceed $1,000 for ea:h
violation.
The aggregate liability of the surety in any one licE�se
year would not exceed the sum of the surety bond of 2
licensed dealer.
The department would be r6quired to suspend or revoke the
license of any dealer in violation of this section.
The department, upon denial, suspension, or revocaticn
of a license would notify the surety c6mpany of the
licensee and give the reason for denial, suspension, or
revocation.
A surety company would advise the·d�partment of clai�s
against the borid of any liGensee and the,amount of c�aim.
Upon cancellation of the bond ot a licens�e, the sur�ty
.company would advise the department and state the
reason for cancellation.
The department would be required to promulgate rules
pursuant to Chapter 120, F.S. Under the present
permissive authority, no rules have been adopted.
The Bdvisory council would be abolished.
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A manufacturer would supply a surety bond or proper con
tinuation certificate annually.
The amount for a mobile
home manufacturer wouJd be $50,000 and for a recreationEl
vehicle manufacturer, $10,000.
The department would
adopt rules to provide assurance of satisfaction of claims
against bonds.
Upon the denial, suspension, or revocat�on
of a license, the department 1-.Jould i,otify the surety co:�
pany of the licensee, giving the re2son for denial,
suspension, or revocation.
A surety company which cancels
or J>.. ys a claim 2gainst Lhe bond of a l icr:n:,.ce \·. ould
notify t.'ne r.c-?arLm2nt 2nd give t11e reason [or ccnccllr:t:on
or the air,o,rnt of the claim paid.
0

The department would be required to suspend or revoke a
license upon finding that a licensee violated provisions
of law regarding manufacturing, warranty or sale of
n,obile homes or recreational vehicles.
In addition to existing grounds for denial of a license,
the departmrc,nt may deny a manufacturer's license on the
91ounds that lhe applicant or Jicens�e has violat�d pro
visions of the National Mobile Home Construction and
Safety Standards Act of 1974 or any rule or regulation cf
liUD.

S�ction 320.831, F.S., ·,.Jould also rc[!uire that ,c,nyone ·v:i::i
violates the National 1-1objle liome Construction i'lnd Safo'c.'
Stan�ards Act would be subject to a �enalty not to exceE�
$1,000 for each violation.
Maximum penalties for multi�le
Further, any
violations could not exceed $1 million.
individual, director, officer, or agent of a corporation
who violates section 610 of the Act would be guilty of a
first degree misdemeanor.
Private businesses wou]d be authorjzed, if approved
by the department, tQ �onduct construction inspections
of new or used recreational vehicles sold in the
state for compliance with code provisions.
All exemptions from Chapter 120 are removed.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Publjc:
By increasing the bond amonnt to $10,000 for motor vehicle
dealers, current ;:innual bond premiums of $-25 - $45 could
be expected to double and possibly triple. Assuming that this
additional cost will be passed on to the publjc, the increase
i.n cost 1rould be spread :J.mong so many Floridians as to in;:ikc
it insignificant.
The addition of administratiJe penalties fcir violation� �f
the law would impact on a licensee to the degree of asse3sment for such violations.
Under exist ing permissive language, the department has �:it
revoked or suspended any licenses for the past five �ear3.
Mandatory suspension or revocation of l icenses for viola
tions of the law would impact on licensees depending on
the number of violations and the degree to which the lav, is
implemented by the departm ent.
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B.

Government:
The provision authorizing the department to impose a $1,J00
civil penalty could result in an increase in revenues to
the state depending on the nun�er of violations and the
degree to which the law is implementeJ by t�e department.
'�7e Cepcrt..i11(::nt. estirne. Jces that verificction of
s�ecified items on the license application would
require one additional clerk-typist III position
at an approximate first year cost of $10,958.
Eased on 1680 initial applications filed in 1979,
an additional $3,364 would be required to cover
the $2.00 search fee char�ed by the FDCLE for a
criminal record check. Other enforcement measures
and procedures could be im�le�cnted wit�out additional
cost to the department.
Iri 1978-79, there were 416 factory representatives
licensed by the department.
Removing them from the
licensing provisions will result in a 54,160
loss to �c:nera 1 :.:.-ever:\Je.

'T:�e C,=-�:ic.rtT71L�nt,

hc·.-:e\1 Pr,

will no longer have to utilize employ�es to process
license applications frcm these individuals.
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